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Nearly four decades have elapsed since the first efforts to obtain a realistic narrow-banded model
for extreme wave crests and heights were made, resulting in a couple of dozen different exceeding
probability distributions. These models reflect results of numerical simulations and storm records
measured off of oil platforms, buoys and more recently satellite data. Nevertheless, no consensus
has been achieved in either deterministic or operational approaches. Moreover, a minor issue with
distributions is the lack of bounds for their sea parameters. Physical bounds for individual waves
exist, but here we implement bounds for the ensemble. As previous studies have shown, the exceeding
probability does not depend on one sea parameter, thus, this work supplies a combination of sea
state parameters that influence rogue wave occurrence. Based on these bounds, we conjecture the
dependence of the maximum normalized wave height on sea state parameters. Then, we introduce
a dimensionless parameter that is capable of explaining the uneven distribution of rogue waves
pointed out by Stansell (2004). Furthermore, we extend such analysis to wave crests and attempt to
understand what is the relation between nondimensional rogue wave heights crests thresholds and
its implications for the obtained bounds. We deliver a mathematical expression for this connection,
while the data analysis produced very similar physical bounds for wave heights. This result suggests
that it might be possible to convert any wave crest exceeding probability and its expectancy model
thereof into wave heights counterpart while keeping its original accuracy. Also regarding the uneven
distribution, previous works seem to be microcosms, special cases of the underlying essence of
this phenomenon. Then, a new exceeding probability and the analysis of their uneven occurrence
is conceived, through a geometrical composition of the most popular models for wave records
that obeys the empirical bounds. In the opposite direction, however, spatiotemporal exceeding
probability distributions have recently been thought to explain the failure of second and third-order
iii
nonlinear models of distributions at a fixed point in space, instead of a thorough reassessment of
time series distributions. Needless to say, there is a clear distinction between multidimensional and
temporal statistics, because only a percentage of rogue waves in a two-dimensional surface would
reach the radius of observation and appear in a time series. To investigate this possibility, we derive
a simplified model for the (2+1) exceeding probability distribution of ocean waves based on the
Gaussian random field approach. We show that (2+1) Longuet-Higgins (1952) and Longuet-Higgins
(1980) distributions are independent of spatiotemporal scales, rather dependent on the directional
spectrum. Then, comparing theory with the North Alwyn data set (Stansell, 2004) we conclude that
both (2+1) versions fail to provide an accurate description of ocean statistics, thus undermining the
argument that the error in ocean wave statistics can be cured by extending point observations into
higher-dimensions, and validating the idea that a temporal distribution is capable of explaining
observed statistics, demonstrating that the failure in one dimension will be reflected in the increase
in the number of the degrees of freedom. However, the geometrical model consists of a heuristic
approach, which then lacks a physical basis for it. In this regard, we revisit the standard derivations
of exceeding probability distributions for ocean waves, reformulating the main statistical conditions.
According to different models for the sea surface elevation, we find approximated mathematical
expressions for their respective probability densities and exceeding probabilities, for the first time
finding a model that is finite depth dependent. This reformulation is based on a double integral
that generalizes the ergodicity condition, the maximal differential entropy and a constraint for the
probability density at vanishing wave heights and wave crests. Furthermore, the formulation is
said to be pseudo-stationary because it accepts the Wiener-Khinchin theorem for non-stationary
processes while it generalizes the ergodicity condition. As set forth by Longuet-Higgins (1980),
the probability distribution can be reinterpreted as a source of a nonlinear mechanism by the
ratio of the rms average wave amplitude the spectral moment m0, such that we calculate how the
ratio H1/3/
√
m0 varies according to different sea surface formulations, thus possibly explaining the
technical reports of Goda (1979, 1983).
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Ocean wave statistics is an important overlap between ocean engineering and physical oceanog-
raphy, and though the birth of the field of oceanography is typically attributed to the Challenger
expedition (Geikie, 1895; Tait, 1972; Deacon et al., 2013), the branch of ocean statistics sprung
almost a century later Sverdrup and Munk (1947). Typically, ocean engineers are concerned with
obtaining fairly accurate models for short-term, paramount for marine traffic, as well as long-term
statistics, crucial for fixed offshore structures. In physical oceanography, however, the source of
mechanisms in the theory of wind-driven waves is the focus. Over the past two decades, ocean wave
statistics have also caught the attention of physicists due to the Benjamin and Feir’s instability that
can be studied by the Nonlinear Schrödinger equation (Zakharov and Ostrovsky, 2009; Onorato et al.,
2013), seeking to understand the source mechanism responsible for the appearance of anomalies in the
standard theory. For mathematicians, the nonlinear equations are relevant due its integrability and
connection to Darboux transformations (Guo et al., 2012; Gaillard, 2016b), Fredholm determinants
(Pöppe, 1984; Gaillard, 2016a), Pfaffians (Ohta, 2000) and the Riemann-Hilbert problem (Wang
et al., 2020). Hence, the statistics of ocean waves are an important aspect for several scientific
communities, as they can discredit or endorse current theories of rogue wave formation, one of the
most important anomalies not yet understood in this field.
1.1 What is a Rogue Wave?
Rogue waves are waves of large-amplitude that seemingly appear “from nowhere” (Pelinovsky
and Kharif, 2008), by definition at least twice as tall as Sverdrup and Munk’s significant wave
height (Haver, 2000) and first observed in the ocean. However, in recent decades, it has been
shown that rogue waves can appear in many different contexts (Onorato et al., 2013) and the large
absolute amplitude does not apply to similar phenomena observed in plasmas (Panwar and Ryu,
2014; Moslem et al., 2011; Bailung et al., 2011) and Alfvén waves (Shukla and Moslem, 2012; Laveder
et al., 2011), capillary waves (Shats et al., 2010), nonlinear optics (Solli et al., 2007; Kibler et al.,
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Figure 1.1: (Left) Wave measurements of the Draupner field (Dysthe et al., 2008) where the red
box delineates the crest while the green box for the trough of the highlighted rogue wave (known as
the Draupner wave, see Table 4.2) and (Right) Geographical location of the three oil fields of the
North Sea described in Table 4.2 (Magnusson and Donelan, 2013).
2010; Kumar et al., 2012), Bose-Einstein condensates (Akhmediev et al., 2009; Wen et al., 2011),
liquid Helium (Efimov et al., 2010) and astrophysics (Sabry et al., 2012; Sabry, 2014), thus, the
relative height has been established as the universal description. Therefore, whether the typical wave
height in the ocean is of 2 m or 12 m, a rogue wave will exceed these values beyond expectation, i.e.
statistical rarity is required. For instance, most large waves on the shore are not considered rogue
because they are not statistically rare or unexpected events. For the exact definitions, see eqs. (2.1)
and (3.1), whereas the outline for a continuous classification of ocean waves is found in Tables 2.2
and 3.3. As a visual aid, Figure 1.1 (left) shows the three main characteristics of a rogue wave: its
height is much larger than the surrounding ones, the wave is also much steeper and the vertical
asymmetry, e.g. the difference between crest and trough measurements, is considerably larger than
its peers. Naturally, these waves are multidimensional and Figure 1.2 describes its typical shape
when is encountered in the ocean. Considering the scale of the wave, to the observer on a ship, large
rogue waves as in Figure 1.2 will be seen as a ”wall”, exactly as described by sailors for several
decades (Liu, 2007).
Interestingly, however, due to its irregular shape, realistic ocean time series of the surface
elevation can not be understood in terms of harmonic (thus, symmetrical) waves, such that a rogue
wave crest does not possess the same characteristics of the entire rogue wave height. Remarkably, the
likelihood of encountering rogue wave heights or crests are also quite diametrical (see eqs. (2.1-2.2)
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Figure 1.2: Simulated extreme rogue wave with crest exceeding the significant wave height in 60%
and roughly four times larger than the trough (Fedele et al., 2017).
Figure 1.3: (Left) Encounter of the USS Ramapo with a rogue wave in 1933 and (Right) Distinction
between floating and fixed offshore structures. Credits: Frank Buonaiuto, Hunter College, CUNY.
and (3.1-3.2)). Moreover, they represent different risks to ocean structures. Floating structures and
ships will ride the entire wave, hence, rogue wave heights present the major risk. Fixed structures,
however, are unlikely to move through the entire wave, hence, platform decks are designed to be
taller than rogue wave crests. Hence, the more nonlinear the sea state the more their statistics will
deviate, thus, justifying the necessity of studying rogue wave crests in a separate chapter.
1.2 Relevance of Rogue Wave Studies
The unexpected occurrence of heavy tails in the exceeding probability and maximum heights
far higher than predicted by linear theory of surface elevation is a common feature of the rogue
wave phenomenon. At first, the topic was approached mainly from a descriptive point of view
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Figure 1.4: (Left) Lost carrier ships due to rogue waves (Dysthe et al., 2008) and (Right) Typical
damage caused by rogue waves (Pelinovsky and Kharif, 2008).
(Draper, 1964, 1971; Mallory, 1974; Kjeldsen, 1984), but starting with the precise measurement of the
Draupner wave (Trulsen and Dysthe, 1997; Haver and Andersen, 2000; Haver, 2004) the literature
became more theoretical. However, the drive to develop better tools to predict the occurrence
of extreme waves goes beyond the academic realm, as they are associated with the majority of
ship losses (see Figure 1.4) associated with unknown causes (Faukner, 2002; Toffoli et al., 2005).
Accordingly, engineers and oceanographers have tried, with varying degrees of success, to predict
extreme wave heights for a wide range of sea states (Haring et al., 1976; Forristall, 1978; Longuet-
Higgins, 1980; Tayfun, 1980; Naess, 1985; Boccotti, 1989; Tayfun, 1990; Forristall, 2000; Fedele et al.,
2016), with the first studies suggesting a Rayleigh distribution (henceforth abbreviated as RD) when
considering a narrow-banded sea state (Longuet-Higgins, 1952; Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins,
1956; Longuet-Higgins, 1963). The complete understanding of all possible physical processes of
generation, modeling of the exceeding probability as well as the creation of an accurate warning
system for different sea states are essential for the design of both marine installations and ships.
Due to both randomness in the forcing mechanism and the nonlinear dynamics underlying the
evolution of the wave field, a description of the sea state is necessarily statistical in nature. The
statistical approach leading to the RD describes the sea surface as a superposition of wavelets with
different frequencies and directional spreading. The simplest configuration of this group of waves is
the assumption of a uniform distribution of wave phases. Nonlinearities are considered to be small
enough so that they can be treated by simple perturbation expansions. Although one may argue that
Navier-Stokes equations are the very fundamental equations describing the motion of water waves,
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Figure 1.5: (Left) Hokusai’s ”great wave” painting and (Right) Laboratory generated rogue wave
(McAllister et al., 2018).
these equations are very challenging to deal numerically, especially if one intends to extract an
exceeding probability out of the numerical solution. As a consequence, in the rogue wave community
approaches the problem with approximate models. Though these approximate formulations have
shown remarkable success in describing general ocean wave statistics and kinematics, some issues
arise and is our interest to understand the deviation from these models that lead to the formation
of rogue waves in the upper tail of the distribution. For instance, based on RD, Øistein (2002)
predicts that the famous Draupner wave crest would appear only within a group of a million waves,
almost two orders of magnitude higher than the observed number of waves during the Draupner
storm (Trulsen and Dysthe, 1997; Haver and Andersen, 2000; Haver, 2004).
Noticing the inaccuracy of the RD model prediction, strongly nonlinear mechanisms have been
proposed to fill the gaps in the standard model (Kharif and Pelinovsky, 2003; Dysthe et al., 2008;
Onorato et al., 2013) and have shown some success in explaining the formation of rogue waves
through HOS numerical simulations (Toffoli et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2013) and in laboratory
experiments (Onorato et al., 2009), see Figure 1.5. However, most nonlinear mechanisms have
shown limited success in explaining the statistics of rogue waves in realistic conditions. For instance,
Fedele et al. (2016) argue that typical oceanic wind seas feature multi-directional wave fields that
spread the energy directionally, thus diminishing the effect of both Benjamin and Feir’s instability
and nonlinear focusing, which are believed to be the main candidate mechanisms of rogue wave
formation. Moreover, the role of these instabilities in the formation of rogue waves appears of lesser
importance in finite depths. Secondly, theoretical analysis of third-order quasi-resonant interactions
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in Janssen (2003) play a negligible role in rogue wave formation in realistic sea states (Fedele, 2015).
Furthermore, Fedele et al. (2016) state that there is enough evidence that the statistics of wind
waves are not at all controlled by third-order nonlinearities nor do they display any similarities
regarding its shape with breather-like patterns observed in unidimensional wave tank experiments.
Finally, Toenger et al. (2015) have also shown that Peregrine’s soliton, one of the most relevant
NLSE solutions, is not a good prototype for rogue waves, as it fails the statistical rarity test of these
waves.
1.3 Thesis Layout
This dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter 2, which forms the basis of Mendes et al.
(2020), we provide empirically derived physical bounds for sea state parameters that could have
control over wave height statistics. Then, in chapter 3, (submitted manuscript Mendes and Scotti
(2020a)), we extend the analysis of the previous chapter to wave crests. Thereafter, chapter 4
attempts to find an exceeding probability that obeys such constraints and provides a good fit with
reasonable predictions for finite depth seas, a study which we plan to submit as a part of this series of
articles. Following Mendes and Scotti (2020b), chapter 5 challenges the alternative explanation that
the Rayleigh distribution or higher-order models and the observed statistics can be reconciled by an
increase in the number of degrees of freedom. Lastly, chapter 6, delineates a possible reformulation
of the established theory of random seas. Considering the high number of equations and extensive
nomenclature, the reader is advised to read Appendix A.2 beforehand.
6
CHAPTER 2
Physical Constraints for the Exceeding Probability in Deep Water
Rogue waves are extreme events whose exceeding probability varies in response to different ocean
states. To this day, no set of sea state variables have been successfully linked to this variability, which
Stansell (2004) referred to as the ”uneven distribution of rogue waves”. Until recently, studies with
large wave data collections focused on the analysis of the average empirical exceeding probability
(Liu and Pinho, 2004; de Pinho et al., 2004; Casas-Prat and Holthuijsen, 2010; Christou and Ewans,
2014) instead of studying their variability according to sea parameters (Karmpadakis et al., 2020).
Consequently, one is challenged to properly define the maximum number of waves in each group or
rather how to define the sea parameter homogeneity necessary for a close-up analysis of the rogue
wave variability. One possible consequence of this is the apparent disagreement between several
studies regarding the prediction of rogue wave occurrence: some studies report less rogue waves
(e.g. Haring et al., 1976; Forristall, 1978; Green, 1994; Liu and Pinho, 2004; de Pinho et al., 2004;
Didenkulova and Anderson, 2010; Didenkulova and Rodin, 2012; Christou and Ewans, 2014; Gibson,
2014) while others report more rogue waves (Mori, 2003; Rosenthal and Lehner, 2007, 2008) and
super-rogue waves (Liu and MacHutchon, 2006; Nikolina and Didenkulova, 2011), some report good
agreement with RD (Wu, 1973; Earle, 1975; Mori et al., 2002), and sometimes a combination of the
three in the very same study (Stansell, 2004; Cherneva et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2019). Dean (1990)
was the first to propose a statistical definition for rogue waves as twice as large as the significant
wave height. Despite the arbitrariness of such definition, it has been widely accepted Haver and
Andersen (2000) or slightly modified Petrova et al. (2007), and therefore, we shall adhere to it.
Hence, we define the normalized height,
α ≡ H
H1/3
≡ Zc + Zt
H1/3
, (2.1)
where H is any individual wave height, Zc and Zt are the crest height and trough depth, respectively,
7
Storm ID α > 0 α > 1.75 α > 2 α > 2.25 α > 2.5 α > 3.0 ‖α‖ Nα=2
29 13,610 30 12 1 0 0 2.30 1,134
149 52,766 95 26 6 1 0 2.50 2,029
90 44,867 111 20 3 1 0 2.65 2,243
172 23,591 54 9 2 1 1 3.19 2,621
132 45,056 68 14 3 0 0 2.30 3,218
28 22,155 30 6 1 0 0 2.38 3,693
146 15,109 20 4 1 0 0 2.46 3,777
23 25,068 42 5 0 0 0 2.08 5,014
26 27,774 33 4 0 0 0 2.16 6,944
127 14,845 15 2 0 0 0 2.09 7,423
25 16,896 21 2 1 1 0 2.59 8,448
27 20,379 23 1 1 0 0 2.40 20,379
124 21,737 30 0 0 0 0 1.97 —
195 9,875 9 0 0 0 0 1.95 —
Total 353,728 581 105 19 4 1 3.19 3,369
Total×Rα - 774 119 14 1 0.005 2.58 2,981
Table 2.1: Summary of Stansell’s data. Entries in the main section are counts of numbers of waves
for each storm. The storms are presented in ascending order of return period Nα=2. Numbers in
bold font show Longuet-Higgins’s prediction.
and H1/3 is the measured significant wave height, defined as the mean height among the 1/3 highest
waves in the time series (see eq. (6.68)). H1/3 is distinct from the spectral counterpart, Hm0, that is
obtained from the spectrum (see appendix A.1 and Figure 2.1). The return period, Nα, is defined
as is the inverse of the exceeding probability, and the total number of rogue waves that can be
observed in a series of N waves is the product of N and the exceeding probability. Longuet-Higgins’s
exceeding probability for narrow-banded seas, a cornerstone in the subject, is expressed as:
Rα ≡ R (H > αH1/3) = e−2α
2
. (2.2)
For the assessment of uneven distribution of rogue waves, we use data collected from three infrared
Ordinary Large Sub-Rogue Rogue Super-Rogue
Def. α ∈ (0, 1] α ∈ (1, 1.75] α ∈ (1.75, 2] α ∈ (2, 3] α > 3
Count 304,371 (86%) 48,771 (13.8%) 480 (0.14%) 104 (0.03%) 1 (0.0003%)
Table 2.2: Alternative wave definitions for the upper, middle and lower tail of the distribution of
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Figure 2.1: (Left) Scatter plot of H1/3 versus Hm0 (in meters) with each dot shows the height
variables measured from each 20-min record of each storm of Stansell (2004) and (Right) Scatter
plot of normalized wave height with α > 1.7 against wave height, H, measured in meters. Ocean
data shows that H1/3 ≈ 3.85
√















α ( = 0.235)
ℱα
✶(S1 = 1/28 ; Ur = 1/673)















































































Figure 2.2: (Left) Exceeding probabilities of original wave height models (Longuet-Higgins, 1952;
Haring et al., 1976; Tayfun, 1980; Forristall, 2000) versus observation (blue circles) of Group II in
Table 3.2 and (Right) Empirical exceeding probabilities of storm groups I (blue dots), III (green
dots) and IV (red dots) of Table 3.2.
laser altimeters mounted on three corners of the North Alwyn oil field (see Figure 1.1, right),
summarized in Table 2.1. The platform is situated in the northern North Sea in a water depth
of approximately 130 m and the logging system was configured with a 5 Hz logging frequency. In
this dataset a storm is defined as the period between the start of the first record and the end
of the last of a contiguous sequence of 20-min records each satisfying Hm0 > 3 m. For ease of
discussion, we divide waves into five classifications listed in Table 2.2. This is inspired by the
work of Didenkulova and Anderson (2010), with a classification of α > 3 for ”abnormal” rogue
waves. Moreover, the data shows that there are plenty of dangerous sub-rogue waves (H > 15 m,
Figure 2.1), while Table 2.1 surprisingly shows RD inaccuracy for sub-rogue waves, such that our
9
ID H1/3 〈H1/3〉 〈Tz〉 λ1/3 〈λ1/3〉 η1/3 〈ν〉 S−11 103 ×Ur U00 U1
29 5.07 5.85 8.06 147.9 157.8 1.234 0.740 27.02 1.302 1.855 1.933
149 6.68 6.76 8.90 191.4 185.6 1.241 0.779 28.88 2.081 1.863 1.937
90 4.91 5.85 8.02 141.3 150.9 1.245 0.626 24.18 1.190 1.840 1.925
172 6.02 5.78 8.13 174.9 152.2 1.228 0.797 24.26 1.196 1.841 1.926
132 4.51 4.70 7.43 147.8 143.4 1.151 0.874 32.50 0.864 1.879 1.944
28 4.57 5.67 8.01 146.0 154.3 1.181 0.654 25.26 1.206 1.846 1.928
146 4.01 4.01 7.07 167.1 154.8 1.109 0.936 36.55 0.859 1.891 1.951
23 6.50 6.69 8.55 190.4 192.9 1.192 0.696 25.55 2.224 1.847 1.929
26 3.70 3.77 6.75 139.3 126.6 1.119 0.847 32.46 0.540 1.879 1.945
127 4.94 5.28 8.76 177.5 174.6 1.127 0.487 28.09 1.438 1.860 1.936
25 5.57 5.68 7.82 166.0 165.9 1.167 0.770 26.97 1.397 1.855 1.933
27 5.50 5.35 8.08 172.6 166.0 1.153 0.758 30.19 1.317 1.870 1.940
124 7.97 7.53 9.56 214.3 198.7 1.178 0.466 23.08 2.656 1.832 1.921
195 6.44 6.93 8.80 203.0 202.3 1.163 0.774 27.94 2.534 1.859 1.935
mean 5.46 5.71 8.14 170.0 166.2 1.178 0.729 28.06 1.486 1.858 1.934
Table 2.3: North Alwyn’s sea parameters (see appendices A.1 and A.2). The nonlinearity η1/3 is
defined in eq. (3.8), the spectral bandwidth ν in eq. (A.2), λ1/3 and H1/3 measured in meters and
Tz is the zero-crossing period in seconds.
focus can not be restricted to α > 2. Table 2.1 shows the first four storms having rogue wave return
period, Nα=2, lower than that predicted by Longuet-Higgins (1952) whereas the remaining storms
show equal or longer return periods, the most important symptom of the ”uneven occurrence” of
rogue waves (notice that the absolute number of rogue waves is not as important). Combining all
storms into a single dataset demonstrates that the prediction accuracy of RD quickly decreases
(either underpredicting or overpredicting) away from its center at H > 2H1/3 (see Figure 2.2, left).
However, considering smaller groups of storms or individual storms, the inaccuracy is even greater
(see Figure 2.2, right). As Figure 2.2 shows, choosing the sample size of the storm ensemble inserts a
bias into one’s conclusions (Forristall, 2005). The main argument against the standard approach is
that a large sample of waves can be drawn from storms with very different metocean conditions and
therefore can cover an enormous variability in its sea state parameters. Unfortunately, most known
distributions will not satisfactorily explain either large and small storm sample data due to their
lack of flexibility with changing sea states, especially with a small variability of sea parameters (see
Table 2.3). We shall, therefore, attempt to shed light and create a clear definition on the suitable
time series length for accurate modelling later in this chapter. Firstly, however, let us review the














































Figure 2.3: (Left) Tayfun (1980) distribution compared with RD with varying α and s and (Right)
Haring et al. (1976) for diametrical ε.
2.1 Standard Distributions
Several authors have proposed models to address the shortcomings of Rα in predicting the
occurrence of rogue waves. One of the most common theoretical distributions used for the prediction
of extreme waves was derived by Tayfun (1980), who applied Stokes’s second-order theory for the
water surface elevation to calculate the exceeding probability as (see appendices A.1 and B.1):





1 + αs− 1
)2]
, (2.3)
where s = 2πH1/3/λ1 is the significant steepness and λ1 is the wavelength obtained from the
mean wave period as defined by eqs. (A.3) and (A.5). Naturally, as the Stokes model recovers the
Airy solution for small steepness, the above distribution recovers RD for s→ 0. The steepness of












Taking Miche’s limit on steepness into account, which can be converted to its significant counterpart
H1/3 6 λ1/7 (Tayfun, 2006a; Christou and Ewans, 2014), the probability should approach zero as
s approaches 0.9 from below. Alas, Tα breaks this limit by assigning a quite high probability of
finding very steep waves (Figure 2.3, left, red curve), as it predicts that 1% of all waves in Table
2.1 will simultaneously exceed α > 2 and s > 2π/7 (or equivalently ss , j > 22/105, see eq. (2.11))
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Figure 2.4: (Left) Fα and F∗α compared with Rα for different values of α, S1 and Ur and (Right)
shallow water regime for the Forristall (2000) model (large Ursell).
high significant steepness (see Figure 2.9, left). Though presenting a theoretical improvement, Tα
is unable to produce sub-Rayleigh regime (i.e. probabilities lower than calculated by Rα), hence
not being capable of explaining the North Alwyn observations. Another widely used model is due
to Haring et al. (1976) and unlike the previous one, it includes the water depth. Converted into
crest-to-trough heights (to be consistent with eq. (2.3)), Haring et al.’s distribution is given by,










where D is the water depth and ε the significant height-to-depth parameter. Given that the typical
depth-limited breaking is of H 6 0.8D (Hallowell, 2015) and considering that ‖H‖ > H1/3, we
conclude that the distribution should approach zero in the limit ε → 0.8−. However, Hα shows
some degree of flexibility and varies around Rα only for very high values of ε (Figure 2.3, right) that
are not allowed, such that Hα can not explain the uneven spread of the North Alwyn dataset either.
The last distribution that we consider here is a modification of a distribution originally obtained by
Forristall (1978), based on hurricane data in the Gulf of Mexico:





In common withRα, Fα does not depend on any physical variable. Analyzing second-order numerical
simulations that reproduced measurements and observations, Forristall (2000) introduced a modified
12











with coefficients set to,
U0 = 0.3536 + 0.2568S1 + 0.08Ur ; U1 = 2− 1.7912S1 − 0.5302Ur + 0.284Ur2 , (2.8)













As shown in Figure 2.4 (left), both of Forristall’s distributions demonstrate a lack of flexibility
in comparison to Rα in deep water. Though F∗α generates higher variability than Fα, it assigns
high probabilities to waves past the breaking limit (Miche, 1944). Interestingly, while the Forristall
(2000) distribution can cross the Rayleigh regime, rogue waves become as likely as ordinary waves
as the distribution asymptotically becomes a step function with a very large Ursell number (shallow
water). This pathology highlights how a model of a narrow physical range can yield strange results
when the sea state variables are not properly bounded.
This brief review of distributions shows that the validity of probability models with respect to
the sea state parameters are as important as the data fit. The mathematical structures of Haring
et al. (1976); Forristall (1978); Tayfun (1980); Forristall (2000) make it unfeasible to model both
super and sub-Rayleigh regimes while also producing realistic physical scenarios, whether formulated
for wave heights or crest heights. Such pathology also appears in several other distributions designed
for deep water waves. For example, Fedele et al. (2016) third-order model either exceeds or equals
the likelihood assigned by Tayfun (1980), thus not being able to produce sub-Rayleigh regimes
(underprediction). The Naess (1985); Boccotti (1989); Tayfun (1990); Boccotti (2000) distributions
are identical in mathematical structure and occurrence probability (Tayfun and Fedele, 2007; Lu
et al., 2019), replacing the term 2α2 of RD by 4α2/(1± r(T )), where r(T ) are slightly different ways
to measure the autocorrelation function of the spectrum (see chapter 6), thus being incapable of























































































































































































○ 3 hour average
● 30 hour average
★ storm average
η 1/3 = 1 + μ3












Figure 2.5: Strong correlation between nonlinearity and skewness for both 〈〈µ3〉〉 and 〈µ3〉.
2.2 Physical Bounds for Sea State Parameters
As discussed previously, distributions commonly assign high probabilities to unrealistic physical
scenarios. We aim to find empirical relations, as well as parameter limits for sea state variables that
are capable of controlling the empirical exceeding probability distribution. We start by defining the
effective steepness and the nonlinearity as, respectively (see Appendix A.2 for an explanation of the
notation):


























Examining the fourteen storms which make up the Nort Alwyn dataset (Table 2.1), a correlation
between the average of the skewness µ3 in eq. (A.7) and the nonlinearity η1/3 emerges (Figure 2.5):
η1/3 ≈ 1 + 〈µ3〉 , 〈η1/3〉 ≈ 1 + 〈〈µ3〉〉 . (2.12)
Another relation provides a scaling between important maxima of a storm (see Figure 2.6):


































α  〈ss 〉 = 0.958 SEff 
● 30 hours
★ entire storm

















































● 1/3 waves - 30 hour average
★ 1/3 waves - storm average
〈SEff〉1/3 = 1.14 〈ss 〉











Figure 2.6: (Left) The relationship between maximum normalized wave heights, maximum effective
steepness and average significant steepness and (Right) the comparison of the average effective















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ratio 〈SEff〉 = 0.836α






























Figure 2.7: (Left) The ratio SEff/〈SEff〉 as a function of the dimensionless height and (Right)
Normalized significant steepness plotted against normalized heights.








which suggests that rogue waves are ”effectively” steeper than the ordinary waves. If we measured
the individual steepness instead of its effective counterpart, the steepest waves are not necessarily
rogue waves, which is one among many reasons to side with the latter. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 2.7, the normalized significant steepness does not grow with normalized heights and
vice-versa, e.g. contrary to standard theories, rogue waves do not necessarily appear or are more
likely to appear in very steep seas. Finally, a combination of eqs. (2.13-2.14) leads to the useful






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.8: (Left) scatter plot of observed height-to-depth ratio versus the theoretical maximum
ratio and (Right) models (Miche, 1944; Weggel, 1972) versus data: blue dots are waves that exceed
H1/3 while red dots are rogue waves and red stars storm averages.
2.2.2 Wave Breaking Limits




















Figure 2.8 shows that such model fails to describe Stansell’s data. Instead, we have found that a
numerical modification proposed by Weggel (1972), which is able to recover Miche (1944) in the
shallow water limit, provides a superior fit for both 20-min records and for entire storms:
Hi
D













Notice that when the terms inside the bracket reach unity in shallow water (λ2 →∞) we obtain
H 6 0.91D as opposed to Miche’s asymptotic value of 0.90D. In addition, Figure 2.9 shows how
several waves violate the standard 1/7 limit in deep water whereas the significant steepness is well
below the threshold, noticing that only two rogue waves taller than 10 meters exceeded Miche’s
rule. The significant steepness is more stable vertically and horizontally compared to the individual
steepness. As attested by Figure 2.7, the significant steepness does not increase with high normalized
wave heights, implying that high ss does not necessarily produce high α, as seen in Figure 2.9.
Most notably, Figure 2.9 confirms that rogue waves are typically steeper than the average wave, but



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.9: (Left) 20-min record significant steepness and (Right) individual wave steepness versus
water wave regime. For the first plot, 20-min records with or without rogue waves taller than 10
meters are respectively denoted by red and blue dots, whereas the second plot has respectively red
and black dots. The figure on the right has a range 0.125D 6 λ 6 7.5D, accounting for nearly
300,000 waves. The dashed curve shows the asymptotics 6s 6 (λ/D)−0.86.
observations found by Christou and Ewans (2014). Since Miche’s limit can not bound rogue waves
either by individual or effective steepness, Figure 2.10 provides compelling motivation for the usage
of the effective version of the individual steepness. Indeed, SEff diminishes the wild variations in
water wave regime (deep or shallow). More importantly, Stansell’s data shows that typically 1.5% of
all waves have nearly vanishing wavelengths and thus individual steepness one order of magnitude
higher than Miche’s limit, a problem that can be erased by favoring the effective steepness.
2.2.3 Bounding the Effective Steepness
Instead of trying to modify Miche (1944) or Battjes and Groenendijk (2000), we rather conjecture
a limit for the effective steepness. Accordingly, motivated by the expected bound on the significant
steepness that is formulated in terms of λ1 in eq. (2.9), we start this endeavor by writing the range





· 〈〈λ1〉〉 ≡ 〈〈λ1〉〉 ± σ〈〈λ1〉〉 . (2.17)
Based on Christou and Ewans’s conclusion that the average significant steepness is almost exactly

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.10: Effective steepness of all waves taller than H1/3 (blue dots) and rogue waves (red dots)
versus the adjusted Miche’s limit (dashed line) of eq. (2.15).















For practical purposes, however, it is more convenient to use the second moment. Thus, by means













2.3 Conjectured Models for Global Maxima
In this section we attempt to estimate the limits for normalized heights through statistical
reasoning based on the empirical relations of the previous section. By combining eqs. (2.13) and
(2.20) one might estimate the dimensionless height peak. Therefore, the storm expected maximum



















· (0.96± 0.07) , (2.21)
where the factor 1.2 comes from the fourteen storm mean ratio δ2/〈〈δ2〉〉 and α? denotes the pseudo
maximum height α (steepness dependent). Consequently, the central task is to obtain the overall
storm variance of wavelengths when the value of every single wavelength is unknown. Even if every
18
Storm ID ε 〈ε〉 η1/3 ε η1/3/〈ε〉 ε η21/3/〈ε〉 N−1α
29 High Ave. High Very High Very High Very High
149 High Vhigh High Ave. High Very High
90 High Ave. High Very High Very High Very High
172 High Ave. High Very High Very High Very High
132 Ave. Vlow Low High Ave. Ave.
28 High Ave. Ave. High Ave. Low
146 Vlow Vlow Vlow Very Low Very Low Low
23 Ave. Vhigh Ave. Low Low Very Low
26 Low Vlow Vlow Low Very Low Very Low
127 Low Low Vlow Very Low Very Low Very Low
25 Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. Low Very Low
27 Ave. Low Low Ave. Low Very Low
124 High Vhigh Ave. Low Low Very Low
195 Ave. Vhigh Ave. Very Low Very Low Very Low
Table 2.4: Summary of patterns in Table 2.1. We examine how large (qualitatively) the variables
〈ε〉, ε and η1/3 are in comparison to their averages in Table 2.3 for all storms. The colored boxes
show the likelihood of finding a rogue wave compared to Longuet-Higgins’s prediction.
single wavelength is known, it is a good exercise because it will lead to modelling the variance in
terms of sea state parameters. However, this procedure must be done carefully, as the modelling
will serve both the effective steepness bound and the normalized wave height bound. Towards this
modelling, the selection of sea parameters is paramount for the pattern of the rogue wave occurrence.
2.3.1 Rogue Wave Occurrence Patterns
Studies have shown that individually, rogue wave occurrence finds no correlation with sea state
parameters (Stansell, 2004; Christou and Ewans, 2014). However, it is less common to investigate
correlation with a combination of parameters. For instance, Table 2.4 confirms that there is no
indication of individual sea state parameter control over the storms return periods, and yet a















Figure 2.11: Graphic display of the probability dynamics shown in Table 2.4 with the same color
gradient conveying the relative probability (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). Green arrows depict the
direction where the variables increase.
While the whole North Alwyn dataset has the mean value ℵ1 ≈ 1.1 and is associated with an average
probability (Longuet-Higgins’s expected return period), the four storms with lowest return period
have ℵ1 ≈ 1.0, whereas the mean ratio for the seven storms with highest return periods is ℵ1 ≈ 1.2.
The discrepancy is particularly extreme for storms 124 and 195 with no rogue waves and ℵ1 > 1.3.
Figure 2.12 shows how the combined parameter ℵ1 follows the increase in return period of Table 2.1.
The correlation coefficient for ℵ1 of storm averages and their return period was found to be 0.704
whereas for ℵ1/η1/3 is 0.723 and for ℵ1η1/3 estimated as 0.629, suggesting that a combination of ℵ1
and η1/3 provides very little numerical improvement and no qualitative advantage over ℵ1 alone.
Besides, the term ℵ1η1/3 would produce pathologies in deep and shallow water, with a step-function
occurring when λ1/3/D → 0 and the impossibility of rogue wave formation when λ1/3/D →∞.
In spite of this congruence, One might be inclined towards a correlation between the return period
and the nonlinearity η1/3. Figure 2.5 assures us that the nonlinearity factor can be obtained from the
skewness of the surface elevation, which in turn might be extracted from spectral variables (Tayfun,
2006b; Annenkov and Shrira, 2014). In fact, is very common to associate rogue wave occurrence with
the skewness or kurtosis of the sea surface (Janssen, 2003; Mori, 2005; Mori et al., 2011; Fedele, 2015)
in addition to calculating probabilities based on such coefficients (Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Mori and
Yasuda, 2002; Tayfun and Alkhalidi, 2020). Though Stansell (2004) already ruled out any individual
correlation between rogue wave occurrence and spectral bandwidth, significant steepness, skewness
































ln = 7.90 ℵ1
η 1/3 ln = 9.29 ℵ1
ln = 6.70 ℵ1 η 1/3





















































Figure 2.12: (Left) Strong correspondence between rogue wave return periods of Table 2.1 and
the scalings ℵ1 (blue dots), ℵ1/η1/3 (black stars) and ℵ1η1/3 (blue circles) and (Right) Weak
correspondence between rogue wave return periods of Table 2.1 and spectral parameters 30〈ss〉
(blue circles) , 〈ν〉 (red circles) and η1/3 (stars).
whereas any fair contrast to be drawn against ℵ1 must be done for storm averages. Consequently, we
plotted in Figure 2.12 (right) their possible relation to an increase in return period, thus extending
Stansell’s conclusions to storm averages. In fact, the correlation coefficient between the significant
steepness 〈ss〉 and the return period was of -0.039 and for ε approximately -0.051, while for 〈ν〉
it measured -0.253 and -0.247 for the nonlinearity η1/3. The advantage of combining parameters
into a single ℵ1 is that it gives new insights about varying physical settings. For instance, this
parameter points to the realization that it is easier to form rogue waves in deep water than in
shallow water wave regime. In fact, the works of Chien et al. (2002); Didenkulova and Anderson
(2010); Didenkulova and Rodin (2012); Barbariol et al. (2015) provide evidence that depth shoaling
has negative effects on rogue wave statistics. Therefore, guided by the empirical results, we shall
discuss the pattern presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.3 and build a framework for inserting physical
parameters into eq. (2.21).
2.3.2 Subsample Variance
In order to evaluate the bound for Seff we need to estimate 〈δ2〉 in eq. (2.20), thus, we write the

















where p is the number of 20-min records. Our task is to obtain the exact value of each σ(〈〈λ〉〉)
from the data without the knowledge of each individual wavelength, such that assuming an even
partition of the record variance so that we estimate (τ is an input coefficient):














































2.3.3 Expected Maximum Dimensionless Height
Inferring the physical variables for δ1 makes us ready to construct a model for eq. (2.21):









Following the patterns of Table 2.4, we intend to model the deviation in the following manner:
σ〈λ〉 ≈ A ηa1/3 ℵb1〈λ2〉 . (2.28)
The absence of ℵ2 is that ℵ2 << ℵ1, which would make E†α be always near to unity, thus producing
a faulty model, as the maximum normalized height does not depend exclusively on 〈ss〉 (Stansell,
2004). Hence, we can merge the equations (2.27) and (2.28) to obtain the general structure:








Therefore, our task is to obtain a good model for (a, b,A) describing the observation of both 〈〈δ2〉〉






















Figure 2.13: Outcomes for the limit (2.32) with varying values of ρ. The function reaches zero when
ρ < 0.875 and otherwise can either become finite or diverge.
















while maintaining the fourteen storm average. Additionally, it makes the term (a− b) in eq. (2.30)
become very negative, and as η1/3 grows in shallow water it counters the growth of λ1/3/D. Another
crucial aspect is the shallow water wave constraint. Inverting equation (2.21) shows the steepness













W = 0 . (2.31)
















= 0 , 2ρ = 3 + b . (2.32)
In the shallow water limit we have tanh(ss/ε) ≈ ss/ε, hence:
W(ρ) ∼ 30π











Observation Theory I Theory I - median λ1/3 Theory II



























Figure 2.14: The observed dimensionless deviation 〈δ2〉 plotted with increase of return period of all
fourteen storms (as seen in Table 2.1): (left) solutions without adjustment shown in eq. (2.34) and
(right) with the adjustment of eq. (2.30).
Accordingly, the limit of eq. (2.32) will be fulfilled whenever ρ < 7/8 (see Figure 2.13), which requires
the condition b < −5/4. Then, the best model with the structure of eq. (2.28) that will provide
a good fit for 〈δ2〉 and obey the the constraint of eq. (2.31-2.32) sets (a = 0, b = −2,A = 2/7). A












The method in eq. (2.30) re-scales the scatter plot and diminishes the number of outliers while
improving the correlation significantly, now reading 0.492. However, as discussed earlier, the physical
interpretation is as important as the data fit in Figure 2.15 and paramount for eq. (2.27). For
instance, if we switch 〈λ1/3〉 by its median λ1/3, we find a correlation of 0.503, but of no qualitative
advantage (see Figure 2.15). The model 〈δ2〉II produces similar correlation without the adjustment,
but will likely overpredict the maximum normalized heights. Besides the fitting and the shallow
water constraint, the model 〈δ2〉∗I also reverses the decreasing trend of 〈δ2〉 with return period,
which will result in higher ‖α‖ for storms with smaller return period due to eq. (2.27). Though it is
expected that storms with higher rogue wave occurrence to produce higher ‖α‖, this is not always
true, as seven storms with higher Nα=2 than storm 29 displayed ‖α‖, consequently, the growth of
〈δ2〉 with Nα should not be monotonic or exponential, making of 〈δ2〉∗I a more suitable model.
The final part of the puzzle consists in estimating the parameter τ inserted in eq. (2.25). We




































































τ = 23.29 τ = 8.29

















Figure 2.15: (Left) Observed deviation (vertical axis) modeled with (grey dots) and without (blue
dots) the adjustment of eq. (2.30) and (Right) Storm 29’s τ model of eq. (2.36) before the peak
(blue dots), defined as 〈〈λ2〉〉 > 〈λ1/3〉, during the peak (grey dots) and after the peak (green dots).
The averages for τ during the pre-peak, peak and post-peak intervals were respectively 8.29, 23.29
and 12.76, with mean 〈τ29〉 ≈ 17.67.





458.76 ≈ 11.22 . (2.35)
A better approach would be calculating the storm parameter for all 20-min records and average

















In Figure 2.16 we see how the evolution of both significant wave height and λ1/3 affects eq. (2.36).
A comparative analysis between Figures 2.15 and 2.16 suggest that τ is controlled by the variability
of the H1/3 time series, with τ growing as the storm reaches its peak while decreasing afterwards.
The correlation coefficients for the three intervals (pre-peak, peak, post-peak) of storm 29 were
respectively of 0.766, 0.556 and -0.049, whereas for the combined interval of peak and post-peak
was of 0.689. Therefore, it is not surprising to have a very low storm geometry parameter τ in
storm 146 and a relatively high one for storm 29. Nonetheless, the previous equation is based on
the asymptotic large N limit, such that the parameter τ might be a few percent smaller than its
estimate. Table 2.5 shows how the mean τ estimate for is related to various variance measures of



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.16: Significant wave height time series (red) of selected storms and rogue wave threshold
(green), with red dots depicting rogue waves and black dots remaining waves. Storm parameters are
estimated to be at a maximum 〈τ29〉 ≈ 15 and at a minimum 〈τ146〉 ≈ 6 (see Table 2.5).
τ is dependent on how large and quick are H1/3(t) variations. Qualitatively, Figure 2.16 confirms
the mean estimates in Table 2.5. After all the constraints and algebra, we are able to finally find an
expression for eq. (2.21). We then use the model of Figure 2.15 and eq. (2.27) to find:

















Notice that both the storm geometry parameter and the ratio among spectral periods TE , T1 and
T2 will affect the expectancy model (see appendix A.1), accomplishing the goal of predicting ocean
wave statistics from sea parameters that evolve from the ocean spectrum, as opposed to the number
of waves in the record alone. In Figure (2.17) (left) we see that eq. (2.37) with fixed τ = 11 provides
a better correlation than Longuet-Higgins (1952) and Forristall (1978), respectively measuring 0.47,
0.30 and 0.31 (the expectancy models are derived in appendix C.1 ), and higher normalized heights
as well. However, a varying τ changes the model to a significantly improved correlation of 0.61, or
















































































Figure 2.17: Theoretical maximum α of eq. (2.37) versus the observation described in Table 2.1. Blue
dots represent the midpoints (2.37) and the bars come from the error in α?: (Left) displays the model
with constant τ = 11 (the average among all storms) and predictions based on Longuet-Higgins
(1952) in cyan stars and Forristall (1978) in green stars (see appendix C.1), and (Right) a model
with estimated τ for each storm (see Table 2.5) and blue circles for the expectancy according to
eq. (2.29) if our expression for the deviation was 〈δ2〉 ≈ η21/3/6ℵ1 and τ = 11.
model in Figure 2.17) (right) had an average correlation of -0.34 (blue circles). Put into perspective,
the difference between the estimated maximum α for the storm with the super-rogue wave (172)
to the one with no rogue waves (195) was of 64%. However, according to both Longuet-Higgins
(1952) and Forristall (1978) we should expect this difference to be of only 8% (see Table 2.5), whilst
eq. (2.37) returns 47% with varying τ . Then, Longuet-Higgins’s and Forristall’s models demonstrate
that their lack of variability for the exceeding probability in section 2.1 is naturally reproduced
in the expected maximum height. Furthermore, the mathematical expression for the maximum
according to Gumbel (1958) highly depends on the shape of the distribution, such that our model
of eq. (2.37) requires a probability distribution with higher complexity, depending on (η1/3, 〈ε〉, ε).
In order to estimate the maximum effective steepness one shall apply the expectancy operator




0.93 · (0.96± 0.07)
(0.88± 0.02) ≈ 1.02± 0.08 , (2.38)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.18: (Left) Theoretical expected maximum effective steepness versus observation. Blue dots
and bars are obtained from eq.(2.39) with varying τ from Table 2.5 combined error from α? and
eq. (2.38), becoming 0.08× 22/105 ≈ ±0.017, whereas blue circles are midpoints of the same model
with τ = 11 and (Right) The bulk of height-to-depth ratio with varying normalized heights.
Likewise, the reader can be compelled to use the same approach to obtain the expected maximum of
the significant height-to-depth ratio. Contrary to this idea, Figure 2.18 (right) shows the tendency
of the significant height-to-depth ratio to drop for the bulk of waves as the dimensionless height
increases. Therefore, there is little use in finding the maximum ε because the typical waves associated
with such values are not rogue waves, precisely as eq. (2.16) describes it.
2.3.4 Conjectured Bounds



















that is to say, at the tail (1 + 〈〈δ2〉〉) of the population, e.g. α∞ is the ceiling for rogue waves. In
order to estimate its evolution from deep water waves to shallow water, we need to isolate the λ2/D
ratio from the zero-crossing period, as in eq. (A.6). Figure 2.19 shows the mathematical limit in
detail, demonstrating a clear tendency of optimal rogue wave formation in intermediate or near
deep water wave regimes, e.g. shallow water regime has an exceeding probability typically below the
Rayleigh regime (Glukhovskii, 1966; Battjes and Groenendijk, 2000; Katsardi et al., 2013; Wu et al.,
2016; Massel, 2017). Morevoer, a higher significant steepness will likely diminish the chances of
forming rogue waves, especially in shallow water. This framework provides fresh insights as its was
not known that the significant steepness could have a negative effect on the rogue wave occurrence.
28
αM,∞ - 〈ss 〉 = 1/20
α∞ - 〈ss 〉 = 1/15
α∞ - 〈ss 〉 = 1/10
α∞ - 〈ss 〉 = 1/7
α∞ - 〈ss 〉 = 1/5












α∞ = 2 ; τ = 5
α∞ = 2 ; τ = 10
α∞ = 2 ; τ = 15
α∞ = 2 ; τ = 20









Figure 2.19: (Left) Comparison between the models of eq. (2.40) and eq. (2.41) with fixed depth
(D = 100m), nonlinearity (η1/3 = 1.2) and storm geometry (τ = 15) and (Right) Contrast between
the models of eq. (2.42) and of eq. (2.15) as a function of τ and fixed depth (D = 100m) and
nonlinearity (η1/3 = 1.2).
Additionally, the bound eq. (2.40) flat out rejects the weakly nonlinear model as it does not depend
on the number of waves. Nevertheless, as soon as the estimates derived in section 2.2.1 and A.1 lose
validity, the accuracy of eq. (2.37) and eq. (2.40) will tend to diminish because their coefficients
depend on the ocean spectrum and are not fixed. Alternatively, one can find a equivalent bound










which means it would lead to even lower expected maxima when compared to eq. (2.41). As shown
in Table 2.5, the average expected ‖α ‖ for all storms in Table 2.1 according to Miche (1944) is
of the order of 2.62, however, eq. (2.41) is breached for storms 90, 172 and 25. Furthermore, an
additional matter calls for attention: the upper bound α∞ in Figure 2.19 reaches values lower than
unity for very high significant steepness in shallow water, which by definition can not happen as the
maximum height can not be smaller than the significant wave height. Rather, this means there must



























29 (2.30) 2.36± 0.17 2.25 2.02 15 0.396 0.486 4.79 3.31 2.47
149 (2.50) 2.59± 0.19 2.39 2.14 11 0.220 0.228 4.84 3.37 2.61
90 (2.65) 2.53± 0.18 2.38 2.13 13 0.383 0.412 4.60 3.29 2.45
172 (3.19) 2.57± 0.19 2.31 2.07 11 0.336 0.334 4.72 3.40 2.55
132 (2.30) 2.48± 0.18 2.38 2.13 8 0.148 0.100 4.69 3.59 2.62
28 (2.38) 2.34± 0.17 2.30 2.06 12 0.360 0.369 4.93 3.38 2.52
146 (2.46) 2.56± 0.19 2.26 2.03 6 0.102 0.099 4.95 3.86 2.78
23 (2.08) 2.13± 0.16 2.31 2.07 12 0.353 0.421 4.83 3.19 2.44
26 (2.16) 2.40± 0.17 2.33 2.08 10 0.219 0.165 4.99 3.79 2.69
127 (2.09) 2.38± 0.17 2.26 2.02 13 0.271 0.143 6.75 4.21 3.24
25 (2.59) 2.09± 0.15 2.27 2.04 12 0.267 0.312 4.70 3.24 2.40
27 (2.40) 2.53± 0.18 2.29 2.05 8 0.191 0.137 5.08 3.64 2.72
124 (1.97) 2.06± 0.15 2.30 2.06 15 0.298 0.309 5.71 3.40 2.70
195 (1.95) 2.03± 0.15 2.21 1.99 11 0.208 0.145 4.99 3.23 2.49
Table 2.5: Comparison between observed maximum dimensionless height and our model of (2.37)
adjusted to each storm geometry parameter τ , estimated from the combination of the model of
eq. (2.36) and a rough measure of significant wave height evolution σ〈H1/3〉/〈H1/3〉, as well as based
on Longuet-Higgins (1952) and Forristall (1978), whose estimates are found in C.1. In addition,
we explicitly estimate values for each one of the three upper bounds for the dimensionless heights,
where Miche (1944) limit is calculated by eq. (2.41).
However, having the significant steepness smaller than its bound does not guarantee the formation
of rogue waves, as this bound arises to make the probability vanish in unphysical scenarios (see
chapter 4) and not to predict rogue wave formation. When dealing with shallow water wave regime
in eqs. (2.40-2.42), the lack of knowledge on how the nonlinearity η1/3 is affected by finite depth
induces a degree of uncertainty in the conjectured models when λ2/D →∞, as it is expected to
have an increased nonlinear behavior in shallow water. Accordingly, one should expect the tails in
Figures 2.19-3.11 (whose full finite depth expression is found in A.2) to be lowered by 20-30%.
2.4 Discussion
All equations, both empirical and conjectured, of section 2.3 were obtained under the conditions
‖H1/3‖ 6 2〈H1/3〉 and ‖Tz‖ 6 2〈Tz〉. It is very unlikely that models such as the one described
by eq.(2.37) will be valid for non-homogeneous wave records due to its strong sensibility to sea
parameters, while the empirical findings of section 2.2.1 could be valid even when the conditions
described above are not met. Furthermore, when the storm parameter is near τ ≈ 40 the model for
normalized heights starts to violate the lower bound ‖α‖ > 1. Further analysis is needed to check
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the correlation of an exact measure of the curvature of H1/3(t) and τ , but assuming a near linear
relation between them, a τ ≈ 40 would imply the condition ‖H1/3‖ < 5〈H1/3〉 as the validity for our
models and perhaps a rule for sampling partition. As seen in Figure 2.16, a higher τ is generally
associated with a higher variability in H1/3 over time, and according to our conjecture, higher
heterogeneity of sea parameters will affect the predictive models negatively, that is because 〈〈δ2〉〉
will oscillate vigorously with τ extremes. Lastly, the comparison between Figures 2.17 (right) and
2.18 suggest that the relation in eq. (2.13), though on average precise, starts to decay in accuracy
past the threshold α > 2.6, such that conjectured bounds may need a future correction with data
sets and numerical studies with a statistically significant amount of super-rogue waves.
2.5 Conclusions
For a long time, rogue waves have been described as waves with individual steepness much higher
than ordinary ones, though it was not known how much steeper they could be. The data shows that
in seas with very high significant steepness the steepest waves are not extreme, as in Christou and
Ewans (2014). Therefore, we conclude that waves with exceptionally high individual steepness will
not necessarily become rogue waves. Surprisingly, however, waves with high effective steepness tend
to have high normalized wave heights. According to Table 2.4, there seems to be a trend where
rogue wave occurrence is related to a combination of the nonlinearity η1/3, the height-to-depth ratio
〈ε〉 and the significant steepness ε. The advantage of these variables is the possibility of extracting
them from both hindcast and spectral shape, which is a desirable feature Gibson (2014).
The data has also pointed to the existence of several empirical rules that may come to aid rogue
wave forecasting, establishing bounds for the sea parameters and providing a framework to assess the
validity of exceeding probability distributions. Based on the observed empirical rules and without
the support of any exceeding probability distribution, we were able to assess and obtain expressions
for the expected highest normalized wave height and effective steepness. Combining the empirical
rules with the models for expected maxima, an upper bound for the normalized wave height was
obtained. Unfortunately, the data analysis did not provide a clear bound for the nonlinearity η1/3,
though it supplied a connection between the former and the storm averaged skewness, opening the
possibility of obtaining η1/3 from the spectral shape (Annenkov and Shrira, 2014).
In this reassessment of Stansell’s North Sea storm data we have further demonstrated the
inability of Longuet-Higgins’s model to explain observation. Longuet-Higgins (1952) deviates from
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the upper part of the bulk waves (1.5 < α 6 2) significantly. This is of particular interest because
Stansell’s data demonstrates that sub-rogue waves of large absolute wave height appear as often as
rogue waves of equivalent height. On the other hand, we confirmed that Longuet-Higgins (1952) can
provide good statistics for α < 1.5, especially for sets containing a large number of waves. However,
when dealing with wave records that are equivalent to a couple of days, it performs poorly with
only 40% of entries in Table 2.1 being predicted accurately, suggesting the manner one how one
combines different wave records will affect the resulting return period significantly. Moreover, we
have found that the storm sea state evolution (somewhat related to τ) in time and its variability
around its storm mean is likely the source of disagreement between several studies.
Regarding the maximum height in a storm, Longuet-Higgins (1952) predicts expected values
for α that necessarily grows with the number of waves within the storm record. Such standard
model of extreme wave statistics has proven to be a double-sword that leads to a twofold deficiency:
First, it requires a very large number of waves for super-rogue wave formation, challenging recent
observations (Nikolina and Didenkulova, 2011). Secondly, it can greatly underpredict or overpredict
the maximum normalized wave height by assigning an extreme value to a unique number of waves.
In this matter, the expected maximum for the normalized wave height obtained from empirical
relations was found to be a function of several sea parameters. Our model shows very good variability
for the maxima while the narrow-band formulation features incredibly small degree of variation.
Therefore, our expectancy model of extreme dimensionless heights explains the observed uneven
distribution among storms that couldn’t be understood in terms of Longuet-Higgins (1952) or any
second-order model. A possible setback, however, is the finite depth extension obtained from deep
and lower intermediate water, as they need to be validated for shallow water in a future work.
A further direction for future work is the unknown effect of the significant wave height time
evolution on the rogue wave occurrence and expected maximum height. As discussed by Gibson
(2014) and Tayfun and Alkhalidi (2020), is undesirable to rely too much on the spectral shape and
variables that present difficult in being known a priori, so that we intend to find a way to relate τ
and η1/3 to direct sea parameters in the future.
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CHAPTER 3
Physical Constraints for Crest Height Statistics in Deep Water
As discussed in chapter 2, ocean waves heights are roughly Rayleigh distributed (Longuet-Higgins,
1952) in the narrow-band approximation. The need for crest probabilities is justified by the fact
that heights present the major risk factor for floating offshore structures and ships while crests
represent the major risk factor for fixed structures. From very early on, it was apparent that
RD often overpredicts rogue wave heights and yet severely underpredicts rogue wave crests, an
effect that is qualitatively understood, as nonlinear seas create a vertical asymmetry, but not
quantitatively described. Strikingly, except in the narrow-banded case, most studies do not find a
common structure for both distributions. We, therefore, seek to address this discrepancy between
crest and height statistics in this chapter.
Building upon the approach described in eq. (2.1) and defining β = Zc/H1/3 , a wave with height
H and crest Zc will be considered rogue if the conditions below are satisfied:
H > α0H1/3 , Zc > β(α0)H1/3 ≡ β0H1/3 , (3.1)
Where α0 is the standard rogue parameter introduced by Dean (1990) and β0 is the rogue crest
counterpart. According to Petrova et al. (2007), the most widely used coefficients are respectively
2.00 and 1.25. Hence, narrow-banded crest exceeding probabilities (α = 2β) are expressed as,
Rβ ≡ R (Zc > βH1/3) = e−8β
2
. (3.2)
However, crest heights can reach the rogue threshold while the wave height may not at the same
time and vice-versa (see Figure 3.1). Similarly to chapter 2, we lay down the most crucial statistics
of rogue wave crest occurrence for the North Alwyn data in Table 3.1. In fact, the underprediction
of rogue wave crests based on Longuet-Higgins (1952) is two orders of magnitude worse than for
wave heights. Hence, one confronts the problem of explaining why the same distribution slightly
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Storm ID β > 0 β > 1 β > 1.2 β > 1.35 β > 1.5 β > 1.8 ‖β‖ Nβ=1.2
172 23,591 112 35 17 5 1 2.46 674
29 13,610 59 17 10 7 1 1.86 801
90 44,867 207 55 27 13 2 2.11 816
149 52,766 199 63 33 14 2 1.87 838
28 22,155 57 15 5 3 2 2.03 1,477
23 25,068 76 12 2 0 0 1.42 2,089
146 15,109 33 6 2 0 0 1.42 2,518
132 45,056 126 17 4 0 0 1.47 2,650
25 16,896 44 6 2 0 0 1.46 2,816
26 27,774 53 8 3 0 0 1.40 3,472
127 14,845 29 3 1 0 0 1.36 4,948
27 20,379 45 4 2 1 0 1.56 5,095
195 9,875 23 1 0 0 0 1.22 9,875
124 21,737 56 2 0 0 0 1.33 10,869
Total 353,728 1,119 244 108 43 8 2.46 1,450
Total×Rβ - 119 4 0.16 0.005 0.000002 1.29 100,710
Total×R?β - 3,018 585 146 32 1 1.67 605
Table 3.1: Summary of the North Alwyn data (Stansell, 2004) with storms ordered from lower (top)
to higher (bottom) Nβ=1.2. The last column shows each storm maximum observed dimensionless crest
height ‖β‖. Numbers in bold font show Longuet-Higgins’s prediction, including the nonlinearity-
adjusted version in eq. (3.6), for the total number of rogue waves, maximum β and return period.
overpredicts rogue wave heights but severely undepredicts rogue wave crests.
3.1 Dimensionless Heights Conversion
In this section we show how to relate two rogue parameters in accordance with the nomenclature
in the introduction. Towards that end, we make use of the nonlinearity parameter defined in chapter






















because Longuet-Higgins (1952) expects the lowest normalized height of the 1/3 tallest waves to
be (0.5 ln 3)1/2 ≈ 0.74, suggesting that the dimensionless wave height can be converted into the














Group Nβ=1.2 〈H1/3〉 〈Tz〉 〈λ1/3〉 η1/3 〈ν〉 S−11 103 Ur U00 , β U1 ℵ1
(I) 782 6.06 8.28 161.6 1.237 0.736 25.94 1.442 7.050 1.930 1.005
(II) 1,450 5.71 8.14 166.2 1.178 0.729 28.06 1.486 7.103 1.934 1.085
(III) 2,184 5.29 7.77 161.2 1.158 0.790 29.23 1.288 7.150 1.938 1.071
(IV) 7,697 6.27 8.80 185.4 1.155 0.621 27.06 1.986 7.083 1.933 1.235
Table 3.2: North Alwyn data set main sea parameters arranged by groups of storms, (I) combining
storms 172-29-90-149, (II) all fourteen storms, (III) 28-23-146-132 and (IV) 127-27-195-124. Since
we assumed narrow-banded sea for the conversion of crest to height distributions in chapter 2, for
Forristall (2000) the conversion to wave crests is U00 , β = 2
U1 ·U00, such that F∗β = exp[−U00 , β βU1 ].
Ordinary Large Sub-Rogue Rogue Super-Rogue
Def. II β ∈ (0, 0.6] β ∈ (0.6, 1] β ∈ (1, 1.2] β ∈ (1.2, 1.8] β > 1.8
Count II 324,867 (91.8%) 27,742 (7.8%) 875 (0.25%) 236 (0.07%) 8 (0.0022%)
Table 3.3: Proposed definition for a category of waves according to the approximation in eq. (3.4)
and to the wave height definitions in chapter 2.
This dependence of the ratio between wave crest and wave height on the nonlinearity may partially
explain the disparity between Longuet-Higgins’s prediction for rogue wave heights and rogue wave
crests. Moreover, we see that for a typical η1/3 ≈ 1.25 we find β0/α0 ≈ 1.11, so that we choose
β0 = 1.2 as the threshold closest to the most common definition that is consistent to the above
relation. The data shows that the first order term in eq. (3.4) will underestimate how the nonlinear
character of the waves grows, as shown in Figure 3.1. The correction for higher normalized heights




















≡ Sβ , ∀α > 1 . (3.5)
Taking into account the above correction, we rewrite the distribution, finding (the value of 1.5 is an






















Notice that the ratio approaches Sβ → η1/3/(1 + η1/3) for α 6 1 (if we took the real part of Sβ
for α 6 1, the typical value would be Sβ ≈ 1.05), or alternatively when β 6 2/3. Hence, when
η1/3 = 1 we recover the equivalency of eqs. (3.2) and (2.2), i.e. the perfectly narrow-banded sea has
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β = 0.54 α (1+  (α,η1/3) )
β = α
β = 0.54 α







Figure 3.1: Ratio between crest and wave height variation for all storms fulfilling the condition
α > 1. The lighter shade of blue denotes simultaneous rogue wave heights and crests, whereas the
darker shade shows rogue wave crests that have α < 2 and black dots are the remaining waves.
no vertical asymmetry. On the other hand, in the limit (α, β)→∞ we reach the average Sβ → 1.
Notice, however, that some waves can reach β/α ≈ 1, which is not the same as the average of a
large group of waves with Sβ = 1. Nonetheless, as stated in chapter 2, this limit is not reachable
because the maximum normalized height is finite and denoted by α∞.
3.2 Physical Bounds & Rogue Wave Patterns
Aiding the discrepancy between crest and height statistics, a distinction between Table 2.1 and
Table 3.1 is highlighted: while a few storms displayed lower return period for rogue wave heights
than predicted by RD and most storms had a higher return period, for wave crests all storms
featured a return period much lower than Longuet-Higgins (1952). Primarily, when we averaged out
all fourteen storms we observed that the ”classical” distributions (Haring et al., 1976; Tayfun, 1980;
Forristall, 2000) maintain the same gap from Longuet-Higgins (1952) for both wave heights (see
Figure 2.2, left) and wave crests (Figure 3.2, left). However, as discussed by Karmpadakis et al.
(2020) and in 2, splitting wave data into ocean state homogeneous groups provides a better insight
into the usefulness of distributions. To this extent, we plotted the empirical distributions according
to the selected groups of Table 3.2. The rogue wave likelihood variability is much greater for wave
crests (see Figure 3.2, right), supporting the argument made in 2 that the analyzed second-order
distributions lack of a significant response to sea parameters is hopelessly reflected in the wave
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Figure 3.2: (Left) Exceeding probabilities according to the original wave crest models (Longuet-
Higgins, 1952; Haring et al., 1976; Tayfun, 1980; Forristall, 2000) versus observation (blue circles) of
Group II in Table 2.3 and (Right) Empirical exceeding probabilities of storm groups I (blue dots),
II (blue circles), III (green dots) and IV (red dots) of Table 3.2.
lowest rogue wave return period are nearly indistinguishable. Interestingly, the selected groups
start to display diametrical statistics in the sub-rogue wave zone β > 1 and α > 1.8, providing
a stronger qualitative argument for the rogue wave thresholds than arbitrary statistical rarity
alone (Dean, 1990), in addition to being the threshold where the RD considerably departs from
observation. Furthermore, the nonlinearity-adjusted RD fails to provide a significant variability,
though it provides a much better fit to both groups. This suggests that the mathematical structure
control over a distribution variability is more important than adjustments such as η1/3.



















Such an approximation is in fact confirmed by observation, as shown in Figure 3.4. Notice, however,
that the oscillation around the red curve representing eq. (3.7) is due to the oscillation in nonlinearity
η1/3, as we have used the fourteen storm mean instead of each storm value, such that making a
distinction between storms with highest and lowest nonlinearity shows the qualitative precision of
eq. (3.7), e.g. higher η1/3 will increase the group average 〈‖β‖/‖α‖〉. Figure 3.4 shows that the
average ratio for Group I was 〈‖β‖/‖α‖〉 ≈ 0.751 whereas the remaining storms had 0.666, to be
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Figure 3.3: Variability of empirical and theoretical distributions for Group I (blue circles) and


























β = 0.54 α (1+  (α,η1/3) )
β = 0.54 α
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β = 0.54 α
β= α










Figure 3.4: (Left) Scatter plot between observed maximum wave crests and wave heights within a
storm (blue dots) or within a 30-hour period (blue circles) and (Right) for Group I (blue circle and
line) and the remaining storms combined (red).











Moreover, the main empirical finding in section 2.2 has a crest counterpart (see Figure 3.5):
‖β ‖ · 〈ss〉 ∼= 0.96 ‖ZEff ‖ . (3.9)


































α  〈ss 〉 = 0.958 SEff 
● 30 hours
★ entire storm

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZEff = 1.546 β〈ZEff〉


















Figure 3.5: (Left) The relationship between maximum normalized crest heights, maximum effective
steepness and average significant steepness and (Right) Growth of relative effective crest steepness
with normalized crest heights for all waves fulfilling both α > 1 and β > 0.5.
eq. (15) in 2, such that the previous relation is only completely intelligible from the perspective of
Figure 3.4. The relationship between normalized effective steepness and the former is (Figure 3.5):
ZEff
〈ZEff〉1/3
≈ 1.55β , (3.10)
confirming that as wave heights, crests increase effective steepness with higher normalized heights.
3.2.1 Statistical Theory
The similarity between eqs. (3.9-3.10) and its wave height counterparts in section 2.2 are not mere
coincidence. In fact, one might notice that the fourteen storm average has H1/3 ≈ 〈α/β〉Zc 1/3 ≈ 1.85,
such that having full knowledge of eq. (3.4) would suffice to make an accurate prediction for the
r.h.s of the above relation, becoming 1.85× 0.836 ≈ 1.547. Quantitatively, this is related to Longuet-
Higgins’s estimate for the significant wave height. We start with the basic statistical definition for




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZEff = 0.725 β〈ZEff〉β>1.2
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEff = 0.456α 〈SEff〉α>2


















Figure 3.6: Observed (dashed) and predicted effective steepness (solid) for crest and wave heights.
























≈ 1.208 . (3.13)













































which for the fourteen storm average η1/3 ≈ 1.178 (see Table 2.3) becomes 1.541β. This effect
























Therefore, for the rogue wave set and average nonlinearity of Group II, based on Longuet-Higgins

























































Figure 3.7: Scatter plot between the growing wave crest return period of Table 3.1 and candidate
sea parameters as in chapter 2: the correlation coefficients between Nβ and spectral parameters
30〈ss〉 (blue circles), 〈ν〉 (gray dots), η1/3 (red circles), ℵ1 (blue dots) are respectively -0.256, -0.386,
-0.402 and 0.707.
confirmed by Figure 3.6 to have an error of the order of 10%, one magnitude higher than for α 6 1,
so that as α grows the integral properties of RD decreases in accuracy. This statistical exercise
showed that is possible to predict exactly how much ”effectively” steeper the ensemble of rogue
waves will be compared to any other ensemble of waves.
3.2.2 Rogue Wave Patterns
In chapter 2 we discussed what combination or single sea state parameters helped understand the
occurrence likelihood of rogue wave heights. Table 3.2 highlights an increase in return period from
groups I to IV, with an especially large gap between groups III and IV. The extensive sea parameters
〈H1/3〉 and 〈Tz〉 show a negative correlation as it shows a decreasing trend, but the correlation is
small because for Group IV it increases whereas it should have decreased even further in order
to control the wave statistics. The significant wavelength 〈λ1/3〉, however, shows an oscillation, a
pattern also observed for the significant steepness and the Ursell number. Thus, according to Table
3.2, only the parameters 〈η1/3〉 and ℵ1 = 〈λ1/3〉/η1/3D can explain the observation. However, Figure
3.7 rules out the former mathematically, in addition to the undesirable feature of inducing a higher
likelihood for rogue wave formation in shallow water where the nonlinearity is expected to grow, in
opposition to observation (Chien et al., 2002; Didenkulova and Anderson, 2010; Didenkulova and































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.8: Effective crest steepness of all waves taller than 0.6H1/3 (black dots) and rogue crest
waves (blue dots) versus the crest adjusted Miche’s limit (grey dashed line) and the North Alwyn
estimated limit of 0.14 from eq. (3.20). Inner figure shows the accuracy of the approximation (red
line) for Iβ integral (blue dots) computed numerically, with a deviation growing from 1.1% at
narrow-banded seas ( η1/3 = 1) to 1.5% at highly nonlinear seas ( η1/3 = 1.5).
2013; Wu et al., 2016). Then, as for wave heights in section 2.3.1, we confirm that ℵ1 is the best
parameter (a combination thereof) to describe a rough explanation for the uneven distribution of
rogue wave heights and crests.
3.3 Conjectured Bounds
Since the building blocks of chapter 2 have been confirmed for wave crests, and using eq. (3.7),























The above expression is problematic because both l.h.s and r.h.s depend on β and we want to model




























≡ Iβ , (3.19)
with a 1-2% precision for a typical β? ≈ 2.6 (this is related to the typical α? ≈ 3α∞/4 ∼ 3.5, see














































Figure 3.9: Plot between the β model for the maximum normalized height (blue dots) versus the
observed maxima in Table 3.1 and the crest height predictions based on RD as grey circles, red
circles for Tayfun (1980) and blue ones for the nonlinearity-adjusted RD (see appendix C.1).



















Applied to the North Alwyn dataset, the limit reads ZEff < 0.14. Figure 3.8 shows that more crest
rogue waves exceed Miche’s limit than for wave height, an indication of nonlinearity and a possible
consequence from Longuet-Higgins’s severe crest underprediction. Nevertheless, the reader should
have understood by now that the ZEff bound is a result of an iteration over β?, which differs from
the wave height counterpart that has no such procedure. In other words, in the same manner that
rogue wave crest empirical distribution is more ”volatile” than wave heights, so is their estimated
bound for effective steepness. In addition, the previous equation is valid only for η1/3 6
√
6 , in
order to not imply β > α. Realistically, however, such level of nonlinearity is not achievable by the
majority of ocean states.
Naturally, the next step consists of gathering all results so far and work out the expected
maximum model according to chapter 2. Following the exact same steps and bearing in mind




































































































Figure 3.10: Scatter plot between the β model for the maximum normalized crest height and
effective steepness (black dots and bars) and the fixed Eβ = 0.6Eα (red circles) versus observation
with deviation centered at Eβ = ‖β‖ and E‖Z‖ = ‖ZEff‖‖.
As it could have been anticipated by the combination of the trend in Figure 3.1 and the wave
height equivalent of Figure 3.9 in chapter 2, the expected maximum crest height follows the same
trend as for heights, following the growing observed maximum β at lower values with a growing
deviation at much larger values bordering super-rogue waves, which again suggests the necessity of
adding a higher-order term effective for this ensemble. However, the success of the previous equation,
besides doubling the correlation coefficient of the discussed distributions in chapter 2, is its shape
Eβ ∼
√
‖β‖, albeit not perfectly following Eβ = ‖β‖, consists of a much better regime than the
typical straight line Eβ ∼ k ∈ R+ of Tayfun (1980) and Longuet-Higgins (1952). In other words, the
latter models have a mid-range correlation but of random origin, e.g. there is no causality behind
some of its accurate predictions, because it assigns maxima to the number of waves in a storm.
Interestingly, however, the accuracy of the β model is significantly higher for the super-rogue wave
crest ensemble in comparison to wave heights, which points to the necessity of a term similar to Iβ
as a function of the significant steepness for Eα. Though one could attempt to find the second-order
missing term in Sβ, its more likely that a correction in 〈〈δ2〉〉 would fix the deviation for large
super-rogue wave heights and crests at once, as they both seem to follow the same trend. Likewise,
the same is expected for the effective crest steepness in comparison with the wave height counterpart.
Likewise, for the effective steepness we have EZ = ESIβ · η1/3/(1 + η1/3), shown in Figure 3.10
(right). Lastly, we can compute the upper bound for the wave crests. However, the term Iβ as in






















Figure 3.11: Upper bound for wave crests with fixed steepness (〈ss〉 = 1/10), storm geometry
(τ = 15) and depth (D = 100m). The Miche (1944) limit is calculated with half the steepness and
the inner figure shows the bound of wave heights adjusted by Sβ = 0.6.
plotting over a wide range of λ2/D we choose 6Iβ = 6 + η1/3. Plotted in Figure 3.11, we see that
contrary to wave heights (green curves in the inner figure), there is an overlap between curves with
varying nonlinearity, which goes back to the ”volatility” feature of wave crests in comparison with
wave heights. Moreover, such behavior is likely the reason for the swapping of storm IDs (compare
Table 2.1 and 3.1) in both order of lower return period and maximum observed crest heights.
3.4 Conclusions
It is well-known that distributions for wave heights are not reliable for wave crests and vice-versa,
hence, authors analyze them separately. In view of this problem, we have found empirically how
wave crest heights measure up to wave heights with growing α and observed that this relation
is remarkably accurate even for the maximum of both heights and crest heights, a feature not
expected at the end of the tail. The finding that the average of this ratio holds for both lower and
maximum values of the normalized crests assures us of its own strong reliability in deep water, thus,
explaining why Longuet-Higgins (1952) prediction for wave crests are much worse than for wave
heights. Accordingly, we applied such ratio to the most important results of 2 and explained the
origin of the ratio between rogue waves effective steepness and the remaining waves. Moreover,
we have obtained further justification for the sub-rogue wave classification, which seems to be
the threshold for the ”uneven distribution of rogue waves” among selected groups in Table 3.2.
Therefore, a possible physical definition of a rogue wave can be related to the minimum normalized
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height (and crest height) where the stratification of empirical distributions such as in Figure 3.3 is
triggered, e.g. when the sea state parameters grow its influence on the exceeding probability.
Not surprisingly, we confirmed the findings in chapter 2 in that most distributions, whether
for wave heights or crest heights, have very small variability of their exceeding distributions, such
that one-parameter distributions are most likely to fail. In fact, Tayfun’s predicted maxima were
higher than Longuet-Higgins’s and yet far below observation and with nearly indistinguishable
values for Eβ. Remarkably, the ratio Sβ has shown to be very valuable in extending the bounds
conjectured in 2 to wave crests, maintaining a high correlation with observation, of the order of
0.78, whereas Longuet-Higgins (1952) displayed a smaller correlation of 0.38 and Tayfun (1980) of
0.40. Although the nonlinearity-adjusted RD shows much better agreement with observation, its
variability is not sufficient to explain the ”uneven distribution of rogue waves” described in Stansell
(2004) due to the failure of Longuet-Higgins (1952) for wave heights, implying that the success or
failure of explaining wave height statistics are reflected in the crest statistics through Sβ. This
explains why we arbitrarily converted Haring et al. (1976) and Tayfun (1980) into wave heights
through a simple α = 2β, as the more accurate α = β/Sβ would not alleviate their inaccuracy in
eqs. (2.3-2.5).
As discussed in chapter 2, further analysis in finite depth as well as obtaining a sea parameter
expression for the nonlinearity not dependent on spectral parameters are paramount for both
categories, but even more for wave crests. Also, as in 2, the conjectured model for heights starts to
flatten out at the very end of the scatter plot, e.g. the error becomes of the order of the standard
deviation for very high normalized crests or wave heights (with better accuracy for the former),
which is attributed to a lack of a second-order term 〈〈δ2〉〉2 in Eα. However, since the present data




An Exceeding Probability Model Bounded by Physical Constraints
Years of government and industry sponsored research have failed to produce a consensus regarding
the distributions and generation mechanism for extremal wave heights, (Bitner-Gregersen and
Gramstad, 2015), nor has any probability model explained broad ocean state statistics (Karmpadakis
et al., 2020). Most of these distributions include Stokes second-order terms and the probability
distribution is expressed in terms of the significant steepness and wave heights and may include a
depth parameter for shallow water waves (Forristall, 2000; Prevosto and Bouffandeau, 2002; Krogstad
and Barstow, 2004). The MaxWave project (Savina et al., 2003) proposed the implementation of
indices that coupled significant wave height and wave steepness as well as directional spreading
as a warning system for rogue waves in the weather forecasting. These indices were implemented
by Meteo France and the occurrence of rogue waves was found to be weakly correlated with them.
Numerous authors have attempted to link spectral parameters and the occurrence of rogue waves
with poor results, making the current state of warning system not satisfactory (Bitner-Gregersen
and Gramstad, 2015). In this chapter we will attempt to devise an exceeding probability that
explains the uneven spread of rogues among several storms as described in chapters 2-3 and at the
same time obey the physical limits obtained thereof.
4.1 Rayleigh-Haring-Tayfun Model
Chapters 2-3 have described the Stansell’s data in detail and highlighted the unevenness of the
observed return period. We advocate for the formulation of a distribution built through a geometrical
composition that approaches the RD in the appropriate limit. In view of the shortcomings of the
distributions highlighted in chapter 2, we will use a different strategy: we start with a narrow-band
approximation of the geometrical composition followed by the inclusion of nonlinear effects as a final
step. Individually, the recovery of RD is achievable in limiting conditions except for the Forristall
(1978, 2000) models. Such constraint will be key to decide the final version of the sought distribution.





























Figure 4.1: (Left) Graphic representation of the aimed composition rule as a three-dimensional f ◦ g
and (Right) Possible compositions spanning all paths over the cube edges.
Let the composition function be of the type (see figure 4.1):
Pα = (Ji ◦ Jj) ◦ Jk ≡ Jijk ; lim
ε→0
T (H > αH
1/3




) = Rα . (4.1)






1 + αH0 εθ − 1
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1− 1.24 εα+ 1.09 ε2α2
)
. (4.2)
where H0 is the Haring root function. Then, we must find unique values for A, θ and δ̃ for a given






















Accordingly, we find θ = 1 + δ/2 the solution (A, δ, δ̃, θ) must be equal to (8, 0, 0, 1). In addition,













−→ 0 . (4.4)






































Figure 4.2: Adjustment to Haring et al. (1976) by a factor γ as in eq. (4.8).









= J (α) ∴ lim
ε→0
ε→0
T (α) ◦ H̃(α) = lim
ε→0
ε→0
H(α) ◦ T̃ (α) = R(α) . (4.6)
Discarding cumbersome looking combinations and taking into account the constraint in eq. (4.3) as












1 + ε αH1/20 − 1
]2}
, (4.7)
which we call the Rayleigh-Haring-Tayfun (RHT) model. It recovers Tayfun (1980) when ε→ 0,
Haring et al. (1976) when ε→ 0 and Longuet-Higgins (1952) when both variables vanish, as intended.
Since Figure 3.3 shows a negligible variability for Haring et al. (1976) and Tayfun (1980), and to













1 + ε αHγ/20 −1
]2}
, (4.8)
to obtain the Modified Rayleigh-Haring-Tayfun (MRHT) model. Figure 4.2 shows that eq. (4.8) is
much more flexible than Haring et al. (1976). However, the modified version of Haring et al. (1976)
will violate the monotonicity of the exceeding probability (Rohatgi, 1976) and corollaries, to wit:
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ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=+2)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=+1)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=0)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=-2)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=-4)












ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=+2)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=+1)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=0)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=-0.4)
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/10 ; γ=-2)















Figure 4.3: Monotonicity and ”meandering” of the return period Nα for two specific values of γ
using the model in eq. (4.7) with fixed sea state variables. Special cases of the MRHT model are












lnNα = +∞ , (4.9)
directly leading to the first derivative constraint (where P (α) is a probability density):
dP(α)
dα










6 0 , ∀α ∈ R+ .
(4.10)
Regardless, the features in eq. (4.8) are really needed to explain the results of Table 2.1, and thus
we shall attempt to find a remedy for anomalies that may arise. For example, figures 3.3 show a
”meandering” past the rogue-wave threshold for some storms, so that we must find a modification









∈ [c1, c2] , (4.11)
where (c1, c2) < 1 are constants and the solutions of a vanishing second derivative and α∞ is the
upper bound for the normalized height in chapter 2. Notice that according to Figure 4.3, the original
RHT and Tayfun (1980) models are always monotonic but never meander, but adjusted by a factor
γ a small range in this parameter deliver eqs.(4.9-4.11). However, depending on the sea parameters,
either a too small or too negative γ will violate the monotonicity condition, such that either we
constrain the ”meandering” or we modify the Haring function. Before we apply the above conditions
to eq. (4.8), let us investigate the behavior of the heuristic term γ.
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Longuet-Higgins
ℙα(ϵ=1/5 ; ε=1/5 ; γ=-1)
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Figure 4.4: inspection of Figure 2.11 according to the MRHT model with (left) increasing absolute
values of (ε , ε) with fixed γ in groups of fixed ratio ε/ε and (right) a tentative change in γ to make
each group have negligible variation.
4.2 Tracking γ
In order to assess the validity of eq. (4.7) regarding the parameter γ we need to find clues
on how to express it in terms of the given sea parameters in eq. (4.4). According to Figure 2.11,
a combination of high steepness and high height-to-depth ratio should lead to low probability.
Likewise, a combination of low ε and low ε should return the very same outcome. That is because
at fixed nonlinearity η1/3, according to Table 2.4 we may use the approximation lnPα ∼ ε/ε for
qualitative analysis. However, as expected, Figure 4.4 shows this picture to not be too simplistic as
described in Table 2.4. We clearly see that when the probability will give skewed behavior depending
on the sign of γ, thus suggesting that if γ = γ(φ), with an unknown function of sea parameters φ,
given the central spot γ(φc) := 0, we see that the γ function is skewed towards positive increments of
φc. Therefore, whatever γ may be, a large deviation from γ(φc) will affect the exceeding probability
significantly with fixed (ε, ε). Now, according to Table 2.4 and Figure 2.11, the mediator when
the latter two parameters are fixed is the nonlinearity η1/3, hence, γ = γ(φ(η1/3)). For further
validation of this hypothesis, Figure 4.5 (left) confirms that when γ, and thus η1/3, is fixed, the
higher the ratio ε/ε the higher the probability. At least theoretically, the MRHT model prescribes
the exact same solution of the face of the left cube in Figure 2.11: higher significant steepness and
lower height-to-depth ratio increases the probability while the inverse decreases the probability,
which also means that for fixed η1/3 this produces a lower ℵ1 and by extension, lower ℵ2. Thus, one


















Figure 4.5: (Left) Testing of Figure 2.11 according to the MRHT model with increasing absolute























〈ε〉 · ℵ21 . (4.12)
Then, at fixed ℵ1, we conclude that the Ursell number will increase, thus, Figure 4.4 (right) has
identical probabilities if γ decreases when φ > φc or γ increases when φ < φc, suggesting a bell
curve centered at φc. Moreover, for the same variation in ε we see that the region φ > φc has a
much faster drop ∆γ ∼ −0.9 than its counterpart φ < φc increase ∆γ ∼ +0.4, producing a negative
skewness. Nevertheless, the interval φ ∈ [φc,+∞) is of the order of its equivalent λ2/D ∈ [5,+∞),
such that the seemingly slow decay in the region φ ∈ [0, φc) is actually much faster because it covers
a very small interval λ2/D ∈ [0, 5). Therefore, we may describe, asymptotically, the shape of γ(φ)


























Consequently, at fixed (ε, ε), the effort of the system to produce shallow water rogue waves should
be in general, but not always, much higher than for upper deep waters. Moreover, one may convince
oneself that we need a translation for the nonlinear measure γ∗ −→ γ + k in order to maintain a
Gaussian shape (where k is some real non-negative number), due to the fact that γ is typically
negative and barely crosses to the positive realm. A quick back-of-the-envelope reverse calculation
using eq. (4.7) and the entries of Table 2.1 and 2.3 will show that the interval of interest here is
−2 < γ < 1/2, hence, k = 4 is advised to obtain a mathematical expression as simple as possible.
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Figure 4.6: (Left) Sketch of Haring et al.’s root function and the necessary adjustments to the factor
γ = γ∗ − 4 and (Right) tentative numerical approximation for the sketch and H0(εα).
4.3 Modified Haring Function and a Constrained MRHT Model
Since we understand the rough shape of γ, we can apply the monotonicity condition to eq. (4.8),
which is reduced to (as we have ε2 · lnNα = 8[
√





















> 0 . (4.14)













, ∀ γ ∈ R∗ . (4.15)
We should, however, be even more careful, and seek the conditions below:
dH0
dα
> 0 ⇔ γ > 0 ; dH0
dα
< 0 ⇔ γ < 0 , (4.16)
even though one finds the original condition already sufficient. As shown in Figure 4.6, the Haring
function has both negative and positive slopes, with the latter dominating past εα ∼ 0.5 (see
eq. (4.2)), though obeying eq. (4.15) when γ is not too negative in the conditions set forth by Figure
4.3, it can never satisfy the more strict condition of eq. (4.16). Therefore, instead of constraining the
strength of the ”meandering”, we rather reformulate the Haring function to obey eq. (4.16). Hence,
our task is to obtain a Taylor series capable of approximating the Haring function for εα < 0.5
and departing from it to both vanishing (γ < 0) and divergent (γ > 0) regimes in Figure 4.6 (left).
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Figure 4.7: 3D plot of the old (yellow) and the new version of Haring et al.’s distribution through
eq. (4.17). Notice that Haring et al. (1976) violates the depth-limited wave breaking section 2.2 by
assigning a probability of 65.4% of finding wave heights H1/3 > 2D for any dimensionless height
α > 1/2. The new model (blue) estimates the probability for the same scenario to be of the order
of 10−46. In this plot we used γ ≈ −4 for very deep water waves, in accordance with figure 4.5.
Likewise, on the right, the old version predicts an exceeding probability of nearly 20% of waves
taller than H1/3 with H1/3 > D whilst the new model assigns a probability of 10
−183.
Clearly, the best option for a Taylor series obeying such constraints are of trigonometric behavior
coupled to an exponential. Furthermore, the product of cosine and exponential functions feature an
expansion (up to coefficients) of the type 1−O(x) +O(x2) + · · · , being optimal for the modelling
and generalization of eq. (4.2) and without undesirable trigonometric bouncing features. If, for the
sake of simplicity, we rewrite (4.8) with 2γ, we obtain








, ∀ γ ∈ R , (4.17)
which is plotted in Figure 4.6 and matches the desired shape required by eq. (4.16). In addition,
the new formulation (4.17) does not assign finite exceeding probability for extreme values of εα that
would ultimately violate the ε bound, as shown by Figure 4.7. Hence, possessing all the mechanisms
necessary to repair (4.7), we rewrite the new exceeding probability as:



















Following the reasoning of the previous section, we start with the idea of γ∗ that is a function of ℵ1
and ℵ2. For instance, low intermediate water waves are approximately described by ℵ1ℵ2 ≈ 40 Ur.











































































Figure 4.8: Calibration of eq. (4.18) through the required γ (red dots) for reproducing Table 2.1
statistics with respective colors from (Bottom Right) the model of γ∗(α,ℵ1,ℵ2) using eq. (4.19).
data, however, the filter should be obtainable from the Ursell number at leading order. Then, if we
reverse engineer the entries of Table 2.1 and 2.3 while combining eqs. (4.18) and (4.12), the most




















Moreover, we introduce the error range for the calibration of γ∗ in order to get a closer fit to the








As a bonus, as shown in Figure 4.8, φ does such a good job at gathering homogeneously the γ




















Figure 4.9: (Left) 3D plot of γ∗ function of eq. (4.19) with varying dimensionless heights (1/3 6 α 6 3)
and the auxiliary parameter φ (ℵ1,ℵ2) and (Right) Damping of γ⊕ for the storm 172. The upper
bound for the storm is α∞ = 4.72. The simpler modification quickly departs from eq. (4.19) for
mid-range α whereas the full modification reaches its peak before α∞.
conveying a linear model. However, our task is to provide a model that supports the interpretation
of the underlying dynamics as suggested by Table 2.4 and all the constraints and conditions thereof,
in addition to the interpretations and predictions of section 4.2. For instance, a linear γ model
would make the distribution have a maximum in large depths (or small wavelengths) deep water and
be infinitely negative for shallow, thus making it impossible to form rogue waves. Thence, for the
reasons already pointed out by eq. (4.13) and in Figure 4.5, we select the model of eq. (4.19), whose
non-trivial shape is depicted in Figure 4.9 (left). Generally, as conveyed by previous versions of Pα
(4.7, 4.8, 4.18), an α approaching zero should obtain a 100% of exceeding probability as attested
by Longuet-Higgins (1952). Likewise, we need to find the limit of Pα in eq. (4.18) when γ∗ is very








= 0 . (4.21)











≈ e−2α2 = 1 , (4.22)
Thus being consistent with the standard limit of Rα when α approaches zero, proving another
advantage of using the modified Haring function of eq. (4.17) instead of eq. (4.2).
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4.3.1 Smoothness near α∞
Nevertheless, we still need to obtain a bound for the specific case of very large dimensionless
wave heights and obey condition (4.9). This bound is also related to the first part of condition
(4.4). The main issue at hand is that it is typically very complicated to satisfy eqs. (4.9-4.11)
simultaneously. Often distributions obey one and not the other. Moreover, the second derivative
would look terribly complicated in eq. (4.16). Instead of finding a general formula for Hγ0 obeying
monotonicity and ”meandering” at once, it seems more realistic to stick to the general solution
for monotonicity and modify it with a truncation that makes the ”meandering” arise for selected
storms. In other words, it might be too complicated to find a ”meandering” formula for all storms,
and even doing so, this expression would not affect the less complex form of eq. (4.27). Lastly, we
notice that in Figure 4.3 the meandering for = −2/5 starts about or after its bound α∞, whereas
when feasible, the ”meandering” should happen in the vicinity but not after its upper normalized
height bound. Accordingly, when the normalized height approaches α∞ the corresponding value
of γ∗ must drop, because eq. (4.16) at a very large γ requires a very high slope for H0 capable of
producing Planck scale low probabilities (see Figure 4.7). However, this drop can not change the
sign of γ, in order to not violate eq. (4.11), such that this modification should be as shown in Figure
4.9 (right). Notice that at α > α∞ will reduce the distribution to the Tayfun (1980) form, however,
at so large normalized heights it also produces Planck scale low likelihoods as required by eq. (4.1).
Noticeably, the same work could be obtained by making γ to flatten out at α ∼ α∞ and then grow
again at α > α∞, producing likelihoods as low as in Figure 4.7, however, the modification for γ
would be even more burdensome. These considerations are important for super-rogue waves and the
























Where ξ denotes the bound availability, i.e. how the combined typical maximum normalized heights
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Figure 4.10: (Left) Variability of the exceeding probability due to (φ, ξ) with modified γ⊕ = γB1
and B∞2 = 2. Sea parameters are similar to those of storm 132 and (Right) Deep and shallow water
wave regimes by using their characteristics φ and attached to upper bounds α∞.
In Figure 4.9 (right) we show the differences between models (4.19) and (4.23): the first sharply
increases in the vicinity of α∞ whereas the second maintains a stable trajectory of small values
for γ⊕. From Figure 4.10 (right) the roles played by each parameter becomes clear: ξ controls the
strength of the meandering, φ controls the sign of γ and also affect ξ strength (because shallow water
waves with higher ξ still produced a smaller ∆γ than a deep water counterpart), while an increasing
α∞ diminishes the likelihood (if everything in eq. (4.18) is fixed except γ), as per condition (4.16) a
more positive γ is attached to a positive slope H0 producing very low probabilities and vice-versa,
partially explaining why the storms with highest (on average) bounds α∞ on Table 2.5 are those
with the smallest ratio ‖α‖/α∞. This interpretation is also roughly supported by our conjectures in
eq. (2.37) and (2.40), as when α∞ increases due to an increase in 〈〈δ2〉〉, a decrease in Eα follows
(though not linearly, as the latter also depends additionally on the significant steepness while the
former does not). Notably, the ”meandering” strength due to ξ is also corroborated by Figure 4.10
(left): When φ ∼ φc, e.g. the peak of γ, a higher bound availability will produce higher distributions
until it finally creates the ”meandering”. However, the tipping point towards the ”meandering” will
depend on (η1/3, ε, ε) altogether. As expected, when ξ is smaller, the meandering does not happen,
with a further observation that variations in φ seem to be symmetrical both to γ⊕ and RD. Note,
however, that Figure 4.10 (right) is a function of α and not φ as in Figure 4.5 (right). Lastly, is
important to note that if B1 ∼ e−α2/α2∞ we would produce very similar results, leading to the same
conclusion that a smaller bound α∞ would produce a stronger lowering of γ(α), and thus, producing
a ”meandering” and possibly avoiding overthinking for any qualitative analysis. On the other hand,
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(α∞ = 5 ; ξ = 1.50)
(α∞ = 5 ; ξ = 1.75)
(α∞ = 10 ; ξ = 1.50)
(α∞ = 15 ; ξ = 1.50)
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Figure 4.11: (Left) New exponent for the cosine function in eq. (4.18) with varying normalized
height and bound availability and (Right) Ratio of distribution models (4.18) and (4.27). For the
majority of storms the simpler model is sufficient for an accurate analysis of rogue wave occurrence
when 2 6 α 6 2.3. Storms 172 and 149 shows a remarkable dip in the super-rogue wave realm.
the more complex function B1(ξ) brings in richer interpretation, which validates its choice.
A further modification of interest, but not necessarily mandatory if we use B1 ∼ e−α2/α2∞ , is
related to the exponent of the trigonometric function that is a Taylor expansion of Haring et al.
(1976) in eq. (4.18). The new exponent shall read (see Figure 4.11, left):











The main effect of B2 is to enhance the cosine exponent in the vicinity of the bound α∞ without
affecting the bulk waves significantly. Furthermore, very high bound availability is counter-productive
towards B2, thus creating a balance between B1 and B2 contributions.
Overall, whether we analyze the least or most complicated version of γ, when we assume a small
variation of ε and ε among storms such in Table 2.3, the result is that the strong uneven occurrence
of Table 2.1 is mostly reflected in a strong variation in γ. Firstly, notice that the red dots equivalent
to wave data in Figure 4.8 start to form smaller groups as the normalized height increases, which
means that the variations in γ to produce the same probability narrows as α decreases. In this
sense, in agreement with the interpretation of chapter 3, a better rogue wave definition would be
one in which the storm parameters influence on γ grows considerably. In fact, at α = 2 the average
for all storms was 〈γ∗〉 ≈ 3.78, whereas the four bottom storms of Table 2.1 had 〈γ∗〉− ≈ 2.92 and
the top four 〈γ∗〉+ ≈ 4.42. As such, we observe a tendency of higher rogue wave occurrence in
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deep and intermediate water waves for small η
1/3
. In other words, it is easier for γ to reach high
non-negative values when φ < 1. Accordingly, typical shallow water waves with 〈ε〉 ≈ 1/5 tend to















∼ 1 ⇔ η
1/3
∼ 2.4 . (4.26)
Not surprisingly, a very high η1/3 would increase Eα and decrease α∞, thus, the ”meandering” and
Super-Rayleigh regime for shallow water does indeed require a much stronger effort from the system
according to our model. Of course, is possible to form rogue waves in shallow water for η
1/3
<< 3
through a proper combination of ε and ε, though is unlikely to form as many rogue waves in deep
water for the same ε and ε.
4.4 Ultimate RHT Model
Combining the previous sections, the final version of the exceeding probability reads:



















Where γ, B1 and B2 are also functions of η1/3 , ε and ε, due to eqs. (4.19), (4.20), (4.23) and (4.25).






























These conditions on the distribution choice seems to be a sort of phase transition. According to
Figure 4.11, the models Pα (4.18) and P̂α (4.27) are nearly indiscernible for the majority of storms in
the interval 0 < α 6 2, and indeed the model (4.18) is quite reliable when 1.50 < α < 2.25, showing
very few exceptions to this rule. However, their range of similarity is affected by sea parameter










































Figure 4.12: Predicted uneven distribution among storms with Sub-Rayleigh and Super-Rayleigh









































Figure 4.13: Equivalent plot of figure 4.12 for Haring et al. (1976) and Tayfun (1980) distributions.
matches these qualitative observations of uneven occurrence, variability (or stratification) of the
probability distribution as well as the super-rogue wave ”meandering”. Conversely, the distributions
discussed in chapter 2 have a much different performance in regard to the three tasks as a response
to sea state oscillations, as seen in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 (left). Also, Figure 4.14 (right) portrays
each distribution performance in predicting a super-rogue wave in storm 172, e.g. the ”meandering”
effect is only observed for the model in eq. (4.28), the purpose of an improved eq. (4.18).
4.4.1 Overall Assessment
Most models focus on either explaining the geometry of the tallest wave in a storm (such as the
Draupner wave) or to predict accurate ocean wave statistics for fixed α = 2. Our model in eq. (4.28),
due to the rationale of chapters 2-3, intends to be a good mathematical description for the interval
α ∈ [1, α∞). As such, Table 4.1 shows the remarkable performance of eq. (4.28) across four crucial










































Figure 4.14: (Left) Featuring the same difficulty of figure 4.13, Forristall’s updated distribution has
even smaller uneven distribution among storms and (Right) Several predictions for the logarithm of
the return period of storm 172. Here we used the new model of eq. (4.27). The data (Stansell, 2004)
shows that logN172 ≈ 4.37 for α = 3.19, thus confirming the failure of all distributions discussed in
chapter 2 in predicting the North Alwyn super-rogue wave of table 2.1.
for its individual performance). Contrary to Longuet-Higgins (1952) (see the discussion in chapter
2), our model maintains an error smaller than 20% in virtually all cases and smaller than 10% in
half of all cases of Table 2.1. The careful analysis of Figures (4.12-4.14) show the pathologies of
the standard distributions as discussed in chapter 2: occasionally, they can predict a correct return
period at a given α but not for a continuous range α ∈ [1, 4] whilst our model display heavy tails
for storms with more rogue waves than expected and also capable of reproducing a steep dive in the
exceeding probability distribution when no rogue waves appear simultaneously.
4.4.2 Super-rogue Wave Assessment
Despite several wave tank experiments and field observations published in the literature, most
reports do not mention a wave with a normalized height of α > 3, which deserve special consideration.
The most studied individual rogue waves, the Draupner wave (Haver and Andersen, 2000; Øistein,
2002; Haver, 2004; Walker et al., 2004; Adcock et al., 2011; Clauss and Klein, 2011; Adcock,
2017) and the Andrea Wave (Magnusson and Donelan, 2013; Cherneva and Guedes Soares, 2014;
Bitner-Gregersen et al., 2014; Donelan and Magnusson, 2017; Fedele et al., 2017), are well below
this threshold. The characteristics of Stansell’s super-rogue wave are much more remarkable than
the famous Draupner and Andrea waves, as shown by table 4.2. Needless to say, the likelihood
assessment of the occurrence of such super-rogue wave (Stansell, 2004) is critical. Applying the
available data of storm 172 found in table 2.3 into (4.19), we obtain the storm average φ172 ≈ 0.523.
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ID α > 1.75 α > 2 α > 2.5 α > 3
29 30 (31 ± 2) 12 (7.2 ± 0.5) 0 [0.5 ± 0.1] 0 [0.05 ± 0.02]
149 95 (100 ± 14) 26 (23.6 ± 1.8) 1 [1.6 ± 0.6] 0 [0.18 ± 0.09]
90 111 (103 ± 9) 20 (23.3 ± 1.2) 1 (1.1 ± 0.2) 0 [0.09 ± 0.03]
172 54 (49 ± 6) 9 (11.0 ± 0.8) 1 [1.0 ± 0.3] 1 [0.17 ± 0.14]
132 68 (81 ± 7) 14 (14.2 ± 2.2) 0 (0.3 ± 0.1) 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
28 30 (47 ± 5) 6 ( 9.7 ± 0.5) 0 [0.2 ± 0.1] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
146 20 [17 ± 2] 4 ( 1.6 ± 0.2) 0 [0.0 ± 0.0] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
23 42 (32 ± 4) 5 ( 4.3 ± 0.9) 0 [0.1 ± 0.1] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
26 33 (47 ± 4) 4 ( 7.2 ± 0.1) 0 [0.1 ± 0.1] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
127 15 (14 ± 1) 2 ( 1.2 ± 0.2) 0 [0.0 ± 0.0] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
25 21 (26 ± 3) 2 ( 4.0 ± 0.9) 1 [0.1 ± 0.1] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
27 23 (25 ± 3) 1 ( 3.0 ± 0.6) 0 [0.0 ± 0.0] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
124 30 [20 ± 2] 0 ( 0.6 ± 0.2) 0 [0.0 ± 0.0] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]
195 9 (7 ± 1) 0 ( 0.5 ± 0.1) 0 [0.0 ± 0.0] 0 [0.00 ± 0.00]∑
581 (590 ± 63) 105 (111.4 ± 11.1) 4 [5.0 ± 1.4] 1 [0.49 ± 0.26]
Rα 774 119 1 0
Table 4.1: Equivalent of Table 2.1 with the addition of our model Pα (4.18) prediction inside round
brackets and P̂α (4.27) prediction with square brackets. The proposed model clearly outperforms
Longuet-Higgins’s distribution for a variety of normalized heights. The set of observed numbers in
this table are in total 60 (4 columns and 15 rows) and out of these, Longuet-Higgins’s distribution
accurately predicts about 40% (see Table 5.2 and section 5.4) while the MRHT model (4.28)
accurately predicted 75% of all values, whereas the (4.18) model has nearly 70% of accuracy.
Considering only the first two columns (with few absences of waves as in the last two columns),
these accuracy percentages are reduced to 30% and 67% respectively.
According to the conditions laid in eq. (4.28), we reevaluate the North Alwyn super-rogue wave
minimum return period, obtaining 65,000 waves (6 days), equivalently a likelihood of 10−5. As the
storm 172 contains 23,591 waves (2 days and 4 hours), we obtain a maximum relative probability
of 36% to find at least one super-rogue wave as reported by Stansell (2004). Notice, however,
that using B1 ∼ e−α2/α2∞ would make this likelihood increase to 70-80% while not affecting lower
statistics (α < 2.5), being disfavored not on numerical grounds, but rather on the lack of physical
interpretations for this model. On the other hand, distributions in chapter 2 would prescribe a
likelihood for the super-rogue wave of the order: e−2·(3.19)
2 ∼ 10−9 (Longuet-Higgins, 1952), 4 · 10−8
(Haring et al., 1976), 3 · 10−12 (Forristall, 1978), 8 · 10−8 (Tayfun, 1980) and 3 · 10−8 (Forristall,
2000). Looking from another perspective, we can analyze the likelihood for the North Alwyn wave
by models of rogue wave crest exceeding probability. For instance, given the crest distribution






(m) Tz(s) H(m) H/H1/3 Zc Zc/Zt Zc/H1/3
Draupner 11.92 ≈ 326 11.20 25.01 2.098 18.49 2.84 1.55
Andrea 9.18 ≈ 212 9.02 21.14 2.303 14.97 2.43 1.63
Alwyn 5.64 ≈ 179 8.18 18.04 3.190 13.90 3.36 2.46
Table 4.2: Observations at depths of 130m, 130m and 70m (Magnusson and Donelan, 2013).
super-rogue wave crest. Considering the storm zero-crossing period of 8 s, the latter estimates a
necessary interval of 3 · 1014 years for this wave to appear at a fixed point in the ocean, or ten
thousand times the age of the universe. However, according to second-order models, the Draupner
and Andrea wave crests should have an exceeding probability of 5 · 10−7 (Øistein, 2002), 4 · 10−6
(Prevosto and Bouffandeau, 2002), 5 · 10−6 (Walker et al., 2004), 6 · 10−7 (Forristall, 2005) and more
recently 3 · 10−6 (Adcock, 2017), whereas Longuet-Higgins’s would estimate e−8·(1.60)2 ∼ 10−9. On
the other hand, the best estimate for Draupner and Andrea (Adcock, 2017) would likely assign
an exceeding probability of 10−11 for the North Alwyn super-rogue wave height, the equivalent of
26,000 years.
4.5 Conclusions
The proposed model is the first to combine three sea parameters that are readily available from
hindcast. We have obtained much better predictions than standard distributions (Haring et al., 1976;
Forristall, 1978; Tayfun, 1980; Forristall, 2000), through the implementation of relevant physical
variables, bounds and conjectured limits of ocean states in chapter 2. Showing unique flexibility, the
model explains the ”uneven occurrence” of rogue waves and is able to predict the super-rogue wave.
Additionally, Barbariol et al. (2015) found that depth-induced shoaling significantly decreased the
maximum extreme wave crest, e.g. shallow water regime has lower probability, confirming the shape
of γ. Despite its success, our model is vulnerable to very large deviations in η
1/3
, ε and ε within a
storm, e.g. if the sampling size is too large and the conditions laid in section 2.4 are not met, this
will likely increase the discrepancy between the prediction and observation of the return period.
Moreover, our model needs validation and/or calibration for upper intermediate and shallow water
waves, since the available data was obtained for an average λ2 ≈ 0.78D.
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CHAPTER 5
Rogue Wave Statistics in (2+1) Gaussian Seas
One of the most important considerations in the ocean realm is the safety of marine operations
(Bitner-Gregersen and Toffoli, 2014). This aspect of rogue wave statistics has its own merit when
considering the chance of rogue wave occurrence anywhere over the air gap area between fixed
structures and the ocean’s surface (Forristall, 2005, 2006). In addition, one can not use (0+1)
exceeding probabilities to explain the observed number of rogue waves or the maximum wave heights
in spatial records such as the MaxWave project (Rosenthal et al., 2003; Rosenthal and Lehner, 2007,
2008). Another crucial advantage of spatiotemporal analysis is that the sample variability effect on
the wave statistics is greatly diminished (Bitner-Gregersen and Magnusson, 2014; Bitner-Gregersen
and Gramstad, 2019). In fact, using simulations with a JONSWAP spectrum, Forristall (2005)
estimated a maximum crest height anywhere under the deck to be 18% higher than time series
probabilities would suggest, posing a greater danger than predicted. This spatial modelling of the
exceeding probability has the potential to explain damage on lower decks as well as observation of
unexpected high crests in radar images not reconciled with standard statistics.
Recently, Hagen et al. (2018) analyzed how the ratio between (2+1), i.e. bidimensional in
space in addition to the time series, and (0+1) wave statistics derived for linear seas compared to
second-order models, finding a ratio between spatial and temporal long-term statistics based on
the linear model to be of the order of 1-2% lower than expected by second-order theory. A more
expanded comparison has been investigated by Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad (2019), who through
numerical simulations compared linear theory to second-order models and a Higher-Order Spectral
Model (HOSM) third-order model. In fact, Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad (2019) showed that sea
state characteristics such as skewness and kurtosis were not higher when including spatial dimensions,
whereas the anticipated increase of the expected maximum height was observed, confirming the
small difference between linear and second-order models for the ratio between spatiotemporal and
point statistics of Hagen et al. (2018) while reporting a more pronounced difference from linear to
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third-order models.
Krogstad et al. (2004) paved the way of higher dimensional wave statistics by applying Piterbarg’s
theorem (Piterbarg, 1996) on the asymptotic expansion for the maximum of Gaussian random fields
of Longuet-Higgins (1952), concluding that much higher wave crest heights in higher dimensions
may indicate that rogue waves could be outliers in the standard statistics in a scenario where the
outlier appeared at the wrong place and wrong time. Following Adler and Taylor’s asymptotic
theory for Gaussian random fields, Baxevani and Rychlik (2006) later investigated how spatial
statistics differed from point statistics. Both Adler and Taylor and Piterbarg approaches feature
important limitations: they are fashioned for homogeneous Gaussian fields in the large N limit,
depending on the size of the surface area and duration of the time series. As Krogstad et al. (2004)
and Fedele et al. (2017) point out, these asymptotic methods of Gaussian fields clearly extend
the linear theory of wave statistics far beyond its limits, as demonstrated by their inability to
properly include the saturation due to nonlinear dispersion, endlessly producing unrealistically
high waves as the surface area grows and overpredicting ”spatial” rogue waves, thus producing a
paradox as both approaches expect higher accuracy in the large surface area limit (Baxevani and
Rychlik, 2006; Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad, 2019). Such (2+1) models produce a much higher
likelihood of occurrence of extreme waves as well as maximum extreme heights regardless of the type
of distribution (Krogstad et al., 2004; Forristall, 2006; Fedele et al., 2013; Benetazzo et al., 2015),
suggesting that asymptotic approximations for Gaussian fields dominate the original distribution
no matter its nonlinear characteristics. Following a suggestion of Benetazzo et al. (2015), namely
that the failure of some distributions could be resolved by extending them into multidimensional
Gaussian statistics (Adler and Taylor, 2007; Piterbarg, 1996), in this chapter we expand a time series
(0+1) exceeding probability to a (2+1) distribution (Baxevani and Rychlik, 2006) and compare its
predictions with data obtained from the North Sea (Stansell, 2004), verifying whether the failure of
(0+1) first-order models Longuet-Higgins (1952, 1980) can be elucidated by the number of degrees
of freedom alone.
5.1 Random Gaussian Field Approximation for Narrow-banded Exceeding Prob-
ability Distributions
We start by reviewing a few basic concepts of probability theory. Following a cumulative
distribution Fα, the complementary distribution, is the exceeding probability, as in eq.(3.11). Any
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generalization to higher degrees of freedom (dimensions) of the Rayleigh model for ocean waves



















where d are the additional spatial dimensions to the exceeding probability of wave events at a fixed



















In the (2+1) treatment of wave statistics the direction of the wave velocity plays an important role
(Longuet-Higgins, 1957; Baxevani et al., 2003), such that the directional spectrum is reflected in the

















k S(ω, θ) dω dθ . (5.4)













S(ω) dω ≈ k2xm0 ;
m002
2π
= m2 . (5.5)

















Accordingly, combining equations (5.3), (5.5) and (5.6) we achieve ϕXT ≈ m1√m0m2 ≈
Tz
T1
. In a perfectly




whereas a confused sea has ϕ2
XT
= 0, implying there is no organized motion in the x direction.
According to analysis of measurements by Cahill and Lewis (2014) and numerical approximations
using the JONSWAP spectrum by Figueras (2010) we can estimate Tz ≈ (0.825± 0.033)T1. Hence,
the typical unidimensional irregularity ratio is ϕ2
XT ,0
> 0.63. This result agrees with the average of
the models for the irregularity ratio of table 1 in Baxevani and Rychlik (2006). Applying Adler and
Taylor’s method for the generalization of Rice’s formula (Rice, 1944, 1945) into higher dimensions,

























































, NXi ⊕Xj ≡ NXi +NXj . (5.8)











meaning that Longuet-Higgins (1952) distribution is a conservative estimate for the excursion
probability calculated by Baxevani and Rychlik’s method, thus, the upper bound for Pβ. In other
words, our goal is to find Pβ and not the upper bound P̃β . The general conversion between excursion














































Figure 5.1: Graphic description of any wave recorded in the time series by the laser travelling a
minimum distance `x. The (1+1) domain is depicted in green and the fixed point in space in red.















with the condition resulted from the (2+1) contribution in eq. (5.7) as the leading term.
5.1.1 Realistic Estimates for Pα in Higher Dimensions
When trying to make sense of (d+1) dimensional exceeding probabilities, surely, higher degrees
of freedom will increase the likelihood of extreme events, but how can one estimate the effect of
this likelihood in the performance of (0+1) statistics? Let us assume that a laser for temporal
recording is installed anywhere on an oil platform. If a rogue wave is recorded by the laser, the
average minimum distance travelled by any rogue wave in deep water has to be (see Figure 5.1):








〈λ2〉 ≡ `1λ2 , (5.13)
where TRogue is the wave crest period, which for the Draupner wave was of the order of 40% of the
zero-crossing period (Prevosto and Bouffandeau, 2002). Accordingly, `x is the minimum distance
from the area where the rogue wave was formed to the Laser projection into the horizontal plane, in




























We then calculate the number of rogue waves that will be counted by the laser at a fixed point and



















≡ NXT · P
(1+1)
α . (5.15)
Hence, the ratio between the number of waves with H > αH
1/3
over a straight line of length `x and














α , ∀α > 1
3
. (5.16)
For the two-dimensional scenario we have a few modifications. We assume there are less waves
being formed and propagating in the y direction, so that we estimate `y ≈ 0.5`x ≈ 0.2λ2 . Since the
irregularity ratio obeys the inequality 0 6 |ϕXT | 6 1, we generalize:
1 6
|ϕXT |+ |ϕY T |
(Tz/T1)




6 1 . (5.17)
As discussed above, we shall choose the x direction as the main propagation, and therefore we
assume that ϕXT has a better organized motion than ϕY T . Accordingly, we set ϕY T ≈ 0.5ϕXT ,
which combined with eq. (5.17) results in ϕXT = 2ϕY T = Tz/T1. Therefore, we compute the (2+1)























α2 , ∀α > 1
3
. (5.18)
5.2 Extremes of a Random Gaussian Field
In order to compute the maximum of a random Gaussian sea we need to find the mode of the















= 4α̃N , (5.19)
with α̃N being the mode, readily obtained by solving the equation below (Gumbel, 1958):
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Nx = 0.4 ; φ = 0.792
Nx = 1.0 ; φ = 0.792
Nx = 1.0 ; φ = 0.858
Nx = 10 ; φ = 0.858
























Figure 5.2: (Left) Small variability of the ratio ξ
(1+1)
α ,N with varying time scale NT and fixed NX
and ϕXT from the JONSWAP spectrum (Figueras, 2010) and (Right) Approximation for lnN : the
dashed curve shows lnN , the blue curve the polynomial 2 ·N1/7 while the red curve depicts 2 ·N1/6.
F (α̃N ) = 1−
1
N
∴ N · Pα̃N ≡ P̃α̃N = 1 . (5.20)
Therefore, one can find the maximum normalized height and use Gumbel’s framework to achieve a

















































Taking the (1+1) model of equation (5.14) into account, we can express the mode of the extreme
(5.20) and the solution up to first order as:
α̃2N − α20 −
1
2
ln θXT α̃N ≈ 0 ∴
α̃N
α0










(4 lnNXT − 2)
, (5.23)











φ2 = 0.50 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.75 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.90 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.50 ; Tz = 3s
φ2 = 0.75 ; Tz = 3s
φ2 = 0.90 ; Tz = 3s
































Figure 5.3: (Left) (2+1) to (0+1) maximum height ratio versus area surface with fixed Tz and ϕ.
The total duration is of 1 hour and (Right) maximum height ratio as a function of the total number
of waves in the time series.
We need to estimate ξ
(1+1)
α ,N in order to simplify the expression for the expected maximum α. Figure
5.2 shows its variability as a function of NXT . Therefore, we shall use 〈ξ
(1+1)
α ,N 〉 ≈
√
5/2 as a rule for






















(4 lnNXT − 2)
}
. (5.25)
Since the term NX ⊕T was neglected, for a perfectly narrow-banded sea (ϕ = 1) the above relation
loses accuracy. We now focus on the core matter in the introduction, how the maximum normalized
height in (1+1) compares to (0+1) . Since the term lnNXT has the same order of lnNT ∼ 10, as





















Following these steps (see eqs. (C.1-C.3)), the asymptotic expression for crests is obtained and leads
to the conclusion that the ratio between expected wave heights and wave crests is will not change






















Moreover, the above relation tells us that when adding one spatial dimension, the increase of
maximum normalized height is the same as the increase of the maximum normalized crest, e.g. we
can write r(1+1)β,G = r
(1+1)
α,G . Repeating the very same procedure of (1+1) domains to (2+1) and taking


















1− ϕ2 · lnNXY T
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. Having in mind that (1± x)−1 ≈ 1∓ x+ x2 holds for the terms inside the



















Notice, however, that the approximation of eq. (5.28) is only valid for 9 lnNXY T ∼ 60 the minimum
length scale L
(2+1)

















Furthermore, the saturation of eq. (5.28) is of great importance (Fedele et al., 2017). Clearly, unlike
the limit in equation (5.2), when NT approaches zero we do not recover a known result. Additionally,
intuitively we would expect that the longer the time series and fixed spatial scales, the larger would
be the ratios r(2+1)α,G and r
(1+1)
α,G . In fact, our asymptotic formulas show otherwise (see figure 5.3). The
analogy of the surfer that moves around to increase the likelihood of encountering the perfect wave
(Fedele et al., 2013) is useful to explain this counter-intuitive result. If the surfer is constrained by a
fixed surface area, given a certain interval of time the (2+1) statistics will provide higher waves
than the point statistics, but with more time the likelihood of most waves in (2+1) hitting the fixed
point in space increases, such that the gap between (2+1) and (0+1) statistics narrows. Then, with








r(D+1)α,G = 1 +
D
24
≡ r(D+1)∞ . (5.31)
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(Observ.) (ϕ2 = 0) (ϕ2 = 0.6) (ϕ2 = 0) (ϕ2 = 0.6)
534 1.479 ≈ 1.34 1.363 1.331 1.378 1.341
100 0.277 ≈ 1.27 1.262 1.225 1.313 1.269
Table 5.1: The observed ratio between (2+1) and (0+1) expected maximum crest heights according
to Fedele et al. (2013). The data of first, second and third columns were obtained from Acqua Alta
experiment 2 in Benetazzo et al. (2012); Fedele et al. (2013).
On the other hand, it has been established that the (2+1) Gaussian statistics will not saturate
because larger areas will ultimately overestimate the maximum surface height (Fedele et al., 2017).
As an illustration, we apply our models to the Acqua Alta experiment number 2 (Benetazzo et al.,
2012; Fedele et al., 2013). Table 5.1 shows how our models compare to the reported observations.
The procedure for the calculation is rather simple: Benetazzo et al. (2012) use Tz = 3.51s and
Fedele et al. (2017) use the same experimental results of Fedele et al. (2013) describing the overall
sea state duration to be of 1 hour, thus, the time scale is NT ≈ 1026. The reference area is then
〈λ2〉2 ≈ 361m2. Accordingly, one can easily find NXY T for the two areas described in Table 5.1:
when the observed area is of 534m2 we have NXY T = 1.479 × 1026 ≈ 1517. In most cases, the
symmetrical sea has ϕXT ≈ ϕY T ≈ 0.5 = ϕ2 is the best approximation for sea states moving at a
45◦ (Baxevani and Rychlik, 2004). However, Fedele et al. (2013) describe the direction to be of
approximately 60◦, so that the best approximation for this spectrum would be ϕ2 ∼ 0.6. In this
case, our model deviates from observation (Fedele et al., 2013) by only 0.1% for the first and second
areas (with nearly exact method), thus expressing the robustness of the eqs. (5.25-5.29).
5.3 Rayleigh Extremes with Finite Spectral Bandwidth
In light of this discrepancy between Forristall (1978) and RD, Longuet-Higgins (1980) re-examined
the same data and showed that the RD fitted the data quite well, provided that the value of the
root mean square wave amplitude is suitably modified by introducing a finite spectral bandwidth
correction (see section 5.1), such that the Rayleigh distribution adjusted by ν (Longuet-Higgins,
1980) can be written as (see appendix B.2):
P
(0+1)






≡ e−2ν?α2 . (5.32)
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Figure 5.4: (Left) Comparison between Longuet-Higgins (1952), the bandwidth adjusted (Longuet-
Higgins, 1980), its equivalent Weilbull form (Forristall, 1978) as the dashed line. The red curve
shows the second-order distribution obtained by Forristall (2000). (Right) Time series expected
maximum wave height response to a change in bandwidth according to Longuet-Higgins (1980).
When we apply ν → 0 Pν(α) reduces to the Rayleigh distribution of eq. (5.1). Therefore, higher
dimensional wave statistics will see the finite bandwidth modification (see appendix B.3):
P
(d+1)








One can extract the bandwidth effect for time series in eq. (C.14), and since ν? > 1, we conclude
that E(0+1)α , ν 6 E(0+1)α for all ν. This is not surprising, as Longuet-Higgins (1980) intended to produce
Sub-Rayleigh regimes similarly to Forristall (1978). Interestingly, the coefficient ν? does not appear
within the brackets in eq. (C.14) in the same manner of NT . This is due to the lack of higher order
ν? terms in lnR(0+1)α , ν . Due to this feature, one can anticipate that the following relations:






≡ r(2+1)α ,G . (5.34)
Preferably, however, one should work out the tedious algebra, finding (see appendix C.3):




































where ϕD is the generalized form for irregularity ratios ϕ
2
D
≈∑Di=0 ϕ2X0Xi , thus confirming eq. (5.34).
Accordingly, if we consider only the first-order solution of eq.(5.23), eq. (5.34) implies that Figure
5.3 will look the same regardless of the spectral bandwidth. This theoretical result is consistent
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ID α > 1.75 α > 2 α > 2.25 α > 2.5 α > 3.0 ‖α‖ Nα=2
29 30 30 12 5 1 0 0 0 2.30 (2.25) 1,134
149 95 115 26 18 6 2 1 0 2.50 (2.39) 2,029
90 111 99 20 15 3 2 1 0 2.65 (2.38) 2,243
172 54 52 9 8 2 1 1 1 3.19 (2.31) 2,621
132 68 99 14 15 3 2 0 0 2.30 (2.38) 3,218
28 30 48 6 7 1 1 0 0 2.38 (2.31) 3,693
146 20 33 4 5 1 1 0 0 2.46 (2.26) 3,777
23 42 55 5 9 0 1 0 0 2.08 (2.32) 5,014
26 33 61 4 9 0 1 0 0 2.16 (2.33) 6,944
127 15 32 2 5 0 0 0 0 2.09 (2.26) 7,423
25 21 37 2 6 1 1 1 0 2.59 (2.27) 8,448
27 23 44 1 7 1 1 0 0 2.40 (2.29) 20,379
124 30 47 0 7 0 1 0 0 1.97 (2.30) +∞
195 9 22 0 3 0 0 0 0 1.95 (2.21) +∞∑
581 774 105 119 19 14 4 1.3 1 < 10−3 3.19 (2.59) 3,369
R
(1+1)
α,G 1535 270 36 3.7 0.002 2.72 1,314
R
(2+1)
α,G 1844 370 55 6.3 0.004 2.96 958
Table 5.2: A Summary Stansell’s data and with the number observed waves for each threshold
H > αH1/3. The storms were ordered from lower (top) to higher (bottom) wave return period
Nα. Numbers in bold show the (0+1) Rayleigh model whereas the last two rows include the total
number of rogue waves according to eq. (5.16) and the last column showing the models of eqs. (5.25)
and (5.28) for NXY = `
2
1.
with Hagen et al. (2018) findings described in the introduction, As the difference between r(2+1)α ,G and
r(2+1)α , ν is much smaller than reported by Hagen et al. (2018).
5.4 Extremes and Exceeding Probability versus Data
In this section we analyze how the (2+1) formulae for Longuet-Higgins (1952) compare to data
from Stansell (2004). Typically, rogue wave statistics in the literature tend to focus either on rogue
wave occurrence likelihood and what is the maximum dimensionless wave or crest height, but not
both. Due to eq. (5.22), a model may provide accurate exceeding probabilities for a specific data set
but does not necessarily mean it will give good predictions for the maximum height. Therefore,
we shall put the models of the previous sections to higher scrutiny by analyzing its predictions for
maximum wave heights and return period of Table 2.1. Following our rationale in section 5.1.1, we
need to be careful when using Baxevani and Rychlik’s framework for an analysis on whether the
spatiotemporal probabilities can explain the failure of point statistics. Baxevani and Rychlik (2004)
is suited to be compared with data only when it considers whether the spatial domain is sufficiently
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small so that nearly all waves will appear in the time series. Therefore, we have used eq. (5.12) under
condition (5.13) to estimate the number of rogue waves in the North Alwyn data through eqs. (5.16)
and (5.18). On average, the (2+1) extension increases the rogue wave probability by a factor of
60, which for RD would predict a rogue wave to appear among every 50 waves in a (2+1) surface.
The question, therefore, is: how this likelihood changes to a single point where the time series is
recorded? As mentioned in section 5.1.1, this large increase in wave statistics is not compatible with
the conditions argued earlier, thus requiring the use of (5.18), which in turn provides an estimated
return period of 958 waves, or one-third of the original 2981 waves (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). With
such an estimate, Longuet-Higgins’s unidimensional distribution accurately predicts 40% of the
entries in Table 5.2 whereas the bidimensional and tridimensional respectively predicted 26% and
24% of all values accurately. If, however, we used Baxevani and Rychlik (2006) carelessly, the
accuracy would be smaller than 10%. Thus, Stansell’s data leaves no doubt about the issue raised in
the introduction: the expansion into higher spatiotemporal dimensions will not improve the accuracy
of point statistics against observation, au contraire, it will worsen it. In fact, the spatiotemporal
model does improve the expected maximum for the super-rogue wave (α = 3.19) but increases the
error for all remaining storms when compared to the point statistics. The same point statistics fitted
four storms in Table 2.3 whereas the (2+1) fitted two. Moreover, if we consider the prediction of
the bandwidth correction for the Rayleigh distribution (Longuet-Higgins, 1980), one would observe
a sharp drop in the expected maximum wave heights of Table 2.1, making a prediction that was
already far from accurate much worse. Indeed, since Stansell’s average coefficient among all storms
is of 〈ν?〉 ≈ 5/3, one expects the tallest rogue wave to have ‖α‖ ≈ 2.59 · (0.6)1/2 ≈ 2.006 in (0+1)
and ‖α‖ ≈ 2.29 in (2+1) dimensions, an utter unsatisfactory result. Taken separately, storms with
a bandwidth of ν = 0.8 will not predict rogue waves for times series containing less than 105 waves
(see figure 5.4) whereas twelve storms with a smaller number of waves have produced rogue waves.
Besides, the expansion of the degrees of freedom does not fix the severe underprediction of the North
Alwyn super-rogue wave count either, as it does not lower the return period to a realistic value. In
fact, in (0+1) dimensions, Longuet-Higgins (1952) predicts its return period to be of 690 million
waves whereas in (2+1) dimensions we can estimate the return period to be of 4.8 million waves,
two hundred times larger than storm 172 data set. Regarding the (2+1) prediction for the exceeding































































































































Figure 5.5: Observed number of waves R
(d+1)
α versus Longuet-Higgins (1952) (left) and Longuet-
Higgins (1980) (right) distributions. The comparison is made between Stansell’s (0+1) data and the
spatiotemporal (2+1) prediction by Baxevani and Rychlik’s exceeding probability model discussed in
section 5.1.1 (see eq. (5.35)): Stars depict the α > 2 count while dots denote the count for α > 1.75.
.
(1952) fits a small portion of all waves in the range 1.75 6 α 6 2 whereas the (2+1) model does
not fit any. These simple (2+1) expansion models will increase the probability of occurrence of
all waves, which for α = 1.5 would mean a sharp overprediction by Longuet-Higgins (1952) that
was already overpredicted in (0+1) dimensions by 30%. In other words, P(1+1)α and P(2+1)α greatly
increases the error for the majority of values of α, thus not being able to reconcile Longuet-Higgins
(1952) or Longuet-Higgins (1980), e.g. the (2+1) expansion of Longuet-Higgins (1952) deteriorates
the accuracy of the (0+1) statistics that was already unsatisfactory!
5.4.1 Rogue Wave Density
In the aftermath of rogue wave measurements performed by SAR data (Rosenthal and Lehner,
2007, 2008), the problem of comparing time series (0+1) statistics with spatial statistics with fixed
time (2+0) became apparent. Rosenthal and Lehner (2007) argue that they found more rogue
waves than predicted by Longuet-Higgins (1952). However, this seems to be an inappropriate
conclusion, since the increase in degrees of freedom will ultimately boost rogue wave occurrence
based on Longuet-Higgins (1952). Let us introduce estimates for the density of rogue waves in (2+1)
dimensions to provide a fair comparison: using eq. (5.8) and eq. (5.12) we calculate to leading order






















The above formula shows a large increase in the number of super-rogue waves, because when ϕ2 ≈ 0.5
and Tz = 3.6s in deep water, Longuet-Higgins’s distribution in (2+1) dimensions predicts seven
super-rogue waves to appear every hour within a radius of 1km. Regarding the MaxWave project
(Rosenthal and Lehner, 2007), which analyzed 30,000 imagettes (50km2 each) of the world’s oceans
over a period of 1 month, the correct model to be applied in this case is P((2+0)α . According to
Rosenthal and Lehner (2008), the MaxWave project analyzed all waves with wavelength exceeding
100m and the most severe seas had on average Tz ≈ 14s and λ2 ≈ 300m, so that we shall use
a mean wavelength of 200m. Therefore, Longuet-Higgins’s (2+0) model would predict nearly
nine super-rogue waves to be observed by the MaxWave project while the maximum observed
dimensionless height was of α ≈ 2.9 (Rosenthal and Lehner, 2008). Interestingly, the same model
would estimate the observation of twenty eight of these 2.9-rogue waves. In addition, as discussed in
section 5.1.1, is not enough to know what is the density of rogue waves per square kilometer over
a given time interval. It is paramount to acquire knowledge on the exact amount of rogue waves
that will appear in the time series. Using the standard definition for the spatiotemporal number of
waves (5.8), one step forward is to find the minimum time interval necessary to observe an α-wave
over an area:





However, only a small portion of waves within a radius Lx will appear in time series, so let Tα,0 be
defined as the minimum required time for any α-rogue wave in the cuboid [0, X]× [0, Y ]× [0, T ] to














, ∀α > 2 , (5.38)
with Tα measuring the percentage of rogue waves that will appear in the time series. For deep
water waves with Tz ≈ 8s under a platform of dimensions 70m ×100m, our unsophisticated model
estimates 23% of rogue waves under the oil rig platform deck will appearing in the time series.
5.5 Realistic Estimates for Eα in Higher Dimensions
As discussed in previous sections, when NX 6 `1 we estimate that all waves within the domain
[0, X]× [0, T ] will be recorded in the times series and if NX >> `1 only a fraction of the number of
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where J (d+1)α,G is a suitable factor. Unfortunately, the available data and theory of water waves do
not provide a framework or enough observation to investigate the form of J (d+1)α,G , which explains
our motivation to define `1 beforehand. Nonetheless, one can estimate this function by applying
the percentage of waves over a spatial domain crossing the point statistics Tα into eq. (5.21). One
would easily obtain (where ` is the dimensionless length scale Lx/λ2):
α̃†N
α0









(2 lnNXY T − 2)
, (5.40)






































, ∀` > `1 . (5.42)
The reader will notice that when ` = `1 we find J (2+1)α,G ≈ 1, recovering the first part of equation
(5.39), as anticipated. Moreover, the validity of eq. (5.42) regarding the total number of waves in


































φ2 = 0.50 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.75 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.90 ; Tz = 12s
φ2 = 0.50 ; Tz = 3s
φ2 = 0.75 ; Tz = 3s
φ2 = 0.90 ; Tz = 3s












Figure 5.6: Our reformulation for the ratio among expected maximum dimensionless wave height in
(2+1) dimensions and (0+1) dimensions of Figure 5.3.
Nevertheless, for fixed NT and growing spatial scale, one can not avoid divergence in eq. (5.43-5.44).












allowing the area scale to grow freely at a slower rate than r∞. It is straightforward to show that









The above result is as important as equations (5.43-5.44) as it provides a rough estimate for the
unknown validity range of Adler and Taylor’s theorem and Baxevani and Rychlik’s formula. Figure
5.6 presents the ultimate contrast between the theoretical considerations presented in this work.
First, we continue to see that the ratio increases with growing NXY , confirming the surfer analogy in
section C.1 (Fedele et al., 2013), but the realistic ratio does not reach 1.25 even after the length scale
is 30 times larger than the average wavelength, whereas Figure 5.3 would feature a ratio of 1.8 for the
same value of Lx/λ2 . Though the divergence of R
(2+1)
α,G in spatial dimensions is ultimately helpless,
we know that it grows very slowly and is safe to use the approximation up to Lx 6 NT λ2 , as the
ratio satisfies R(2+1)α,G 6 3
√
3/4. The model, though conjectural in nature, demonstrates how simple
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considerations such as the rogue wave profile can produce insights about (d+1) wave statistics.
5.6 Conclusions
We have derived new asymptotic formulas for E(d+1)α and revisited the expressions for P
(d+1)
α .
Then, we showed that when unidimensional distributions overpredict or underpredict rogue waves,
they will tend to do the same no matter the number of degrees of freedom. Addressing Benetazzo
et al.’s argument, we conclude that (2+1) versions of exceeding probabilities are not capable of
reconciling point statistics with observation. Furthermore, the Gaussian random field framework is
in itself biased because it will produce unrealistically high maximum dimensionless wave heights with
increasing surface area, when in practice we should expect a saturation of the maximum when we
exceed sea state homogeneity. In addition, the P(2+1)α assigns exceeding probabilities without taking
into account how the sea state variables change over this domain, suggesting that the equations
discussed here are valid for a relatively small radius that preserves the sea state homogeneity. Thus,
a new property of random fields that accounts for nonlinearity and sea state homogeneity within a
”rogue radius” must be addressed in a future work.
A possible direction for future research is the analysis of uneven spread of rogue wave occurrence
pointed out by Stansell (2004) in higher dimensions. Is yet unknown whether the various approaches
to extreme value theory with a Gaussian random field background can be extended to non-Gaussian
random fields. The standing question is whether or not the ratio between expected maxima E(2+1)α
and E(0+1)α will be the same among storms with diametrical sea states (as in table 2.1). Evidently,
the unevenness described by Stansell (2004) suggests that it could also be extended to the evaluation
of extreme heights and higher dimensions. One possibility is that the general mode (5.21) has to be
rewritten as a function of sea state parameters and not just the total number of waves. Furthermore,
the analysis of second and third-order models will be addressed in a future work where we will try
to replicate Hagen et al. (2018); Bitner-Gregersen and Gramstad (2019) findings analytically and
numerically, not being presented here for the sake of brevity.
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CHAPTER 6
On a Theory of Pseudo-stationary Random Seas
Despite being referenced as the first to demonstrate that ocean waves obey a Rayleigh distribution,
neither Longuet-Higgins (1952) nor the author’s later works provide a consistent mathematical
proof for it. In fact, one should be suspicious of distributions assigned to ocean states or other
physical systems regardless of the dynamics and energetics under play. As we shall see, among the
handful ”derivations” of the Rayleigh distribution, none can be classified as rigorous or be traced
back to the dynamics of the physical system, rather obtained by a fortiori statistical arguments
related to the stochastic nature of the ocean surface. The core source of this treatment was the
arbitrary application of time series analysis developments in signal processing of the same period
(Wiener, 1949; Tukey and Hamming, 1949; Tukey, 1950) to oceanography (St Denis and Pierson,
1953). Consequently, from the early days of ocean statistics to the present day, derivations of the
exceeding probabilities rely uniquely on electrical engineering studies, summarized in Rice (1944,
1945). Given that currently we can not explain why some rogue wave formation mechanisms are
not universal (Onorato et al., 2013) and these waves have been observed in completely different sea
states (Pelinovsky and Kharif, 2008; Nikolina and Didenkulova, 2011), one might wonder whether
the relevance of the stationarity assumption for probability distributions is more important than
the governing equations.
If the central limit theorem, and the normal laws in signal processing thereof, were a necessary
and sufficient condition, no other distributions would be relevant in nature other than the normal
distributions. However, many physical systems present non-normal statistics (Borland, 2002; Fuentes
et al., 2002; Gong et al., 2009; Kuhlen et al., 2010), power laws (Gopikrishnan et al., 1998; Saichev
and Sornette, 2006, 2007) and dragon kings (Sornette, 2009; Sornette and Ouillon, 2012), sometimes
even non-extensive statistics (Tsallis, 1988; Kaniadakis et al., 1996; Borland, 1998; Tsallis, 2009). In
addition, Gaussian processes may result in densities that deviate from a normal law, as Brownian
motion, Langevin and Wiener processes are also technically Gaussian random processes (MacKay,
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2003). Remarkably, in a few systems the normal density is replaced by the log-normal, such as
matter distribution in cosmology (Colombi, 1994; Gaztanaga et al., 2000; Repp and Szapudi, 2018).
Interestingly, however, the cosmic microwave background is perfectly normal, which according to
Repp and Szapudi (2018) is a result of the non-linear effect of gravity through time producing a
log-normal matter distribution, e.g. showing that Gaussianities and the central limit theorem can
be modified depending on the dynamics of its physical system. In fact, despite similar assumptions
made by Rice (1944, 1945), most often than not stochastic processes, whether stationary or not,
display non-normal distributions (Narayanan et al., 1994; Eltoft, 2005; Marumo and Wolff, 2007;
Dlubek et al., 2008; Bormetti and Delpini, 2010). Accordingly, in this chapter we look upon the
weaknesses of the current framework for obtaining exceeding probabilities. We want to find out why
the Rayleigh distribution is a very good approximation up to 1.5H1/3 wave heights, much beyond a
fortiori or circular arguments based on the central limit theorem.
6.1 Longuet-Higgins’s Maxima of a Random Surface
As many have argued (Longuet-Higgins, 1957; Boccotti, 1983), the Rayleigh distribution (Longuet-
Higgins, 1952) is a model of the envelope and not wave heights, which in general is extended to
higher-orders by replacing the envelope by a Hilbert transform of the time series, or in our context
the sea surface elevation ζ(t) (see section 6.2.2). However, the influential work of Longuet-Higgins
(1952) can not be considered a mathematical proof that ocean waves are distributed normally, but
rather is a heuristic approach that applies a theory on electromagnetic noise (Rice, 1945) arbitrarily
to the ocean without a theoretical physical justification. Moreover, this rationale is said to work for
a narrow-banded approach regardless of the surface elevation solution. However, since the literature
recognizes the need to include corrections to Longuet-Higgins (1952) even for the narrow-banded
case (Tayfun, 1980), it stands as a reminder that a purely statistical approach cannot provide
a definitive answer. Subsequent studies (Wu, 1973; Earle, 1975; Mori et al., 2002) have shown
that RD seems to apply to broad-banded seas, which takes away the validity of the assumption
(false negative). Surprisingly, however, this has been taken as a success of the theory, not as a
shortcoming. Let us take as a proposition that a narrow-banded distribution will produce a wave
height distribution following RD. Our task is to either confirm it or disprove it, and infer what might
be the distribution for the surface elevation, with troughs and crests alike, under this narrow-band





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Observed values for Longuet-Higgins’s definitions for spectral bandwidth. Black dots
show all 20-min record average bandwidths with H1/3 < 8m and red dots otherwise. The dashed
line depicts 2ν = ν0 (Longuet-Higgins, 1975) whereas the solid line reads 40ν · (1− ν0) = 1.
According to Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956), one measures the spectral bandwidth in terms








this definition being closely related (see Figure 6.1) to its refinement ν (Longuet-Higgins, 1975) in
eq. (A.2). Following Rice’s approach (see section 6.2.2 for a detailed discussion), Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins (1956) attempted to prove Longuet-Higgins earlier version assuming stationarity,
ergodicity and that the process is random and Gaussian (an afortiori argument, if starting with a
Gaussian density for the random variables one can show that the maxima of the surface are also












2/2m0 , ∀ζ ∈ R (ν ≈ ν0 = 1)
. (6.2)
Regardless of its methodological flaws, which will be overlooked until section 6.2.2, other problems
arise. Technically, the above distribution is of the maxima of the surface elevation, be it crests or
troughs, not of wave heights (Goda, 1970). There is a clear distinction between the probability
density of the continuous surface elevation ζ(t) and the discrete Zc(t+ ∆t), as the measured wave
crest height is the maximum ζ(t) in a given interval of time ∆t between two zero-crossings (in
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a broad-banded sea, troughs can also happen between two up-crossings and vice-versa, e.g. a
trough above the mean surface elevation). Then, if the envelope or the wave heights are distributed
according to RD, one will question what the distribution for ζ(t) might be. This distinction often
gives rise to contradictions in the ocean wave statistics models. Regarding the surface elevation,
there is strong evidence it follows a near positively skewed Gaussian distribution (Pierson and Marks,
1952; Kinsman, 1960; Ochi and Wang, 1985). However, in the absence of a specific derivation,
is common practice to adapt (renormalize) eq. (6.2) to have heights or wave crests (Holthuijsen,
2007)(section 4.2, note 4C). In fact, direct calculations of zero-crossing wave heights or wave crests
are highly complicated and they are usually obtained by proxy calculations (Tayfun, 1981, 1983a;
Tayfun and Lo, 1989; Tayfun, 1990, 1994): direct renormalization, envelope theory, direct application
of the central limit theorem, perturbation theory on the moment m0 (Longuet-Higgins, 1980). We













2/2m0 dζ = 1 . (6.3)
The naive renormalization yields a distribution where the density of null wave crests is the highest.
For the ”entire” surface elevation, a continuum in time that has negative values, the constant
crossing makes it reasonable to have higher likelihoods for ζ(t) = 0, however, the discrete in time
wave crests are non-negative and finite, so that there is no good reason to expect such behavior.
Moreover, the Gaussian density induces the following exceeding probability:














(ν ≈ ν0 = 1)
. (6.4)
Assuming H = 2ζ and H1/3 = 4
√
m0 (assumptions that are not always valid), we obtain the binary
Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins’s exceeding probability (see section 6.4.2 and appendix D.1.1):
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Figure 6.2: Binary probability densities and exceeding probabilities from Cartwright and Longuet-
Higgins (1956) compared to Longuet-Higgins (1980) and observed statistics (blue circles) of storm
29 on the left and Group II of Table 3.2 on the right.
Figure 6.2 shows how the Gaussian probability compares to observation. Given that our data is
very broad-banded with mean 〈ν0〉 = 0.98 and 〈ν〉 ≈ 0.7, Figure 6.2 shockingly challenges the
requirements for RD and both implications of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956). For one, in
a broad-banded sea, as Stansell’s data, the crest density is not Gaussian, but a strongly skewed RD
in the bulk where it is expected to have the highest accuracy. Secondly, the exceeding probability
obeys RD quite well around α < 2.2 for the entire data set (see Table 5.2) even though is not narrow-
banded. As the renormalization of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) is entirely consistent
with the bandwidth effect in Longuet-Higgins (1980), we conclude that eq. (6.5) is trustworthy.
Therefore, though self-consistent, the finite bandwidth theory of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins
(1956) makes wrong predictions, as the broad-band data does not follow the red curves in Figure 6.2,
for none of the groups of Table 3.2 or more than two individual storms (124 and 195). Moreover,
reassessing Figure 2.2, we notice that despite having similar average bandwidths , all the groups of
Table 3.2 differ from each other for rogue waves, which shows the weak dependence on bandwidth,
another shortcoming for the bandwidth requirement of Longuet-Higgins (1952); Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins (1956). Before we attempt to provide a more consistent and accurate framework,
let us review the second and third methods (envelope and CLT).
6.2 Longuet-Higgins’ Gram-Charlier Series
Attempts to make asymptotic expansions as small deviations of the central limit theorem (CLT)
have been studied for more than a century (see Cramér (1972) for a review), being rigorously
defined since Laplace (1812) with further revisions and refinements (Wallace, 1958; Hald, 2000).
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The approximation by Gram-Charlier or Edgeworth’s series of the Gaussian distribution is therefore
not understood by statisticians or mathematicians as a refinement of the central limit theorem,
but rather, as an approximated distribution when this limit has not been reached, i.e. when the
condition n → ∞ has not been yet satisfied. Indeed, regardless of being nonlinear or linear, the
sea governed by a Gaussian stationary random process will have a limiting normal distribution
by means of the central limit theorem. Accordingly, the interpretation given by Longuet-Higgins
(1963); Mori and Yasuda (2002) and subsequent works that the Gram-Charlier series is a refinement
due to nonlinearities of the Gaussian sea are utterly mistaken. Moreover, albeit the Gram-Charlier
expansion covers water waves of any bandwidth, it suffers from being computationally burdensome,
produces undesirable negative probabilities and can not be applied to the study of crest heights
with zero-crossing methods (Forristall, 2000). In fact, the seminal work of Rice (1944) has been the
basis for probability distributions of ocean waves since its conception, and though its assumptions
are mostly for electric signals, it also arrives at the Edgeworth’s series, but not as a ”nonlinear”
refinement of the linear case, rather prove mathematically the validity of the central limit theorem
under n→∞ (Rice, 1944).
The very first rigorous asymptotic expansion of the normal distribution is attributed to Chebyshev
(1859) but in a completely different context (Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, 1954; Hald, 2000). Though
first introduced by Laplace (1812) in the context of probability theory (Molina, 1930), in generalized
form, the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomials were first derived by Chebyshev (1859), in a work
responsible for establishing the theory of orthogonal polynomials (Hald, 2000). Notice, however, that
these polynomials were originally intended to approximate functions in a fashion similar to Fourier
series (Kolmogorov and Yushkevich, 1992). Later, Chebyshev (1887) estimated how a distribution
function deviated from the normal law under the central limit theorem, e.g. proving its validity. Let
ζn be a sum of independent and identically distributed random variables and fn(x) its probability
density. According to Chebyshev’s theory of orthogonal polynomials, the deviation of this density
from the normal distribution N (x) is approximately:
ζn =


















+ · · ·
)
, (6.6)
where Qj(x) are polynomials that depend on the j + 2 moments (Gnedenko and Kolmogorov,
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1954; Mantegna and Stanley, 1999). Therefore, asymptotic expansions around the normal law
serve two purposes: to prove the CLT and to approximate functions in the same way a Taylor’s
series is used to find approximations. Since then, it has become common practice to approximate
empirical distributions to the normal law (Blinnikov and Moessner, 1998; Cohen and Rosiński, 2007;
Wu and Zhou, 2011) by means of the characteristic function instead, the exact method used by
Longuet-Higgins (1963), which will truncate the Fourier transform from a Gaussian kernel. However,
it is also possible to choose different kernels of probability densities (Wallace, 1958; Colombi, 1994;
Marumo and Wolff, 2007; Dlubek et al., 2008; Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2010; Kitaura, 2012; Rickman
et al., 2015), e.g. the non-normal probability densities upon which polynomials will be added for
the approximation, such as heavy-tailed distributions (Pastor et al., 2016), without any numerical
disadvantage (Brenn and Anfinsen, 2017). One such example is the Gamma function, whose Laguerre
polynomials takes the place of Chebyshev-Hermite polynomials (Brenn and Anfinsen, 2017) in
approximating the probability density.
Among the physical sciences, the same procedure is notably applied to cosmology (see Colombi
(1994)) and references therein), and the same issues in Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) are
reported when applying Edgeworth’s series to matter distribution, showing that alternative kernels
for the expansion, such as a gamma distribution, can be a good alternative (Gaztanaga et al., 2000).
In addition, extensive data compared the performance of the Gram-Charlier series (Kinsman, 1960)
and showed that most often than not it can deviate considerably, especially in the bulk, in the
same manner as portrayed by Figure 6.2. Therefore, choosing a kernel for the approximation does
not mean it is the exact or the best approximation to the empirical probability density, but one
of an array of possible approximations in terms of orthogonal polynomials and the moments of
observation. We then, note, therefore, that Longuet-Higgins (1963) does not have any derivation for
the probability of a nonlinear surface elevation.
6.2.1 Berry-Esseen Theorem
A famous substitute for the Chebyshev (1887) approach is the Berry-Esseen bound (Berry, 1941;
Esseen, 1942, 1945) which estimates the maximum additive deviation from the normal density.
Assume the same pool of random variables as in eq. (6.6), having moments E[Xi] = 0 (zero-mean),
E[X2i ] = σ2 > 0 and E[|X3i |] = ρ < ∞, for the cumulative distributions, the theorem states in
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with the lower bound being given by Esseen (1956) and the upper by several authors (see Bhattacharya
and Rao (2010) and references therein) with further recursive refinements for the upper bound









Therefore, is common to estimate a probability density as the ratio from empirical to normal law or
as the maximum difference between the two. The first is suitable for the bulk of the density, whereas
the second is especially useful for integral properties, such as the difference between both cumulative
distributions. As we have seen in the previous section, deviations from the normal law can be
generalized to other distributions, which means that sometimes the most suitable approximation to
start with is not the normal law, such that the Berry-Esseen theorem can be generalized for other
distributions as well (Bhattacharya, 1968; Bolthausen, 1980; van Zwet, 1984; Bentkus and Götze,
1996). However, for the upper tail of the exceeding probability, the Gram-Charlier series or the
Berry-Esseen method are not the most satisfactory estimate for the empirical distribution. Arguably,
the upper tail would be better described by a polynomial expansion in the exponent rather than
the numerator (either by multiplication or addition). In view of the methods of Chebyshev (1887)












with a due normalization to be inserted afterwards. Before we investigate such possibility, let us
address complications in another foundation of ocean statistics, the Rician envelope (Rice, 1945).
6.2.2 Rice’s Envelope Theory & Edgeworth’s Expansion
A straightforward proof that a RD will emerge from the magnitude of a random vector can be
extracted from ballistics, even presented as a simple textbook exercise (Beichelt, 2016). Following
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i yi, mutually independent and identically distributed by a Gaussian probability density due















= R . (6.11)









R∗ dR∗ dΩ = 1− e−R2/2σ2 , (6.12)
whose exceeding probability and marginal density are the Rayleigh distribution:
PR = 1− FR = e−R





implying a uniformly distributed phase fΩ = 1/2π. This type of proof of the Rayleigh distribution
is very common and is found in many different contexts. Here we especially refer to Rice (1945),
Mori and Yasuda (2002) and Onorato et al. (2013). We also note that the original RD for ocean
waves was not obtained in the fashion described in this section, but rather based on a random walk
context (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). In a more rigorous proof, Middleton (1996) (section 7.7-2) shows
that any noise that is zero mean, with finite variance and independent random variables which can
be described as a two-dimensional random walk will result in a Rayleigh distribution after polar
coordinates integration (Cramér and Leadbetter, 1967; Vanmarcke, 2010). The Rayleigh distribution
for wave heights can not be obtained from the sea surface elevation ζ(t) with this method, as it
consists of a unidimensional random walk, which in that case by means of the CLT would lead to a
Gaussian distribution (as the red curve in Figure 6.2). Indeed, while Longuet-Higgins (1952) uses
the CLT as an a fortiori argument for the random walk distribution, subsequent arguments added
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an increasing and yet similar number of assumptions that are not compatible with real ocean states.
Thus, Rice (1945) rationale for the ocean is built upon six main assumptions:
(I) there is a midband (narrow-band signal) such that the surface elevation ζ(t) can
manipulated and be split into, or rather described by, two random orthogonal variables;
(II) the unidimensional phases θi(t) ≡ kix− ωit are uniformly distributed;
(III) the process is first-order stationary;
(IV) the process is ergodic;
(V) the envelope of the ”analytical signal” is a good approximation for the wave height
(VI) the process is zero-mean with finite second moments.
For the ballistics problem, the choice R =
√
X2 + Y 2 is completely justified by the fact that
it has a clear physical meaning, e.g. the distance to be travelled by the projectile. Additionally,
the uniform distribution of the phase Ω is reasonable because is not a function of time. For waves,
however, it seems odd to define an envelope as a Pythagorean sum and assume uniformly distributed
phases, an approach that is not found in the major textbooks of either mathematical fluid dynamics
or ocean sciences (Whitham, 1974; Johnson, 1997; Müller, 2006; Holthuijsen, 2007; Vallis, 2017).
In ocean engineering, however, waves with a narrow-band spectrum typically resemble a slowly
modulated carrier wave with a characteristic frequency, thus the envelope of waves is defined as
a pair of symmetric curves that pass through the wave crests and troughs, which from a physical
viewpoint is consistent with a monochromatic waveform (Tayfun, 1983b), but even in this defense
of the envelope approximation, Tayfun (1983b) recognizes that if the condition ν2 << 1 does not
stand, the waveform appears more erratic with the presence of both positive and negative crests
as well as troughs. Then, Tayfun (1983b) argues, it is evident that in this more general case the
envelopes can not pass through every crest or trough.
In the theory of signal processing, however, is quite common to find the envelope in a similar
way, through the Hilbert transform of the original signal, in order to obtain the analytical signal
(Huang and Shen, 2005). Though stated by Osborne (2010) (see chapter 13) that the Hilbert
transform approach for the envelope theory holds regardless of the spectral bandwidth, the physical
interpretation of the envelope and the mathematical structure are mutually exclusive, because the
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    2D Random Walk              Narrow – Band Signal 
  (Middleton, 1996)               (Longuet − Higgins,1952) 
 
                                                                     
                                                        




 Analytical Signal                                                                    Envelope=Wave Height                                                        
(Mori&Yasuda, 2002)                                               (Rice, 1945) 
Figure 6.3: Graphic display of the typical circular argument for the two-dimensional random walk
approach to obtain the Rayleigh distribution.
components of broad-band disturbances are no longer slowly varying, the concepts of envelope and
phase lose their physical interpretation (section 7.5-2 of Middleton (1996)). Indeed, Davenport
and Root (1987) concur with such analysis, stating that despite the general applicability of the
analytical signal, the envelope and phase are only significant if they vary slowly compared to the
carrier wave. Interestingly, however, even as the analytical signal approach can be performed for
broad-band waves, Middleton (1996) clearly shows that when calculating the first-order probability
density of broad-band signals the two-dimensional random walk is not the most suitable framework
(see sections 9.1 and 9.3). Likewise, Middleton (2012) treatment of broad-banded signals is not
the same of narrow-banded (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.3) and the addition of Gaussian noise to the
narrow-banded signal corrects the normal density by Bessel functions (Davenport and Root, 1987;
Middleton, 1996). One sees, therefore, the usage of the envelope method as a circular argument of the
type: as envelope theory (two-dimensional random walk) directly leads to the Rayleigh distribution,
one should create an arbitrary vector that produces the necessary two-dimensional random walk
and argues it is a good approximation for wave heights, then use the Rayleigh distribution for
narrow-banded waves because it validates the envelope approximation (see Figure 6.3).
Furthermore, regarding assumption II, the narrow-band case clearly induces a uniform distri-
bution of the phases (Cramér and Leadbetter, 1967; Middleton, 1996; Mori and Yasuda, 2002;
Vanmarcke, 2010), but when the noise is additive, this result is already challenged and results in a
Gaussian shape altered by a second-order term (see section 9.2 of Middleton (1996), figure 9.4), an
indication that this distribution should be somewhat similar to the power spectrum, or equivalently,
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the ocean spectrum. In addition, the troubling part of assumptions I and V is that Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins (1956) did not attribute a Gaussian distribution for the sea surface elevation ζ(t)





2+Y 2)/2σ2 . (6.14)
Performing the very same polar coordinate change will result in the same Jacobian, so that the


































Contrary to the common case that starts with a joint Gaussian density and thus we have (X,Y ) ∈
(−∞,+∞), the Rayleigh joint density assumes (X,Y ) ∈ [0,+∞) in order to preserve the non-
negative property of both individual and joint probability densities. The marginal probability
density and exceeding probability read instead:












Notably, the phase marginal density for this case is no longer uniform, but we have fΩ = sin(2Ω).
Thus, as an alternative to the renormalization of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956), the
application of the envelope method produced a non-uniform distribution of Ω in the narrow-banded
case, while ascribing a uniform density in the broad-band case (which can not be, as the energy
spectrum is not uniform), whereas the expected result should be the opposite (see appendix D.4.3).
Furthermore, is paramount to realize that while the envelope or the surface elevation are both
continuous functions of time, the zero-crossing wave height or crest are not. Such important
distinction makes it unfeasible to derive densities for wave heights in terms of the envelope. As
shown in Figure 6.4, we see that without a proper normalization in terms of Sverdrup and Munk’s
”significant waves”, i.e. waves taller than the significant wave height, the two-dimensional random
walk narrow-band Rayleigh exceeding probability will yield higher figures than the broad-band case
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Figure 6.4: (Left) Probability densities obtained from the application of the envelope method
to Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) binary solutions and (Right) respective exceeding
probabilities. Curves in blue show the case when ν0 = 1 (broad-banded) and we used H = αH1/3 =
4α
√
m0, in red when ν0 = 0 (narrow-banded), whereas cyan represents the same narrow-banded if
normalized properly according to eq. (6.68), thus obtaining H = αH1/3 = 5.326α
√
m0.
of eq. (6.13), but if we see that if normalized through eq. (6.68) it mostly produces smaller likelihoods
because the new significant wave height is 5.3
√
m0, which is explained by the fact that the curve in
red (i.e. if normalized by a 4
√
m0 significant wave height) of Figure 6.4 is shifted by approximately
as α + 0.5, making the 1/3 tallest waves of this special case about 30% higher. Strikingly, this
contradicts Longuet-Higgins (1980) because the finite bandwidth Rayleigh distribution of ”envelopes”
expects the opposite, that broad-banded sea produces slightly lower figures (see Figure 6.2). This is
yet another example of inconsistencies in the mathematical derivation of probabilities for the ocean
surface. Indeed, the normalized exceeding probability of wave heights from the envelope method
applied to Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) and those of Longuet-Higgins (1980) are inverted,
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, ν0 = 1
e−2α
2
, ν0 = 0
, (6.17)
as we used the approximation ν0 = ν ≈ 1 in Figure 6.2, such that we find that the term 2α2 is
corrected by 1/(1− 0.734ν2) ≈ 4 (Longuet-Higgins, 1980). Note, however, that the correction term
in Longuet-Higgins (1980) is of first-order approximation, as it assumes that the spectrum is evenly
distributed about the peak frequency. This assumption implies that mathematically, the bandwidth




violating its own definition (see eq. (4.9). Therefore, we have concluded that the envelope method
for transforming the surface elevation (Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins, 1956) into wave heights
yields binary exceeding probabilities that are incompatible with the finite bandwidth correction
(Longuet-Higgins, 1980) of the narrow-band Rayleigh distribution (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). Oddly,
the works of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956); Longuet-Higgins (1980) and the envelope
method (Rice, 1945; Mori and Yasuda, 2002; Osborne, 2010) are considered concurrently valid,
though careful scrutiny inevitably leads to the conclusion that each work invalidates the other.
Out of the three methods, the renormalization of Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) was
the only one consistent with Longuet-Higgins (1980), though it also failed to explain ocean data.
Likewise, the application of the envelope method to the Gram-Charlier series is problematic and
should not be held as authoritative. Thus, so far in this section we have provided clear evidence
that the many approaches to obtain the Rayleigh distribution and a finite bandwidth correction
thereof are not concurrently valid, and can not be unified as a single approach, being categorized
as a posteriori derivations featuring mutually exclusive assumptions, and by extension, mutually
exclusive conclusions.
6.2.3 Alternative Estimation for the Empirical Distribution
As discussed in section 6.2.1, there is a strong motive to use normal law deviations of the type
of eq. (6.9) instead of eqs. (6.7-6.8). For one, the Gram-Charlier series and similar polynomial
series feature negative densities for the wave troughs (Forristall, 2000; Gaztanaga et al., 2000),
and less often wave crests, but more importantly, the ”meandering” (see eq. (4.10)) in the tail of
the exceeding probability density of ocean waves are not properly described by most polynomial
expansions (see Cherneva et al. (2005)). Additionally, the cumbersome theoretical forms of the
cumulants in Longuet-Higgins (1963) and the intricate tools necessary to estimate them from
observed data makes the Gram-Charlier version of Longuet-Higgins (1963) too difficult to explore
(Forristall, 2000; Al-Humoud et al., 2002). As a much more successful alternative built on similar
grounds, Mori and Yasuda (2002) are capable of producing a weak ”meandering” for wave crests
(see figures 11c, 12c and 12d of Cherneva et al. (2005)) when both skewness and excess kurtosis
are very large, though it did not provide a good fit for the data (Cherneva et al., 2005). However,
the same ”meandering” is not featured for the distribution of wave heights for the very same large



























Figure 6.5: Normalized height probability density according to Mori and Yasuda (2002) with µ3 = 0
and data (dots) from storm 29.
by the counter-effect of the wave troughs, which with Gram-Charlier or Edgeworth’s series induces
negative densities, thus annihilating any possible effect for the Rician envelope (Rice, 1945). Let us
analyze the best Gram-Charlier type of distribution, which up to first order in skewness µ3 and







































































Figure 6.5 shows the probability density extracted from the above exceeding probability. With
an average excess kurtosis 〈µ4〉29 ≈ 〈µ3〉29 ≈ 0.24 and maximum ‖µ4‖29 ≈ 2.50, Mori and Yasuda
(2002) is not capable of explaining the empirical density of Figure 6.2. Likewise, the exceeding



























































Figure 6.6: Equivalent of figure 4.3 for the Mori and Yasuda (2002) model with µ3 = 0 and data
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Figure 6.7: (Left) Scatter plot between maximum normalized heights for each 10-min record in
selected storms containing sub-rogue and rogue waves and (Left) same plot but restricted to storm
29 with a cut-off ν = 〈ν〉29 = 0.74 (see Table 2.3).
produced by Mori and Yasuda (2002) is too weak and has small curvature even for large values of
the excess kurtosis, in addition, the ”meandering” is set off too early in units of α, as it typically
happens for mid-range rogues and super-rogue waves. Secondly, a negative kurtosis creates a near
step function, thus, precluding the creation of rogue waves. Strikingly, Figure 6.7 shows that
it is possible to form rogue waves in the vicinity of µ4 → 0+, so that it is dangerous to forbid
rogue waves for negative kurtosis, thus, the shape of a phase transition at µ4 = 0 has no physical
justification. Furthermore, Figure 6.6 (right) shows the violation of the monotonicity condition
(4.9-4.10), yet another flaw in a Gram-Charlier distribution. Notice, also, that the ”meandering”
of µ4 = 2 is nowhere near to the MRHT model with γ = −0.4 in Figure 4.3 (right). Additionally,
if we no longer fix µ3 = 0, pathologies increase in frequency and intensity. Indeed, Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8: (Left) Exceeding probabilities obtained from the application of the envelope method to




















ln = 4.78 ℵ1 + 3.45
ln = 8 - ln (1 + 6μ4)
ln = 11 - ln (1 + 6μ4)










































Figure 6.9: (Left) equivalent of figure 2.12 with the same data concerning ℵ1 and the return period
Nα=2 of all storms in Table 2.1, now including excess kurtosis (blue circles), the inversion of eq. (6.18)
when µ3 = 0 (solid line) in addition to the actual fit (dashed line) and (Right) Expected maximum
normalized height according to the calibration between maximum normalized height and maximum
excess kurtosis within a storm when µ3 = 0 (Figure 6.8, right) for all storms (red dots) and the
theoretical predictions of eq. (2.37) in blue dots plus error bars of Figure 2.17.
(left) shows pathological discontinuities in the exceeding probability whereas (right) the probability
density features two peaks and strong negative densities for both crests and troughs, as opposed to
only troughs when µ3 = 0. Even as the Gram-Charlier distributions present several difficulties
and unjustifiable shortcomings, the reader might consider useful to investigate whether the excess
kurtosis is a good predictor. This is because despite its deficiencies, Mori and Yasuda (2002) have a
great advantage: given the central normalized moments of the ocean spectrum, all one has to do
is plug them in eqs. (6.18-6.20), thus being computationally efficient. In this regard, however, we
observe in Figure 6.9 an interesting phenomenon: the excess kurtosis is negatively well correlated
with the return period (left) but the actual model in eq. (6.18) is shifted downwards (because at
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Figure 6.10: Time evolution of the maximum normalized heights, kurtosis and bandwidth of each
20-min record within storm 29, with a total of 86 records.
α = 2 we have P2 = e−8(1 + 6µ4), or equivalently lnN2 = 8 − ln(1 + 6µ4)), e.g. the observed
kurtosis is shifted upwards (thus we expect that a higher return period produces a lower probability
and thus a lower maximum height), so that it can’t predict the return period well despite its good
correlation and (right) high correlation of 0.74 (of the same order of model in eq. (2.37)) but a poor
performance predicting the maximum heights, e.g. shifted downwards as expected. This reflects
Stansell (2004) findings that the kurtosis is the by-product of a heavy tail and not the opposite,
i.e. while the excess kurtosis correlates relatively well with rogue waves it is not a good predictor,
as correlation not necessarily indicates causality. For the storms with Super-Rayleigh regime in
Table 2.1 the estimated maximum height using ‖α‖ ∼ 0.4‖µ4‖+ 1.5 provides good accuracy, but it
quickly fades for the remaining storms. This indicates that the excess kurtosis alone is not a good
predictor and confirms that when rogue and super-rogue waves appear, the kurtosis is highlighted,
but when the kurtosis is high is does not necessarily mean rogue waves will appear. In Figure 6.10,
storm 29 has twelve observed rogue waves, so that comparing the time series of the excess kurtosis,
maximum height for each 20-min record and its mean spectral bandwidth ν (see also Figure 6.7)
we notice that 42% of rogue waves appeared in ordinary values of excess kurtosis that typically
has ‖α‖ ∼ 1.6 and 58% when ‖µ4‖ > 1.5. However, in 30% of cases with ‖µ4‖ > 1.5 rogue waves
were not formed. Considering that high correlation between excess kurtosis and maximum heights
happened only for the four storms with least return period, the percentage of rogue waves formed
with low kurtosis as well as the percentage of false positives with high kurtosis is greatly increased
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for the remaining storms, which though are of Sub-Rayleigh character, also produced rogue waves.
Lastly, we highlight that according to Figure 6.10 the kurtosis is a good predictor of rogue wave
formation when 〈dν/dt〉 > 0, e.g. when the bandwidth approaches its peak. Whenever the series of
ν is flattened, rogue waves appear with low kurtosis.
Given the problems of Mori and Yasuda (2002) and the proven lack of predictive capabilities
of the excess kurtosis, one wonders what alternatives exist. Let us first remind ourselves that an
important setback in both orthogonal polynomial expansion (Chebyshev, 1887; Edgeworth, 1906;
Longuet-Higgins, 1963; Al-Humoud et al., 2002; Mori and Yasuda, 2002) of the normal law or
the Berry-Esseen theorem (Berry, 1941; Esseen, 1942, 1945) is the requirement of a zero-mean
distribution. Notice that this requirement does not imply a symmetrical distribution, as the skewness
and excess kurtosis correction adjusts the asymmetrical distribution to become mean-zero. For the
reasons to be laid out in the following sections, a non-zero mean distribution is of interest. Let us
have an ocean spectrum producing the following central moments:
∫ +∞
−∞
ζP (ζ)dζ ≈ 0.2 ;
∫ +∞
−∞
(ζ − 0.2)2P (ζ)dζ ≈ 1 ; µ3 ≈ 0.88 ; µ4 ≈ 0.74 . (6.21)
Except that Mori and Yasuda (2002) that always leads to a zero-mean distribution, it can be shown





























2−0.5ζ+0.3ζ3−0.05ζ4 dζ . (6.22)
Then, Figure 6.11 shows their features, which one finds nearly indistinguishable except that the
sought normal law expansion of the type (6.9) produces lower likelihoods for tall troughs and even
higher ones for tall crests. Therefore, if numerically equivalent regarding moments and shape, the
alternative distribution is preferred for not having the deficiencies of Gram-Charlier expansions.
Lastly, one can compute the moments instead and realize that E[ζ3] ≈ 1.3 and E[ζ4] ≈ 4.5, which
makes the previous solution an approximate distribution for the surface of the Boltzmann-like ocean
spectrum of appendix D.4.1 when one sets m0 = 1.
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Longuet-Higgins (1952)

























Figure 6.11: Alternative formulation for the probability density (cyan) of a non-trivial set of
normalized central moments, as in eq. (6.21). Here we have set m0 = 1, such that H1/3 ∼ 4 m and
the horizontal axis is also measured in meters.
6.3 Statistical Assumptions for the Airy Wave Theory
The path towards the statistical theory of random waves is much due to the connection between
the energetics of the wave solution and the statistical treatment of the random noise. When these
two are equivalent, we achieve stationarity, ergodicity and hence a Gaussian sea. Here we briefly
describe how these conditions are a consequence of the spectral theory in harmonic analysis and the
Airy wave solution to the Euler equations. We will show that necessary and the sufficient conditions
to arrive at the Gaussian distribution for the surface elevation ζ(t) are:
(Ib) The sea surface obeys the Airy solution;
(IIb) The phases θi(t) ≡ kix− ωit are uniformly distributed, hence ergodic;
(IIIb) The process is first-order stationary, hence ergodic.
Note that we do not place restrictions on the bandwidth, and thus the above list of assumptions
is much less restrictive than of the previous section because assumptions II and V can be derived
from I, while II and VI obtained also from III and IV. In fact, assumption VI is crucial because
if the process is not stationary and not ergodic one should not use the time average to compute
the moments, but the ensemble averages (Lampard, 1954). This is behind the methodology of
Longuet-Higgins (1963), as it assumes a mean-zero time average 〈ζ(t)〉 (a reasonable assumption)
and through ergodicity assures a mean-zero ensemble average. When ergodicity does not hold, such
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an approach should no longer be used. Furthermore, we will show how to obtain the Rayleigh
distribution for wave crests without Rice’s approach. Finally, we build the necessary tools in order
to find distributions when the assumptions above are no longer valid or partially valid. Hence, the
new approach shall be based on the measure of ergodicity, stationarity and the exact solution to the
ocean governing equations.
6.3.1 Wave Energetics



















Where ρ is the water density, g is gravity, x the direction of motion and z perpendicular to it such
that ~g = −gẑ, ζ is the sea surface elevation and ui = −∂φ/∂xi is the i-th velocity component
derived from the velocity potential φ (i.e. using potential theory to solve the Euler equations). For
















cos(kx− ωt) . (6.24)
The velocity components become:













Hence, combining eqs. (6.23-6.25) we obtain the total energy per width of Airy waves (setting the
















Selecting an appropriate gauge for the energy and using the dispersion relation ω2 = gk tanh kD,

















where A is the wave amplitude and E(E ) the ensemble average energy of a superposition of harmonic
waves of different amplitudes. The previous result is crucial for the development of concepts and
statistical investigations of the ocean, even though based on an idealistic model of the sea surface
(Airy wave).
6.3.2 Stationarity
In this section we provide a simplified proof that the ocean waves do not consist of a stationary
process. First, we start with a basic identity from probability theory on the expected value (the





























Accordingly, we can write, approximately:
E[ζ(t)] ≈ E[ζ(0)] + t · dE[ζ(t)]
dt






A process is described as first-order stationary if the following holds:
Eζ ≡ E[ζ(t)] = E[ζ(0)] ≡ Eζ0 . (6.30)
One can convince oneself that because the ocean state is such that it constantly changes, is not
possible to achieve the stationarity (see section 6.3.6). Even so, a typical trick is to redefine the
surface elevation by subtracting it from its ensemble average, as E[ζ − E(ζ)] = 0. On the contrary,
to prove the stationarity we need to show that E[dζ/dt] = 0. Let us assume a harmonic type of
wave for the surface ζ(t) of the ocean. Moreover, to simplify the algebra, let us assume a very












Ai sin(kix− ωt) ≡ NE′ζ , (6.31)




















Notice that the first term of the r.h.s of eq. (6.32) is of the order of NA2 when Ai = A. Without loss
of generality, we can assume E[ζ(t)] = 0. Because eq. (6.29) is only a good approximation for small
t, we shall choose t = Tz/2π ∼ 1s, so that the interval becomes t = 1/ω. Then, eq. (6.29) becomes:



























∼ κN(N − 1)A2 ∴ lim
N→+∞
E[ζ(0)] = −A√κ . (6.34)
The above relation can lead to two different interpretations. First, If all wave mode amplitudes
are the same and the wavenumbers are uniformly distributed, then we will find that κ = 0 and
say the sea is stationary. However, since our initial assumption was of a narrow-banded sea, then
ki = kj ≈ k so that we have E[ζ(0)] = −A. Since there is no evidence to accept the uniform
distribution, for a narrow-banded sea we conclude that E[ζ(0)] 6= E[ζ(t)] because κ 6= 0, showing
that a stationarity property of ocean waves, is not achievable in practice. Later in section 6.3.6 we
will provide a more rigorous proof.
6.3.3 Ergodicity







X(t) dt ; E [X(t)] =
∫ +∞
0
X(t)P (X) dX . (6.35)
Then, a stochastic process is said to be ergodic if E [X(t)] = 〈X(t)〉 holds. Since the random
amplitudes Ai of ocean waves with elevation ζ(t) = Aicosθi are not functions of time, one can
use ζP (ζ) = ζ(θ)P (θ). Therefore, the ensemble average at an instant of time t of the sea surface
elevations can be also thought as an ensemble average of the random phases θ, which without loss







P (θ) dθ = −
∫ +∞
0
ζ(θ) ζ̂(θ)P (θ) dθ ,
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where −ζ̂(θ) is the Hilbert transform of the harmonic surface elevation. Anticipating a discussion of
the time-dependence of the ensemble average in section 6.3.6, a Fourier transform procedure would








ζ(θ)P (θ) dθ ∼ AE [ζ(t)] ∼
H1/3
3
E [ζ(t)] , (6.36)
which is the equivalent of taking t→ 0 as in section 6.3.6, such that the approximation sin θ ≈ θ
(thus, cos θ ≈ 1) holds and the above integral matches eq. (6.36) except for a scaling Ai. This
re-scaling is problematic when one wants to express the first moment based on the second moment, so
that we would find the first moment as m
2/3
0 when the second moment reads m0. As we look for a first
moment of the order of
√
m0, eq. (6.36) is the best indirect approximation method to obtain eq. (6.35).
In other words, we want to find a distribution P (X(t)) that produces E[X(t)] ≈ E(θ)[X(θ(t))].























= 0 , (6.37)
which is the basic assumption in the current theory of random seas. The above integral is equivalent
to the discrete ensemble average computation in (Boccotti, 2000, 2014), however, for a non-ergodic
and non-stationary process, the referenced approach is unsatisfactory, whose generalization is exactly
























= 0 , (6.38)
such that the ocean state can be called Ergodic if, and only if, the superposition is uniformly



















As we know, the energy spectrum is not uniformly distributed among frequencies ω, so that there is
no reason to believe that the superposition of terms cos(ωit) will be also uniformly distributed, thus,
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demonstrating that ocean states are non-ergodic. As pointed out by Lampard (1954), non-ergodic
systems require a replacement for the moments, where the ensemble averages replace the time
averages, so that we see the relevance of computing the ensemble averages carefully.
6.3.4 Autocorrelation
Now, let us show how we can recover eq. (6.27) from ergodicity. The autocorrelation of the sea












































A2i = EAIRY . (6.42)
Moreover, a very useful result in the theory of spectral analysis is the Wiener-Khinchin theorem,
relating the spectral density of a time series with its autocorrelation function (Khintchine, 1934). If




ζ∗(t) ζ(t+ τ) dt ; H(f) =
∫ +∞
−∞



















H(f)H(f ′) δ(f − f ′) e−2πif ′τ df df ′ =
∫ +∞
−∞
[H(f)]2 e−2πifτ df . (6.44)








S(f)df , S(f) ≡ [H(f)]2 , (6.45)
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Wiener− Khinchin ⟨ζ2(t)⟩ =
∫ +∞
0 S(f ) df = E [EAiry] Stationarity
Stationarity Ergodicity Gaussianity
AiryWave
Figure 6.12: Graphic description of the main assumptions of the current theory of random seas.
with S(f) denoting the ocean energy spectrum and H(f) the spectral density. This result is the
cornerstone of the theory of random seas (see Figure 6.12) and we shall demonstrate how this
relation will change for different solutions to the water wave problem. In fact, the above relation can
be shown to be true for the Airy wave theory only. Although Longuet-Higgins (1980) is well-known
for its finite bandwidth correction to Longuet-Higgins (1952), the most important statement in this
work was that the above relation would not be valid for Stoke waves, because the potential energy of
the integral in eq. (6.23) would be kept intact whereas the kinetic energy would deviate, such that
the basis for the typical statistical treatment of the spectrum 〈ζ2〉 = m0 must be corrected due to
kinetic energy variations, a hint that was kept untouched for several decades. Therefore, the crucial
relation is generalized into eq. (A.1), with mk denoting the k-th moment of the ocean spectrum.
6.3.5 Gaussianity
The definition in eq. (6.35) requires a priori knowledge of the probability density, thus, it





P (ζ) ζ(t) dζ ≡ E[ζ(t)] . (6.46)
If we impose 〈〈ζ(t)〉〉 = 〈ζ(t)〉 = 0, the trivial solution is a Gaussian probability density. In order to






















Consequently, a Gaussian distributed ζ(t) will feature:
〈〈ζ2n+1(t)〉〉 = 0 ; 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉 = (2n− 1)!!mn0 , n ∈ N . (6.48)
However, the above result is not an exact solution if compared to the time averages. As eq. (D.19)
shows, the excess kurtosis of an Airy wave surface elevation will deviate negatively from the Gaussian
density prediction with a decreasing number of superposed waves. In fact, according to eq. (D.18),
because A2 = 2m0, the axiomatic narrow-band case (one wave only) produces a -1.5 excess kurtosis,







cos2n+1(ωt) dt = 0 , (6.49)





















and since the second moment yields A2 = 2m0, we find:
〈〈ζ2n+1(t)〉〉 = 〈〈ζ2n+1(t)〉〉H = 0 ; 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉 = n!〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉H , n ∈ N . (6.51)
Thus, we conclude that the higher-order even normalized central moments will deviate considerably
from the Gaussian density even for a perfectly narrow-banded sea. Nonetheless, the limit of a very
large number of wave trains does not necessarily lead to a Gaussian density, as if the system is
not ergodic, the non-uniform distribution of frequencies in the broad-banded case would produce
a non-vanishing mean and alter all the central moments, therefore, contrary to Cartwright and
Longuet-Higgins (1956), the broad-banded case is not perfectly Gaussian, as the Gaussian density
can only match the central moments with a uniform distribution of frequencies. Accordingly, the
sea surface elevation will be Gaussian in the narrow-band case with a large number of wave trains,
and deviate from it with a small and finite number of wave trains. Naturally, the deviation of
eq. (6.48) grows even more with a non-uniform frequency distribution, so that unlike Cartwright and
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Longuet-Higgins (1956) prediction, strong deviations from the Gaussian density should be expected
in both narrow and broad-banded seas, though stronger for the latter, technically meaning that
regardless of the spectral bandwidth the exact Gaussian density is not practically reachable, in
accordance with observation (Kinsman, 1960).
6.3.6 Ocean Spectrum and Phase Distribution



















































A2i δ(f − fi) . (6.52)
This hints the close relationship between S(f) and P (f), as the spectrum will depend on the
random phase distribution. If all Ai are similar, then the spectrum is merely an even sum of delta
functions. Let us transform the probability density of the phases P (ω), that is related to spectrum








eiξ(θ−ω)P (ω) dξ dω =
∫ +∞
−∞
δ(θ − ω)P (ω) dω . (6.53)
Consequently, it immediately follows:
∫ +∞
−∞





δ(θ − ω)P (ω) dω dθ =
∫ +∞
−∞
P (ω) dω .
Most commonly, however, a change of variables is performed:
∫ +∞
−∞











P (ω) dω . (6.54)
Let us then compute the ensemble average of eq.(6.39) without care for the specific type of random
process. Assume that the normalized spectrum is S(ω) = E e−ω/π/π = EP (ω), such that we find









dθ = 1 . (6.55)
















The above result proves the back-of-the-envelope calculation in section 6.3.2 in a more general
setting, reaffirming the non-stationary character of the ocean surface. Conversely, if we use eq. (6.53)
instead, we recover the result of eq. (6.39). The relevance of such approach is that changing variables
ω → θ in the ensemble average will lead to misleading conclusions. This is because we can not
factor out the merely auxiliary variable t, e.g. the ensemble average will become time-dependent
for a general phase distribution. When the system is not ergodic, the time average is not the best
suited to find the moments of the approximated empirical probability density (Lampard, 1954),
such that if the ensemble average is time-dependent, so will the density as well. Furthermore,
the time-dependence is incompatible with the type of process, as a Gaussian random process is
understood as an asymptotic limit of a time-dependent stochastic process, namely the Wiener
process (Mantegna and Stanley, 1999). Since the dynamics and governing equations are not extended
to a Wiener process, thus, we have to avoid a time-dependent ensemble average. In other words,
the entire rationale of this work is suitable for either a steady state sea surface and properties
thereof, or an approximation for the statistics of a sufficiently homogeneous sea state collection. If
we included time-dependence such as in the Wiener process, we would find sea properties, variables
and statistics varying with time, as in the case of financial time series (Mantegna and Stanley, 1999;
Voit, 2005). For instance, Einstein’s famous paper on Brownian motion finds the celebrated time-
dependent Gaussian probability density (see section 3.3.2 of (Voit, 2005)), and indeed, Dragulescu
and Yakovenko (2002); Silva and Yakovenko (2003) and others have shown that financial markets can
display the same time-dependent Gaussianity when we have the CLT limit ∆t→ 0 as a special case.
Thus, justifying the choice for eq. (D.40) over eq. (D.42) as well as eq. (6.53) instead of eq. (6.54).
Then, the title of this chapter becomes clear: the process is considered pseudo-stationary because we
do not take ergodicity as granted, yet we shall use Khintchine’s theorem as a good approximation,
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which can only be valid when eq. (6.56) is not time-dependent. In other words, as the mean averages
and time averages differ, thus a non-ergodic process, but we keep the stationary ensemble averages,
it follows that the only way to measure the degree of stationarity of the system is through the time
average. Since the most general definition of stationarity refers to the invariance of the ensemble
average when measured in equally partitioned intervals of time, a pseudo-stationary system would
result in the invariance of the time averages over equally partitioned intervals of time. Note that,
if the system is mean-ergodic, this condition is sufficient to say that there is a stationary random
process, thus, both time and ensemble averages would be fixed in time and for equally partitioned
intervals of time, in addition to being equal to each other, thus, in this sense ”fully” stationary.
Likewise, a process is said to be ”fully” non-stationary when they are not mean-ergodic and both
time and ensemble averages are time-dependent. The reason for treating it as a pseudo-stationary
system is due to the fact that is much easier to measure the time-dependence of the time averages
than its ensemble counterpart. For the same reason, i.e. the challenge to decompose the surface
elevation into wave trains deterministically, Goda (2010) argues that is virtually impossible to
accurately measure the degree of stationarity of the sea due to the fact that it is impossible to
collect a true ensemble of wave records for a prescribed sea state, because sea states are all different
in time and space, therefore, stationarity and ergodicity can never be verified for sea waves. Indeed,
in the limit of t→ 0 of eq. (6.56) we find a non-zero-mean stationary process, that might not be
necessarily ergodic. On the other hand, when t→∞ we obtain a mean-ergodic stationary process
for the Airy wave, which we demonstrate in appendix D.4.2 that is equivalent to the most trivial
way to achieve ergodicity when using the change of variables with uniformly distributed phases.
6.4 Rayleigh Distribution of Ocean (Airy) Waves
Originally, the Rayleigh distribution is obtained in the field of mathematical statistics as the
distribution resulting from a two-dimensional random walk, where each unidimensional random
process is Gaussian. Due to this well-known fact (Cramér and Leadbetter, 1967; Middleton, 1996),
it is common to create artificial tools to produce a meaningful second random variable displaying
a random walk, i.e. the Hilbert transform (Osborne, 2010). As discussed in section 6.2.2, this
formulation has serious limitations even when its core assumptions are valid. However, in a heuristic
approach, try to modify (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). For starters, due to the anti-symmetry around
ζ = 0, the Rayleigh distribution is not compatible with eq. (6.47). A proper way to fix this
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incompatibility is to change the interpretation so that ζ can only assume positive values, i.e. the
probability density of ζ → |ζ|. In section 6.3.5, each half of the support had only one value of ζ
attached to either crest height or trough heights, so that for the Rayleigh support we need two
identical values for each ζ, as if we imported all trough values into the other half support. This
procedure will lower the variance, and since the Rayleigh distribution has about half the variance of



















2/2m0 ., ζ > 0 , (6.57)
meaning that the Rayleigh distribution of the absolute values of the sea surface elevation is, up to
second moment, statistically identical to the Gaussian distribution of the sea surface elevation.
6.4.1 Mathematical Details
Such a procedure can be reduced to the problem of finding a Rayleigh distribution that produces
the same variance of a Gaussian one over half of its support (−∞,+∞). In order to follow the main
characteristic of a Gaussian integral (see eq. (6.46)), the only viable option is to create a RD of |ζ|,
because a half-support Rayleigh distribution is not mean-zero, reading (see appendix D.1):






R(ζ) dζ = 1 , (6.58)
where R(ζ) is the Rayleigh distribution. Then, our absolute model serves as a continuous approx-
imation for a discrete model for crests and troughs that can be properly normalized into their
respective half-supports (−∞, 0] and [0,+∞). Taking into account the properties of even and odd
functions, one can easily show that (see appendix D.1):
∫ +∞
−∞






ζ2nR(ζ) dζ . (6.59)
Moreover, one can show that the moments of the absolute Rayleigh measure up to the Gaussian
one as follows:
〈〈ζ2n+1(t)〉〉 = 〈〈ζ2n+1(t)〉〉R = 0 ; 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉 =
(2n− 1)!!
2nn!
































Gaussian ; H1/3 = 1 m
Rayleigh ; H1/3 = 1 m
















Figure 6.13: (Left) Densities for two minutes of records of the Petrobras data from de Pinho et al.
(2004) (blue circles) and the narrow-banded signal (dots) compared to a Gaussian density (dashed)
and Mori and Yasuda (2002) (solid red: m0 = 1/16, µ3 ≈ −0.31 and µ4 ≈ −0.44 and solid cyan:
m0 = 1/16, µ3 ≈ 0 and µ4 ≈ −6) and (Right) Comparison between normalized probability densities
with variance m0 = 1/16, or equivalently H1/3 = 1 m.






















so that the Gaussian model will always have higher normalized moments for n > 1. Using the same
rationale for the single harmonic wave, we can find:
〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉†
〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉†H
= (2n− 1)!! ∴ 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉†H 6 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉
†
R 6 〈〈ζ2n(t)〉〉† . (6.62)
Note that the model based on eq. (6.58) is not observed in nature, e.g. broad-banded seas, as several
studies confirmed the near Gaussian nature of the sea elevation ζ(t) (Rudnick, 1950; Mackay, 1959;
Kinsman, 1960; Ochi and Wang, 1985). However, as discussed in section 6.3.5, the higher-order
odd moments of a narrow-banded distribution deviate from the Gaussian, especially the higher
moments, as shown above. This relation means that the absolute RD is in between narrow-banded
and broad-banded models. To analyze this assertion, we created an artificial narrow-banded time
series comparable to the Petrobras data (see Figure 6.14), and we concluded that the narrow-band
surface will create a very skewed M-shaped shifter upwards probability density Figure 6.13. Now,
we are only left with the task of comparing the actual variances of Gaussian and Rayleigh densities.
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Figure 6.14: (Left) First two minutes of the sea elevation time series from Petrobras data (Liu and
Pinho, 2004; de Pinho et al., 2004) with significant crest and trough heights for the interval (dashed
lines) and (Right) Comparison with a narrow-banded surface elevation ζ0(t) = 0.5 sin(4t/5) with
estimated period Tz = 10π/8 ≈ 7.85 s.
For the generalized Gaussian density, the variance reads:























= 2VarG(ζ) . (6.64)















Notice that the real solution is R(|ζ|) because its variance is only composed of 〈ζ2〉 whereas for
the Rayleigh distribution has variance (〈ζ2〉 − 〈ζ〉2) with 〈ζ〉2 6= 0. Accordingly, if the ocean state
is dominated by harmonic (Airy) waves and is a random Gaussian process featuring ergodicity,
thus obeying the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, then, the following probability density is a good




2/2m0 , ζ > 0 ; R(|ζ|) = |ζ|
2m0
e−ζ
2/2m0 , ζ ∈ R . (6.66)
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As eq. (6.46) must yield 〈〈ζ(t)〉〉 = m0, the half support gives 12m0. Since we want the integral over
RD to yield m0 but is valid for the half support [0,+∞), the adjusted integral needs to provide
2m0, thus the original term becomes 〈〈ζ(t)〉〉 = (1/2) · (2m0) = m0. This can be interpreted as
transferring trough heights to the positive half-support ζ → |ζ|. Alternatively, if we set the integral
to result in m0 the solution reads R2(ζ) = (2ζ/m0)e−ζ2/m0 . One way to judge which distribution is
more suitable is the ζ-axis spread. The spread of the first RD exceeds 3m whereas the second RD is
about only 2m, whereas the original Gaussian solution had a 4m spread (see Figure 6.13, right). This
is due to the scale parameter in the exponential, favoring the first solution. Furthermore, a second
method would be measuring the probability of the 1/3 highest waves range, which should yield
approximately 30%. Stansell (2004) data shows that this range is mostly covered by 0.75 < α < 1.25,
which for a variance of m0 = 1m as in figure 6.13 is reduced to 1.5m < ζ < 2.5m. The first RD
solution yields 28% while the second 10%, thus favoring the former. We then shall use the results in
this section to construct an approximate framework to obtain distributions in different systems.
6.4.2 Wave Heights
Assuming narrow-banded seas we can approximate wave height as H = 2ζ, which, in turn, has
its own normalized Rayleigh distribution:







Following Sverdrup and Munk (1947), is convenient to find the distribution in terms of the percentage
of the significant wave height H1/3, the mean height of the highest 1/3 waves (Holthuijsen, 2007):
∫ +∞
H̃
3R(H) dH = 1 ∴ H1/3 :=
∫ +∞
H̃
3HR(H) dH . (6.68)
The first integral is the normalization, resulting H̃2 = 8 ln3 ·m0, so that H̃ ≈ 3
√
m0. Setting H̃ = 0
one finds Hrms = 2
√


























Therefore, defining α = H/H1/3 as the dimensionless wave height, we rewrite the wave height
Rayleigh probability density as follows:
R(α) dα = 1
H1/3
R(α) dH = R(H) dH , (6.70)
inevitably leading to:
R(H = αH1/3) = 4α e−2α
2








Notice that the above exceeding distribution is a consequence of a narrow-banded requirement and
while the solution (surface elevation) does not require any value for the bandwidth, the conversion
between wave crests and heights do require the knowledge on the ratio of normalized crest and
normalized heights (see chapter 3).
6.5 Non-Ergodicity & General Formulation
When the system is not ergodic, the formulation of the problem of finding a probability density
as 〈〈ζ(t)〉〉 = 〈ζ(t)〉 and 〈〈ζ2(t)〉〉 = 〈ζ2(t)〉 is no longer valid as E[ζ(t)] 6= 〈ζ(t)〉. We postulate that
the probability density must be a direct solution to integral equations that relate to the random
wave train distribution, the ocean spectrum and the nonlinear equation governing the sea surface
elevation and consequently the energy of the system. To first order, the system of integral equations
reads in the limit n→ +∞,
∫ +∞
−∞
P (ζ) dζ = 1 ;
∫ +∞
−∞
P (ζ) ζ(t) dζ = E[〈ζ(t)〉] ;
∫ +∞
−∞
P (ζ) ζ2(t) dζ = E[〈ζ2(t)〉] , (6.72)
where E[〈ζ(t)〉] = 〈E [ζ(t)]〉 is a double integral that generalizes the ergodicity equality








tS(ω) ζ(t) dt dω ,
∫ +∞
0
tS(ω) dω = 1 , (6.73)
where S(ω) is the random wave train distribution in terms of the frequency ω. Notice that the
above formalism is equivalent to that in section 6.3.6, where here we used a very general and obtuse
expression instead of a specific connection to the ocean spectrum. It can be shown that if the time
average vanishes but the ensemble does not, the generalized average equals the ensemble, whereas if
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Figure 6.15: Family of trivial solutions for ergodic Airy statistics.
both vanish, we achieve trivial ergodicity. Nonetheless, these integral equations do not feature a
unique solution, but families of solutions. We filter the solution by requiring it to convey chaotic
behavior, e.g. the principle of maximum differential entropy (Cover and Thomas, 2005):





P (ζ) ln[P (ζ)] dζ
}
; P (ζ)
ζ→0−−−→ 0 . (6.74)
For the functions of absolute values |ζ| (crest heights), we have:
∫ +∞
0





P (|ζ|) ζ(t) dζ = E[〈ζ(t)〉] ;
∫ +∞
0
P (|ζ|) ζ2(t) dζ = E[〈ζ2(t)〉] . (6.75)
6.5.1 Airy Waves
This problem can be formulated as:
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) dζ = 1 ;
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ(t) dζ = 0 ;
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ2(t) dζ = 2m0 , (6.76)
With a general solution of the type P (|ζ|) = 12A|ζ|ke−Bζ
2
for ζ ∈ R, P (ζ) = Aζke−Bζ2 for ζ ∈ R+



























, k odd , (6.78)
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Longuet-Higgins
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Boltzmann + Airy

















Figure 6.16: Probability density of the Boltzmann distributed phases and comparison with the
equivalent from Mori and Yasuda (2002) (since the solution for the surface density in Figure 6.11 is
equivalent to this same problem in appendix D.4.1).
whose k = 1 solution is the distribution of eq. (6.66). Figure 6.15 shows how the entropy condition
allows us to choose RD as its standard solution. For the non-ergodic & non-uniform Airy waves
case, the ensemble average structure with non-uniform Boltzmann random phase distribution
S(ω) = e−ω/π/π will lead to a slight deviation, producing a variance of 5m0/6 for the full support
or 5m0/3 for half-support (see appendix D.4.1):
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) dζ = 1 ;
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ(t) dζ ≈ √m0 ,
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ2(t) dζ ≈ 5
3
m0 , (6.79)
whose approximate trivial solution reads:






















such that it becomes clear how the physical system directly affects the probability density. As
Figure 6.16 shows, the density favours bulk wave crests and assigns to them very high likelihoods,
diminishing both upper tail odds as well as in the region ζ → 0. This is confirmed by the equivalent
(but pathological) Gram-Charlier series. In other words, the skewed peak in Figure 6.11 and the
bulge at intermediate crest heights have the effect of producing the shifted bulge of Figure 6.16 (i.e.
the green curve). Notice, however, that if we switched signs in the expansion of eq. (6.80) we would
likely reproduce the empirical density in Figure 6.2 (left). In fact, for the above solution, waves
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with α > 1 will decrease their likelihood from 13% (RD) to 10% whereas rogue waves decrease from
0.03% (RD) to 0.007% (exact calculation from the integral of the probability density, using the
above approximation would result in 0.013%). Such low rogue wave likelihood was reported by
Christou and Ewans (2014), where 3649 (0.003%) rogue waves were found in 122 million waves.
6.6 Stokes Second-Order Statistics




























































32 + (ψ21 + ψ2)π
2ε2
∴ 〈ζ2(t)〉 = Γm0 . (6.84)
Then, the problem of an ergodic & uniform 2nd-order Stokes Wave can be formulated as:
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) dζ = 1 ;
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ(t) dζ = 0 ;
∫ +∞
0
P (ζ) ζ2(t) dζ = 2Γm0 , (6.85)
whose solution satisfying condition reads:
P(H > αH1/3) ≈ e−2α
2/Γ . (6.86)
which according to Figure 6.17 will induce higher probabilities in intermediate water regime. In
fact, for the Stokes profile we find that Γ will show that in shallow water the solution recovers RD,





















Figure 6.17: Theoretical variation of the ration between significant wave height and its spectral
counterpart as a function of depth and the steepness ε ∼ kpH1/3 (where p stands for the peak).
and in fact, the variations in Γ are not sufficient to explain Table 2.1, as the data is nearly identical
in regards to kD. However, we can test the toy model with the reports of Goda (1970, 1979) and










≡ e−H2/8m0 ≡ e−Z2c /2m0 . (6.87)
Therefore, the ratio between significant wave height and variance of the spectrum is not only
variable, but important for wave statistics. As seen in Figure 2.1, the average for all storms is about
H1/3 = 3.85
√
m0, or equivalently giving an average probability e
−1.85α2 , providing a weak and yet
useful explanation why Group II in Table 3.2 had a significant ”meandering”. Due to eq. (3.4), we
rewrite eq. (6.87) as (because the original distribution for crests has Zc = SβH),
e−Z
2














Notice that numerically, the deviation 2Sβ is of the order of 10% for ordinary waves (see Figure
3.1), which for a maximum steepness of 1/7, we find ‖Γ‖ ∼ 1.1. Therefore, it is not unreasonable
to estimate Γ ∼ SβΓ1/2, especially because the crest/height ratio could depend on finite depth,
such that we can use H1/3 ≈ 4
√
m0/Γ. In Figure 6.17 we see how the new ratios mostly agree with
Goda’s reports on the variability of it, typically being higher in shallow water than deep water, and
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with values ranging from 4-4.1 to 3.7-3.9 respectively. This will, in turn, increase the exceeding
probability with intermediate waters, possibly explaining the observation made by Zhang et al.
(2019): analyzing a wave tank experiment on rogue wave statistics in intermediate waters under the
influence of a sea bed slope, authors found that in the beginning of the slope the distribution is
similar to Forristall (1978) and Longuet-Higgins (1980) whereas at the end of the slope the likelihood
becomes Super-Rayleigh and best described by a Gram-Charlier series with excess kurtosis µ4 ≈ 1.6
applied to Boccotti’s distribution. For a rogue, its ratio is:
F
B ∼ e
−2.2α2+1.8α2 ≈ e−0.4α2 ∼ e−1.6 ≈ 0.2 . (6.89)
Hence, we want to show that we can find the same ratio by only knowing the sea parameters of
the finite depth evolution at the slope. Since Cahill and Lewis (2014) estimate Tp ∼ 1.2TE ≈
1.68Tz (see appendix A.1) and according to Zhang et al. (2019), the start of the slope gave
ε1 ≈ 1.682 × kpH1/3/2π ∼ 1/24 and at the end ε2 ∼ 1/11 with depths kD about 1 and 0.5






α2 ≈ e−0.21α2 ∼ e−0.85 ≈ 0.43 , (6.90)
thus corroborating the convenience of the present Stokes model and of the new framework laid
out here. Finally, is important to remark that this Stokes expansion is numerically equivalent to
Tayfun (1980), as it also increases the exceeding probability with an increase in significant steepness.
However, our model has the advantage of being flexible in regard of depths.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we assessed the validity and justification of the most celebrated methodologies
for deriving ocean wave distributions. We have shown that in the same manner as experimental
studies disagree on the rarity of rogue waves or the accuracy of selected distributions, likewise, the
methods to find normal distributions or approximations thereof are typically mutually contradictory.
Then, we showed how to obtain distributions from a different point of view, proving the validity of
the RD for an Airy wave solution and extending this new framework to other trivial water wave




In this chapter, we provide a summary of the connection between the results presented in each
chapter of this thesis, briefly highlighting the significance of each finding or proposed modification
and the directions of future work thereof.
7.1 Key Findings
In chapter 2 we have obtained physical bounds for sea parameters in an ensemble fashion, for the
same purpose as those obtained for individual waves (Hallowell, 2015). We refined the Miche (1944)
limit in terms of height-to-depth ratio in order to make room for rogue waves (otherwise breaching
the standard limit) and obtained a more meaningful limit for steepness. Empirical relations between
several sea parameters were here first reported and lead to astounding conclusions on the nature of
the maximum normalized heights with respect to a specific set of sea parameters, including finite
depth regimes and vertical asymmetry.
Chapter 3 had the mission to either corroborate the previous one through a correspondence
between (α, β) or to obtain contrasting bounds and empirical relations among sea parameters for
wave crests. Extraordinarily, it is possible, as it turns out, to bridge the results of the previous
chapter to wave crests.
Chapter 5 has demonstrated that contrary to most claims, the relationship between rogue waves
in spatial dimensions and its recording in a time series is not trivial, e.g. a higher density of rogue
waves in a given area of the ocean does not necessarily mean more rogue waves will appear in a
time series obtained at a fixed point in space. In addition, using the rationale responsible for this
counter-intuitive result, we have also developed an approximate model to obtain the validity of
multidimensional models, thus, partially solving the problem of saturation (i.e. not increasing the
rogue wave likelihood endlessly with an increase in the surface area). Lastly, we have derived a
generalized analytical expression for the maximum normalized heights when previous studies could
deal with this problem only numerically.
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7.2 Major Novelties
Chapter 2 stands out in this thesis regarding the creation of new parameters. Firstly, we
developed a new measure for the steepness and obtained its bound, then it was shown that this new
measure is more suited for the discussion of rogue waves than its individual counterpart. Secondly,
as discussed by several authors, there are no known criteria for the sampling of homogeneous ocean
states, which as demonstrated by the grouping of empirical probabilities, can lead to misleading
conclusions on the nature of the rarity of rogue wave occurrence. To address this problem, we have
devised a parameter, τ , that controls the homogeneity of the sample, such that when it reaches
very high values (correlated with very high variation of the significant wave height in the time
series) it mathematically reflects the inaccuracy of heterogeneous samples by violating the condition
‖α‖ > 1. Furthermore, the model for maximum normalized heights arising from these empirical
relations does not depend on the total number of waves in a time series, thus, providing a paradigm
shift framework. Furthermore, we embarked on the challenge of obtaining a ceiling for rogue waves,
finding no equivalent in the literature. Though most studies focus on the amplitude of NLS solutions
(Peregrine, 1983), these estimates are not relevant for the ocean as they are not normalized by
the significant wave height (Toenger et al., 2015). Instead, through empirical findings and the
development of a new measure for the steepness, we have derived an expression for the (normalized
by the significant wave height) rogue wave upper bound for the first time, a limit dependent on sea
parameters. Naturally, these novelties were also successfully incorporated into the study of rogue
wave crests in chapter 3 due to its main finding, the α− β correspondence.
Also of inaugural nature, a probability distribution for the broadest possible ocean regimes have
been proposed in chapter 4, whereas previous distributions were commonly devised for specific ocean
regimes (i.e. deep or shallow, high steepness, etc). In this attempt, we have successfully obtained
good accuracy with the data in deep water, including the stratification of the exceeding probability
and the ”meandering” of a few storms, and explained the observation of less rogue wave formation
in shallower areas. Not surprisingly, the model also reflects the empirical findings of chapter 2 and
is the first distribution to obey smoothly all the bounds for physical parameters as well as statistical
ones.
Lastly, chapter 6 presented the most ambitious goal of this thesis, upon which we have demon-
strated that derivations of ocean wave distributions are mostly based on contradictory assumptions.
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Figure 7.1: Significant wave height analysis (in meters) from the Météo-France global wave model
(MFWAM) at 20 km spatial resolution. Credits: Météo-France/EU Copernicus Marine Service.
Though these assumptions can be partially valid, the standard framework is not unified and works
on an individual basis, e.g. for a specific ocean state one devises a method to derive the probability
density that is incompatible with the framework of a probability density derived for a different
ocean state. Therefore, we have built an approximated unified framework in the pseudo-stationary
assumption (see section 6.3.6), thus recovering RD in a rigorous fashion, as well as a refinement for
Tayfun (1980) that incorporates finite depth variations, further solving the problems highlighted by
Goda (1970) and Zhang et al. (2019).
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The main directions of future work consist of validating the findings through numerical simulations
as well as the acquisition of broader ocean surface data. Furthermore, parameters such as τ and
η1/3 need to be related to ocean parameters. Theoretically, however, we have to make the theory
of pseudo-stationary random seas complete by solving all water wave governing equations and
correlating with specific ocean settings. Additionally, the MRHT model has to be tested for shallow
water wave data and broader conditions on steepness and vertical asymmetry. Finally, a warning
system for rogue waves based on hindcast maps of the parameters (see Figure 7.1) involved in both
empirical findings of chapter 2 and the MRHT model are suggested as a next ambitious step, and
thus, projections for the rogue wave intensity and occurrence in a changing climate.
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APPENDIX A
Spectral and Statistical Definitions
A.1 Ocean Spectra and Wave Ratios
Given the energy spectrum S(ω), where ω is the wave frequency, the k-th moment is defined as




ωk S(ω) dω , k ∈ Z . (A.1)





− 1 . (A.2)
The spectral significant wave height is obtained from the spectrum variance m0, which for a Rayleigh
distributed set of wave heights reads Hm0 ≈ 4
√












being respectively known as the energy, mean and zero-crossing periods. For the zero-crossing period,
storm 29 showed that T2 ≈ 0.9Tz during the peak of the storm and almost perfect equivalency
otherwise. Though the absence of any theoretical connection, the energy period shows remarkable
correspondence with T1/3 (the mean period of the tallest 1/3 waves), with an average TE ≈ 1.01T1/3








Lastly, is of great importance to know how the 1/3 tallest waves period compares to the zero-crossing
one. From the spectral moments one reaches T 2E ≈ 2T 22 , whereas observation has T 21/3 ≈ 1.6T 2z . The
wavelengths, which are a function of every Ti , `, are calculated as:
λi , ` :=














with the associated wave number ki , ` = 2π/λi , `, with ` as the type of period in eq. (A.3). Given






























Following the nomenclature where p is the number of 20-min records within a storm containing
N waves and n is the number of waves within a given 20-min record so that 〈n〉p = N , we have:
Xi X measured at the i-th wave
Xij Xi measured at the j-th 20-min record
Xj X measured at the j-th 20-min record
〈〈X〉〉 20-min record average: ∑ni=1 Xin








X Storm median of 20-min record averages
‖X‖ Storm maximum of variable X
Such distinction is necessary as some variables can only be defined for ensembles, such as H1/3.


















Since the fourteen storm average of 〈n〉 is of the order of 120 waves per 20-min record, the unbiased




B.1 Tayfun Wave Height Distribution Conversion
Following Tucker and Pitt (2001), starting from the classical Stokes second-order expression for
the water surface one can show that the probability density of the crest height is:
f(ξ) =
√













with ξ = Zc/
√
m0 ≡ Zc/σ. By means of eq. (6.71) the exceeding probability reads:
P(Zc > ξσ) =
∫ +∞
ξ









Assuming H1/3 = 4
√
m0 (Massel, 2017), one finds:









where µ = σk1 = k1H1/3/4 is the significant steepness (Tayfun, 1980; Fedele et al., 2016). Rewriting
the significant steepness as k1H1/3 = s, if H ≈ 2Zc holds, Tayfun’s distribution becomes:






















B.2 Bandwidth Adjusted Rayleigh Distribution in (0+1) Dimensions
Originally, Longuet-Higgins (1952) did not suggest eq. (5.2), but the following generalization:
P(Zc > u) = e−u
2/ā2 , (B.5)
where ā is the rms amplitude of the sea surface (Massel, 2017). For narrow-banded seas the rms
amplite reads ā =
√
2m0, such that the ratio becomes (u/ā)
2 = β2H2
1/3




we find (u/ā)2 = 8β2. Accordingly, Longuet-Higgins (1980) showed that given a finite spectral




















B.3 Bandwidth Adjusted Excursion Probability
































Hence, using the relation H2
1/3










































+ 2ϕXTϕY TϕXY . (B.10)
Then, without loss of generality, is equivalent of a simple change of variables β2 → ν?β2, the leading
order term of eq. (5.7) adjusted by finite bandwidth reads (u = βH
1/3
):













We calculate the intensity function for the wave crest exceeding probability in eq. (5.2):










= 16 β̃N . (C.1)

































= 4.811α̃1.126N ; N = e
2.263 α̃2.126N ∴ α̃N ≈ (0.44 lnN)0.47 . (C.4)
Hence, combining the two equations, Forristall’s expected maximum normalized wave height reads:
Eα ,F = (0.44 lnN)0.47 +
√
3
3 · 4.811 · (0.44 lnN)0.53 ≈ (0.44 lnN)
0.47
[
1 + 311 lnN
]
. (C.5)
Following eqs. (A.1-5.21), the adjusted Longuet-Higgins’s distribution in eq. (3.6) will lead to the



















































C.2 Tayfun’s Expected Maximum






1 + 2β̃Ns− 1
]2}
, (C.8)
leading to the relation:
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In the same manner that Tayfun (1980) recovers Longuet-Higgins (1952) in the limit s→ 0, likewise,
the mode and intensity of Tayfun’s distribution shall recover the mode and intensity of the previous























which can be approximated by up to 1% error as (lnN ∼ 10):






























C.3 Gaussian Extremes for Finite Bandwidth
Following the unidimensional Longuet-Higgins (1980) distribution in eq. (5.32) and the equations
(5.19-5.20), the intensity function and mode are calculated as:






Ergo, the expected maximum wave height is computed as:















Using mathematical induction on eq. (B.11) and taking eq. (5.10) as a reference, it is straightforward
to write a (d+ 1) finite bandwidth Rayleigh distribution:
P
(d+1)

















Ergo, the intensity function reads (see eq. (5.19)):














whereas the mode can be found by solving the equation below:
















= 0 , (C.17)
where α(d+1)0 , ν is similar to the mode in eq. (C.13) having NT replaced by NX0···Xd , now reading:
α̃(d+1)N , ν ≈ α
(d+1)
0 , ν −
g(α(d+1)0 , ν )
g′(α(d+1)0 , ν )













































Noting that 2〈ξ(d+1)α , ν ,N 〉 ≈
√






















Normal and Ensemble Integrals
D.1 Gaussian Integrals
In general calculus and probability theory, integrals with (−∞,+∞) support of Gaussian

















dx = 0 . (D.1)












































































a|x| e−ax2 dx ≡
∫ +∞
−∞
R(|x|) dx . (D.4)
Moreover, remembering that an even function integrated over the support (−∞, 0] equals the

























dx = 0 . (D.5)
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x2nR(x) dx . (D.6)





































































dt := erfc(x) ≡ 1− erf(x) . (D.8)















, x ∼ 1 . (D.9)
D.2 Trigonometric Integrals















, m ∈ N . (D.10)















sin(mωit) dt = 0 . (D.11)
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cos(mωit) cos(mωjt) dt . (D.13)
Performing the same integration technique previously, and because I∗ji = I
∗











dt = 0 . (D.14)
















dt = 0 . (D.15)
D.3 Time Average of ζ2n




























A2i = ψ(0) . (D.16)
For the next even order, we have however (remember that only powers of cos2n(mωit) wont vanish










































The factor of 3 in the second integral appears because of the combinatorics of the general group
i = j 6= k = l. Given a air (k, l), we have six possible configurations, which taking into account that
i = j 6= k = l is counted twice due to k = l 6= i = j, we are left we three possible configurations.











































D.4 Sample Average of ζ2n




























cos(θi − θj) + cos(θi + θj)
]
dθ . (D.21)
However, the interval can be written as a sequence of individual modes θ = (θ1, . . . , θi, · · · , θj , · · · , θN ),
such that the maximum interval of the first argument is max(θi − θj) = θN − θ1 = 2π whereas
min(θi − θj) = θ1 − θN = −2π. In general, we can write −π 6 θ± ∓ π 6 3π, where θ± = θi ± θj .


























= 0 . (D.22)









cosθ± dθ± = 0 . (D.23)
The interpretation of the above identity is quite plain: the set (θi, θj , θ) are not distinct variables that
can be mapped into one another, rather dθ just covers the integration over the desired interval. If the
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integral has cosθ dθ it means we are integrating over the cosine of all modes (θ1, . . . , θi, · · · , θj , · · · , θN )
whereas in the case of cosθ− dθ we integrate the same cosine over (θ1 − θN , . . . , θi − θj , · · · , θN − θ1)
































































which assuming A = Ai and (
∑
iAi)















A2i ∼ NA2 . (D.25)







7 . The fourth moment,














































e−θ/πcosθi cosθj cosθk cosθl dθ ,
=
[
8 + 128π2 + 192π4







4 + 14π2 + 4π4


































N(N − 1)A4 + 5
(1 + π2)
N(N − 1)A4 ∼ 5m20 . (D.27)










N(N2 − 1)A3 ∼ 1.5m3/20 . (D.28)
D.4.2 Trivial Ergodicity
Here we shall prove that if the distribution of the wave superposition is uniform, ergodicity













S(θ)ζ(θ) dθ . (D.29)
Because the periodicity feature is similar to the infinite boundary on the integral. When S(ω) = 1



































≡ EU [ζ(t)] . (D.31)
D.4.3 Uniform Probability Transformation
Following the rationale in section 6.3.6, the specific case of a collection of narrow-banded signals
into a single uniformly distributed spectrum up to a cut-off frequency requires a more complex








0 , x < 0
1 , x > 0
(D.32)
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with δ(x) being the Dirac delta function, such that the following holds:








δ(x− a) dx = 1 , ∀a ∈ R . (D.33)
Since the frequency cut-off is positive, we need to invert the intervals in eq. (D.32). We may split







δ(s− x0) ds ≡H (x− x0) + H̃ (x− x0) ,
whose complementary Heaviside function shifted by x0 reads:
H̃ (x− x0) =:
∫ +∞
x




1 , x < x0
0 , x > x0
(D.34)
Furthermore, one can find the Ramp function either from several methods, such as convolution or
simple multiplication of the Heaviside function. However, it behooves us to write it as an integral








x , x < x0
0 , x > x0
(D.35)
satisfying the integral of eq. (D.34) by R(x− x0) + R̃(x− x0) = x. Accordingly, without loss of















1/ω0 , ω < ω0
0 , ω > ω0
(D.36)












P (θ) dθ , θ = ωt , (D.37)
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with the first integral immediately following from eq. (D.36). Then, using our definition in section






















Since the original signal is narrow-banded, S(ω) is best described by a Dirac delta function, e.g.
the effective interval of integration is infinitesimal (ω0 − ε, ω0 + ε). Since θ = ωt, the equivalent




































1/θ0 , ω < ω0












0 · dθ = 1 , (D.41)
which could have been simplified by a change of variables:











however, for reasons delineated in section 6.3.6, the Fourier theorem is more consistent with the
formulation of a Gaussian random process.
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